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2 Welcome

“We hold these truths to be self-evident…”
We know that these are troubling times, and that many in our community are afraid for their right to openly be who they are, and even 

for their safety. Many are afraid that what is yet to come may be worse. And so, before our traditional welcome, we want to remind you of the 
New England Leather Alliance’s mission. NELA remains dedicated to making a safe place in the world for all leather / fetish / BDSM people 
through education, advocacy, and charitable giving. And our support of that mission shall neither falter nor wane, regardless of recent events, 
regardless of the political climate, regardless of what the future may hold. NELA will continue to pour the entirety of its energies into making a 
safe space for ALL of us in the leather, fetish and BDSM communities, not just throughout this weekend, but throughout all the days to come. 
NELA has endured for a over a quarter-century, and our commitment to supporting our community’s unalienable Rights – including the right to 
proudly embrace and live out our lifestyle, our sexualities, our very identities – will not waver.

And so we therefore proudly welcome you to NELA’s 48th Fetish Fair Fleamarket®. We welcome you once again to our homes, the 
Crowne Plaza Warwick and the Holiday Inn Express Warwick, for our traditional Presidents’ Day Weekend Winter Fleamarket. We hope you 
have a fun, safe and enriching experience. Please respect the hotel as if it were your home; please be responsible and courteous in all that 
you do while here, and represent our community proudly. Our event has never allowed nudity, and we ask that in public spaces, especially 
areas outside our checkpoints, you exercise good taste. All of us differ in our abilities and skills, so please be mindful of those who might not 
be as agile or facile. What we do is based on consent, plain and simple; we ask that you embody the ideal of consent in everything that you 
do. If you feel unsafe or uncomfortable at any time, please seek out a NELA Board member or a member of our Safety Staff or our Incident 
Response Team, or if none are available, a member of the hotel staff. If you are feeling unwell, we have arranged for the medical services of 
Operation Hammond to assist you.

NELA is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization; we use the FFFs to provide not only in-event education and community group involvement, but 
also to generate the finances to support our work year-round. Please come by our table all weekend and get or update your NELA Associates 
Benefit Card (ABC), which entitles you to free or reduced-rate admission to NELA events throughout New England, discounts on merchandise 
from a number of vendors, and discounts to get into many other non-NELA events. Revenue from the NELA merchandise we offer in return for 
donations also supports our work, so if you purchase a NELA t-shirt, hoodie, lunch box or other item, you’re helping to support our advocacy 
and charitable giving. Our charitable giving, and our support of a range of special programs, help strengthen our community. We support other 
worthwhile organizations both at home and across the country like The Network/La Red, AIDS Care Ocean State (see them in Room 126 
Saturday and Sunday again this year for free HIV and Hep C testing!), and the NCSF. We also have special programs like the ‘Ayem Willing’ 
Volunteer Travel Fund, which assists volunteers to travel to events and return with education which they might not otherwise be able to reach.

As with most community organizations, the lifeblood of our organization remains our volunteers. Now in its 26th year, NELA has for over a 
quarter-century been able to exist as part of, and help serve, the New England community of leatherfolk, solely because of those volunteers.  
Everyone from the wristband checkers to the Board of NELA have 
devoted their time, energy and abilities to make the FFF one of the 
largest and best BDSM events in the nation. We wish to offer a 
sincere thank-you to everyone who has volunteered when needed, 
in the past or present. Without you, NELA wouldn’t be here today.

And so through the efforts of our volunteers NELA continues 
its advocacy to help our world become a safer and happier place 
for those of us in our varied communities to be able to express 
our sexuality, and our focus on our mission remains unchanged. 
Your attendance here this weekend at the FFF helps support 
that mission, and we thank you for joining us; may your pursuit of 
Happiness be fruitful.

Rob & Jack

Co-Con Chairs, FFF #48
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Provided by Operation Hammond any time of the day or night during the Flea  

For any First Aid or Medical Emergency Call 

Operation Hammond will be on site all weekend providing 24/7 
medical services and social care. You can request their service 24 

hours a day. Or you can visit them in person at the First Aid Station. 
 All services are 100% discreet, private and confidential. 

617-297-8452

  We are a kink friendly organzation         www.OperationHammond.com
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Incident Response Team

If anyone has an issue, a concern, conflict, violation, or suspected 
violation that interferes with your enjoyment of the Fetish Fair 
Fleamarket, NELA has engaged an Incident Response Team 
(IRT) to respond and help. 
How to find us:
The Incident Response Team (IRT), trained in Conflict Resolution 
Facilitation (CRF), will be available 24/7. If anyone needs 
assistance please contact a member of the NELA Board/Flea 
Staff, Security, Operation Hammond/Medical or a Dungeon 
Monitor (DM) and ask them to contact a member of the Incident 
Response Team. 

How it works:
Incident Response Team members will meet with anyone who 
comes to us with a concern or a report of an incident. This 
meeting will be in a quiet location to provide a measure of privacy 
and safety. If we need to meet with another party or parties we will 
attempt to locate them and will then meet with them in a separate 
quiet location. We do not bring the parties face-to-face to discuss 
issues unless all parties request and consent to this.

The essential premise is that the best understanding of a situation 
comes from a calm discussion and by engaging all possible 
perspectives. This becomes a means towards a constructive 
decision by the participants regarding what actions may need to 
be taken. It is hoped that this will lead to the resolution of the 
issue at least for the duration of the event. All meetings will be 
held in private and details will not be discussed with anyone 
outside of our team and the parties. The ultimate goal is a mutual 
agreement when possible. If a mutually agreeable resolution is 
not possible or appropriate, the issue will be referred to NELA 
Board for a determination. If necessary, police, ambulance, and 
other emergency services will be called. 

Uncertainty and Questions? – Early Intervention:
We often see concerns come up after an event is concluded. 
Frequently this is because it takes time to work through thoughts 
and feelings about something and then build up courage to 
come forward.  We want to encourage anyone with a concern to 
reach out to us early. If you are not sure whether something that 
happened was right, wrong, or questionable we would be happy 
to support you, to listen to your concerns, and provide feedback. 

Who are the Incident Response Team members?
The team is comprised of volunteers, all of whom are trained 
Conflict Resolution Facilitators (CRF). Most of the team consists 
of individuals with a counseling and/or social work background. 
Many have worked in victim’s services, and all have been trained in 
the Conflict Resolution process. The team intentionally consists of 
a diverse group of members, representing different identifications, 
genders, and roles, but all team members are selected based 
on their ability to be sensitive towards, supportive and helpful 
to people of any background or orientation. Our team’s diversity 
may allow participants to choose a CRF most closely aligned with 
themselves if they so desire. 

NELA Board Reporting Process:
The Incident Response Team will provide representatives from 
the NELA Board (producers of the Fetish Fair Fleamarket) with a 
summary of the reported incident and indicate if the matter had 
a mutually satisfactory conclusion or if NELA Board will need to 
take further action. The IRT members are independent third party 
volunteers and are not members of the NELA Board.
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Photography
Attendees, Vendors, Presenters and NELA Volun-

teers and staff are prohibited from taking pictures or video 
in any public area of the venue. Public areas are “Any 
area in the hotel that is not a privately-rented hotel room.”

The FFF respects your privacy; however, please recall 
that you are at a public event, and you are your own best 
protection. The Fetish Fair Fleamarket, NELA, our host 
hotels, and our partner sponsoring groups and producers 
will not be liable in the event that your picture is taken.

Camera phones and video phones are everywhere, 
but we’re asking you not to use them or any other camer-
as in any public space. Reports of your unauthorized pho-
tography or recording of any kind will result in your being 
removed from the event without refund. Please keep this 
in mind and avoid even the appearance of photographing/
videoing others.

Please note that there will be some NELA-authorized 
photographers present at this event. You should be aware 
of them, if you do not want to appear in any picture. All 
authorized photographers will have a badge that they will 
display at all times, and they are required to obtain your 
explicit permission before taking any photograph (even if 
your face is obscured). These are the only photographers 
allowed.

If a photographer asks you to pose for a photo and 
you agree, please be sure to sign a photo release form.

It is proper procedure for authorized photographers 
to ask first before taking a photo. Harassing attendees 
for photos is forbidden. If someone pressures you for a 
photo, or takes an unauthorized photo “on the sly” please 
report it to NELA staff or volunteers immediately. If you 
think you have been photographed without your consent, 
you have the right to demand the film from the photogra-
pher or to check their digital files and delete the ones you 
are in.

Attendees entering into agreements to be photo-
graphed privately are strongly encouraged to check the 
references of the person they are dealing with, to have 
someone they know and trust with them during any pri-
vate photo shoot, and to resolve all issues of compen-
sation and the rights to the images before beginning a 
private photo shoot.

Rules
• Admission is good for entry to all vending areas and 

classes and Lounges for the day(s) purchased, with 
the exception of the Saturday Night Play Party ticket, 
which is valid only for that event.

• You must wear your wristband, and it must be visible, 
at all times. Broken wristbands are void and cannot 
be used for entry. If your wristband breaks, immedi-
ately return it to the Registration Desk for a replace-
ment.

• Anyone appearing to be intoxicated or under the in-
fluence may be refused admittance or removed from 
the FFF without refund.

• Please refrain from wearing strong perfume, cologne, 
or heavy scents

• Playing/scenes or any sexual activity in public is pro-
hibited. Restrooms are considered public areas. You 
may briefly try out items for sale on yourself only with 
the vendor’s permission

• Exposure of any bodily fluids or effluence, in any and 
all forms is prohibited in all public areas.

• Ask for permission before touching anything that 
doesn’t belong to you (humans included!).

• Smoking is prohibited inside the hotel.  Outside the 
hotel acceptable smoking distance from any hotel 
entrance is marked.

• Food/drink is prohibited in vending booths.
• Classes are first-come, first-serve to the seating limit 

of the room. Entering a classroom with signage indi-
cating full or at capacity is prohibited.

• All persons under age 18, including infants, are strict-
ly prohibited.

• All animals are prohibited with the exception of ser-
vice animals.

• Please respect the privacy of others. What you see 
here, stays here.

• Violation of any of these rules may be reason for 
ejection from event areas without refund.

• Questions or concerns may be brought to any NELA 
Board Member or Safety Team Member.

Violation, Conflict, and/or Crisis Support and Response Incident Response Team at Fetish Fair Fleamarket

If you experience a Consent Violation, Interpersonal Conflict or Crisis:
Incident Response Team (IRT) members are available 24 hours per day throughout the event to assist you. If you 
experience any disturbing issues or problems while attending the event, please contact anyone on NELA Board/Flea 
Staff, Security, Operation Hammond/Medical or a Dungeon Monitor (DM) and ask them to contact a member of the 
IRT team. All concerns will then be discussed in a quiet and private space.

The Incident Response Team is comprised of long-term community members who are trained in Conflict Resolution 
Facilitation (CRF). This is a process of non-violent communication and negotiation techniques designed to engage 
those involved in a conflict to try to find a peaceful solution. The goals of the process are first to support any injured 
party, then to develop an understanding of where and how a conflict arose (recognizing that other parties will 
have different understandings), and to support a peaceful resolution if desired or possible between the parties. The 
ultimate goal is to support all parties being able to return to enjoying the event.
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Transgender Etiquette
There are many people who are transgender (Transex-

ual, Gender Queer, Crossdresser, Gender Variant, and 
more) in our community. People who are transgender and/
or whose gender identity or expression does not conform 
to stereotypes of male or female often face discrimination 
and harassment, particularly when accessing public events 
and spaces, especially restrooms. To be inclusive and im-
prove the quality of life for members of our community who 
are transgender and attending the FFF, please read and act 
upon the following: 

Restrooms 
One way of acknowledging the needs of all people re-

gardless of their gender identity/expression is to designate 
restrooms that are gender-neutral, and to support people 
in using the gender-designated restroom that they identi-
fy with. Many people face harassment in public bathrooms 
based on their perceived sex or gender identity; this can 
lead to anything from emotional discom fort, to arrest, or 
even murder. Regardless of which restroom you choose to 
use, please let everyone use the restroom of their choice 
in peace. Gender-neutral restrooms are located throughout 
the hotel. 

Pronouns 
A person’s external appearance may not match their in-

ternal gender identity. You cannot determine the gender or 
sex of someone by their physical body, voice, ap pearance 
or mannerisms. It’s best to ask people “What pronoun do 
you prefer?” before using pronouns or gen dered words. In 
group situations where you don’t have an opportunity to ask 
someone what words they prefer, try using gender-neutral 
phrases like “the person in the red shirt,” instead of “that 
woman or man.” 
Privacy and Respect For All Participants

Please respect the privacy and boundaries of people 
who are transgender, and do not ask unnecessary ques-
tions -- your personal curiosity, while well-meaning, may 
be distressing to a person who identifies as transgender. If 
someone discloses they are transgender, do not “out” (ex-
pose the identity) of the person who is transgender to other 
people. The person who is transgender may feel comfort-
able coming out to you, but may not wish to be out to other 
people. Please treat everyone as you wish to be treated.

 
This section adapted from The Taskforce—2002 Port land 
Creating Change™ Host Committee Guidelines

Dress Code
The Fetish Fair Fleamarket® does not allow nudity 

in any public areas of the host or overflow hotel. “Side-
walk Friendly” attire is required, which is not the same 
as “Street Legal.” “Legal” means a thong and pasties 
-- but we have always required a bit more to ensure 
the comfort of all attendees. This means that butts and 
breasts must be fully covered; no breasts covered only 
in Liquid Latex or by something sheer or see-through 
with nothing else under[neath] it. We understand that 
this is a kink event, but please remember that our goal 
is to make everyone comfortable – not only our guests, 
but the hotel staff and airline guests as well. Please 
keep that in mind when you choose your outfits, and 
help us make sure that we get re-invited each year to 
this wonderful venue. Your cooperation and support is 
crucial to our success, and we love you all for it – and 
we also think you all look hot, even if we can’t see your 
naughtier bits in the hallways :)

FFF Private Event and Party Policy
The only official play party hosted by NELA at the 

Fetish Fair Fleamarket® takes place in the Crowne 
Plaza Hotel’s Plaza Ballroom and Foyer area Saturday 
from 6:00PM - 2:00AM. All other gatherings involving 
play or sexual activity are considered private events.

Private events must remain inside the guest bed-
rooms at all times with doors leading to the hall kept 
closed, and shall not impede or block any hallway, fire 
escape, or flow of foot traffic.

Our commitment to the hotel is, in essence, to 
make sure that no one has a reason to feel uncom-
fortable with our presence. We strive to build a solid, 
trusting mutually beneficial relationship with the hotel 
for years to come. Please respect our venue!

Locations of private events within the host or over-
flow hotel may not be advertised in any way, shape, 
or form; please invite people to your event by direct 
invitation only.

Please be mindful of noise or any behavior that 
may be disturbing to other guests or hotel staff.

Violation of this policy may be reason for termi-
nating the party or ejection from event areas without 
refund.
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Avyia attended her first Winter Flea more than five years ago 
and was tricked into volunteering with the Load Out crew. 
Since then, she has become more involved with the Fleas 
and with NELA. She currently serves on the NELA Board as 
Treasurer, and Co-Director of Associates. Since FFF 48, she 
has been in charge of Vending.
Vending Division Head - Board Of Directors

Cameron Quintain is a librarian by day and a superhero by 
night. He is the author of ‘The Viscountess Investigates’ from 
Circlet Press, a BDSM fantasy murder mystery which is now 
available in print and ebook. The second book in the series 
is now available. His erotic vampire novella ‘Familiar Places’ 
was nominated for the Passion Plume award from the 
Romance Writers of America.

Presenter Liaison

Dyanne has been volunteering with NELA for ten years at 
the Fleas, Pride, and other events, contributing to NELA’s 
mission of Education, Outreach and Advocacy. She has 
served on the NELA Board as Secretary since 2013. At FFF 
48 (and at other NELA events), Dyanne is the Dock Boss.
Dock Boss - Board Of Directors

-Iya- is passionate about clear communication, behind-the-
scenes event coordination, the arts and collaborative efforts 
from event planning for 3000 to co-topping a scene. She has 
found a place to bring her multitude of skills together in the 
kink community with NELA. She joined the NELA Board as 
Social Media Director in 2016 after many years of volunteer 
work on the programming side of the Fetish Fair Fleamarket. 

She curates the Fetish Photo Lounge and is co-coordinator of NELA’s year-
round kink educational intensives. Oh, and she’s damn good at Percy 
wrangling.
Board Of Directors - Evening Events Division Head - Programming Division Head

Jack has been involved in the local leather community for 
over 15 years. He was suckered into lugging boxes for NELA 
at the Summer Flea several years ago, and has become 
steadily more involved, helping with the Fleas, Pride, and 
NELA. He currently serves as Chair of the NELA Board, and 
is Co-chair of FFF 48. This might be better than his original 
title, He Who Lifts Things Up And Puts Them Down.

Director (Convention Chair) - Hotel Liaison - Safety Division Head - Board Of Directors

Karrah has been part of the Programming Logistics crew at 
the Winter Fleas for a number of years, working hard to 
make classes run smoothly. Last year, as a reward for her 
hard work, she became the head of Programming Logistics, 
coordinating the setup and transitions for all classes at the 
Winter Flea.
Programming Logistics Captain
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Kerry has been involved in the local leather community for 
about 15 years. Like Jack, she was suckered into lugging 
boxes at the Summer Flea many years ago. In 2009 she 
joined the NELA board as Co-Director of Associates, a 
position she still holds. At FFF 48, Kerry coordinates 
Volunteers, which is like herding cats with thumbs.
Volunteer Division Head - Volunteer Logistics Captain - Board Of Directors

Kristina is an introvert with a serious mad scientist kink. In 
her role as an unhinged, super sexy, and unforgivably 
sadistic Doktor, she applies her considerable evil intelligence 
to making hapless microbes imprisoned in her private petri 
dish gulag as uncomfortable as possible. They fear her.
Lounge Liaison - Presenter Liaison - Programming Lead

Lord Percival (Percy) has been active in the scene for more 
than four decades. Mostly known for his rope mastery, 
education is a particular passion of Percy’s. He is currently 
on the Board of NELA (New England Leather Alliance), as 
Director of Programming and Education.
Programming Division Head - Evening Events Division Head - Board Of 
Directors

LordeCupcakeCunt, is an agender-fluid, full-time Bostonian, 
part-time cat, and overall spiritual being. Xe can be seen 
presenting topics such as sexuality, gender, and advocacy. 
Xe is one of the founders and is a co-organizer of Trans* 
Spectrum Kinksters and the founder and organizer of the 
Eastern MAss Invasion. LordeCupcakeCunt can be seen 
with a cup of tea and a notebook; or regularly hanging out in 

rope in the air. Gender Neutral pronouns please.
Presenter Liaison - Programming Lead

Maggie Jones coordinates the Programming volunteer team 
and oversees the green room for presenters at the Winter 
Flea. Maggie has all the cookies.
Programming Volunteer Captain

Rob, after volunteering for many years, has found himself 
trying to organize NELA’s Publications. Being sexually non-
binary and kinky his whole life, he feels he brings to the 
board both perspective and drive to see NELA continue to 
provide the Education, Outreach and Advocacy to all the 
BDSM communities, groups and organizations in New 
England. At FFF 48, he is Co-chair.

Director (Convention Chair) - Publications Division Head - Board Of Directors
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Call it the weather (which was a steady millenial rain), call it the 
post-project blues (or burnout, more like), call it whatever, but for 
weeks I’d been home, restless but without the energy to do much, 
no interest in dinner with friends or concerts or much of anything. 
This is the life of a technolinguist, I told myself. A few months 
of neuron-burning, sleepless intensity, interfacing and trying to 
keep up with a project, and then a few months of dullness and 
checking my bank balance. Cleaning my office. Playing video 
games. Every night I sank into bed with the vibrator and thought 
nothing more of it.
At least, that was the way it was for the first week or so. And 
then it began to sink in that maybe I really ought to go out and 
get laid. Such an expression, “get laid,” but apropos--I wanted to 
be laid down, pressed flat under another human being’s body, 
cruelly literal but true. It had been a couple of years since I’d had 
time to maintain or look for a regular relationship. I mean, even I 
can admit that I’m not the most fun to be around when I’m talking 
like a machine and I can’t tell anymore whether the blue in the 
sky is real or optic nerve burnout. I didn’t think of what other 
complications might have kept me unattached, of course not--I’m 
into cognitive intelligence, not psychology.
It sank in one night when I was, literally, twiddling my thumbs and 
thinking about the motor mechanism of habitual motion. I looked 
at the liquid silver display morphing the seconds on my wall. 
Only nine pm. I could suit up, head down to the Market and try 
my luck. As soon as I thought of it, energy came to me and I ran 
to the bedroom to brush my hair and make myself presentable.
Communications is my business, it’s true. The communion 
between human and machine becomes more intertwined every 
day. We need it now, our economies and political outcomes and 
resource allocation and transportation--computers handle it all, 
and humans need to work harder and harder to keep up. Yeah so 
anyway, I was muttering to myself all the way there to make sure 
I remembered how to actually talk to people. Please, thanks, 
how you doing? The rush of air around my helmet meant I could 
only hear myself subvocally.
At the Market, the music never stops, but in some parts of the 
club it’s louder than others. I like the loud part, which is also 

the darkest part, usually. But 
if I was going to meet anyone, 
that was a sucky place to wait. 
Just in case, I made myself an 
Illumiprint card that read “I just 
want somebody to treat me 
rough, fuck me silly, and keep 
my safety the top priority” in 
glowing green letters when 
stroked. The card was in the 
back pocket of my jeans. I 
caught a glimpse of myself 
in the mirrored side of the 
bar’s cash register. Disaster, 
probably, I told myself. I hadn’t 
been able to decide butch or 
femme, and ended up in just 
a t-shirt and jeans, my riding 
boots unglamorously scuffed. 
But well, I actually rode a two-
wheeler, unlike most of the 
posers in here. Well, whatever. 
I checked my signals to make 
sure they were in place: the 
black ribbon around my throat 
officially pegged me a bottom, 

the red one looking for sex. To me the red one was redundant-
-what was the point if they didn’t fuck you? But some people 
swore No Sex, so you had to know somehow. I always said 
those people should have worn a Band-Aid or surgical mask or 
something, but the system wasn’t exactly designed by semantic 
experts. Before my time, you know.
Bill, the one bartender I knew, was too busy to talk. There wasn’t 
anyone else there I recognized. No matter how little time has 
gone by between when you last visited a place and the current 
time, if it feels like a long time has gone by you can be sure there 
has been some disconcerting piece of renovation done since the 
last time. The reverse is also true, that the renovation itself can 
make you feel like you haven’t been there in forever. I struck a 
pose near a new-looking holographic fountain and waited.
The waiting’s the boring part so I won’t tell you much about it 
other than that my thoughts were high on the statistical list of 
what 90% of the other people in that place were thinking: what 
if I don’t meet anyone? what if I meet some psycho? what if 
I embarass myself? what if s/he wants to get serious? Just 
because I know the stats doesn’t make me any less common in 
that respect. Anyway, to cut to the chase.
When “he” came along, I was almost convinced that I should give 
up and leave. He had his hair cut short, peach fuzz short, and 
somehow the way that it revealed the hardness of his head was 
sexy, like he was one giant erection. He walked up to me, flicked 
his eyes toward my ribbons and said “Does that say it all?”
I palmed the card to him and he looked at it, chuckled to himself. 
“I don’t know...”
“Don’t know what?” I burst out. “What do you want me to do?” 
He had dark eyes, dark skin, but I couldn’t guess where he was 
from. He couldn’t have been any older than me.
He rummaged in his leather jacket for a second and jutted his 
chin toward the back of the bar. I turned to take a step in that 
direction but didn’t want to take my eyes off him.
His hand on my shoulder propelled me into the men’s room. (It 
was somehow less objectionable, even in this day and age, for 
a woman to be caught in the men’s room than the other way 
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around.) He pushed me into a stall, sat me down on the lid of the 
toilet and told me to push my jeans down.
I did. Underneath I was wearing a g-string because I liked how 
it sawed at my clit. He propped my heels against his hips and 
spread my knees. From his inner pocket he took something small 
and plastic with wires that ended in small pads--my mind was 
already giving me two descriptions for it: the common me would 
have seen it as an old-time transistor radio with headphones, 
the technolinguist me wondered what the electrodes were for 
and whether he was going to read my brainwaves here in this 
muffled-dance-floor-scuffed-paint-sex-club bathroom stall. He 
squirted a small bit of jelly onto my clit from a tube and stuck the 
pads on either side of it. Then he pressed one small plastic piece 
against my clit while he held the other in his hand.
The plastic piece began to vibrate and my hips jumped. A weak 
vibration compared to what I had at home, but enough to make 
my breath quicken at first.
He stared down at me with his dark eyes, patiently it seemed, yet 
I wondered if I saw a hint of anger there. He moved the vibrator 
in a circle and I moaned and thrust myself against it harder.
“Does it always take you this long?” he said after a while, and I 
wondered how much battery power he had. 
“No, not always,” I said, my teeth a little gritted. “It’s just...”
His eyes went back to the little box in his hand. “If you don’t peg 
these meters, I’m not taking you home, understand?”
I nodded. I was aroused, of that there was no doubt, and I felt 
wetness drip down my open cunt to my ass. I looked back up at 
that hard cock of a head and wished he were doing it already.
“Are you holding back?” he asked, then.
“No! No, I swear. It’s just... I’ve been using a vibrator every night 
this week and it’s got me a little desensitized...”
He snorted and went back to watching the meters. I was dying to 
have a look at the readings. My hips shook and my teeth ground 
but I was no closer to coming. Damn it! Why would I have to get 
one of these types? Why’d he have to pick the one test I might 
not pass today? I squeezed my eyes shut, trying to will myself to 
come. I imagined him inside 
me, thrusting in, no mercy, no 
stopping, and yet in complete 
control...
I whimpered out loud and 
broke my own reverie. He 
was looking down at my face 
now, a little bit of pity and a 
little bit of anger on his. “I 
don’t...” he began.
You know I’m desperate when 
I interrupt, one method of 
verbal interface that always 
annoys me when other people 
do it to me. “Please, sir, just a 
little longer. I... I want you so 
much. I wish you could just 
fuck me, stick your hard cock 
in me, sir, please, anything, 
sir, please...” I stopped 
myself before I said anything 
else stupid. I’d called him 
sir, hadn’t I. Inside I cursed 
myself for manifesting old, 
stupid habits, things I thought 

I was done with.
But if I was really done with them, I wouldn’t be cruising a place 
like this for rough sex, for sex without mercy, would I.
His look mutated to a cat-like bemusement, a little hungry, a little 
distant. “What are you really looking for?”
“Nothing, just a good fuck, dammit, even if I have to beg to get 
it, understand?”
“Oh, I understand,” he said, and began to shake the vibrator wth 
his hand. “Peg these meters for me, sweetie, come on, do it for 
me, honey.”
The come started at the tip of my clit like fire, and ran over the 
skin of my cunt like live acid, shaking me and making me howl, 
but it was all on the surface and my vag was gasping like a fish. 
That’s what I get for abusing that stupid vibrator.
He ripped the device from me and I gasped even though it didn’t 
hurt. He was smiling. “It was good enough,” he said. “Pull up 
your pants and follow me.”
***
At his loft the back of my mind noticed things like his Ikaru rig 
and charts of hardcopy on the wall. The thought went through 
my mind--he’s some kind of project technologist, too, maybe a 
hardware engineer. We “soft”-ware types, cogno/comm types 
like me especially, we’re almost more like guinea pigs than we 
are like scientists. But I wasn’t really thinking about talking shop 
with this guy, I was following him behind a paper screen to a 
low futon bed, where he pushed me down and, one hand on 
the back of my neck, started undressing himself with the other. 
He stepped back to finish and when he stood completely naked 
in front of me, it seemed somehow that in nakedness there is 
power, and my clothes denoted me the poor, weak one. ( No, I 
can never shut off the symbology filter, so just get used to it.) He 
leaned down to me, one hand tugging the thin ribbons around 
my neck while the other slipped inside my jeans, down into the 
wet place, and I prayed silently to myself that he would put his 
fingers in me--he did. One, then two, the knuckles widening me 
as he manuevered the second one in, and my eyes closed and 
my mouth opened like I was giving thanks to the saints.
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Then his hand was at my throat and that little question (what if 
I go home with a psycho?) flitted by, but he was growling in my 
ear “You like that? Is this what you like?” and me answering “yes 
yes yes...”
The hand at my throat threw me back and he tugged my jeans 
down around my ankles. He stood with his knees touching mine 
and indicated his bobbing cock with his hands. “Sit up.”
I did.
“Come here and breathe on me.”
I knew what he meant, and I opened my mouth around the 
helmeted head of his cock. He was good and thick, heavy with 
veins and angry red.
“Go on,” he prompted. But I hesitated. I’ve never been good at 
sucking cock, and given this guy’s penchant for tests and shit I 
worried what he’d do (or not do) if I weren’t good.
“Come on, if you want it, you better.” I hesitated a second longer 
and then he pulled my head forward by the hair until my tongue 
made contact.
So then I sucked him, trying hard to please him. But by the same 
token I was worried that he’d come and then what would I do... 
I varied what I did, slurping him up and twisting my neck so he 
could dig into the soft flesh of my cheek with the tip when he 
thrusted, nibbling the edges and flicking my tongue, until, finally, 
he said “Enough. Get your fucking boots off.”
I got the fucking boots off, or non-fucking boots, in this case, 
and my pants, and my g-string, and he pulled the t-shirt over 
my head and laid me back on the bed. “I’d tie you,” he said, 
“but that makes it harder to fuck.” I love that word, fuck, when it 
refers to what it really means. It’s an old word, older than modern 
English, even older than England itself, and yet it always sounds 
so current, so now. As in, fuck me now.
He slid on a form-fit condom and it made his cock appear even 
bigger. Then I realized it had leads of some kind and he snaked 
them out and stuck them to my clit. Hardware technologist? I 
thought again. Or did he buy this stuff somewhere? I don’t keep 
up on new sex toy techonologies. But then he was inside me, 
the first thrust pushing for an awkward moment against me until 
it slid in, and suddenly I was clinging to him with all my limbs. 
His whole body was hard and rigid with well-toned muscle, in 
motion it felt like it rippled, as I imagined his cock rippling inside 
me. Maybe it was. Who knows what his doodad could do. His 
thingamajig. His apparatus. But that makes it sound like I’m 
referring to his anatomy, not to his device. See?
I was losing myself in the sensation, almost not-believing that I 
actually found what I was looking for. His thrusts got harder, my 
hands roamed over his shaven head, he slowed down and made 
each one long and deep, I clawed at his back as if I could push 
him deeper.
A little bit later, as he held himself above me with his arms, going 
in with short jerks, he said “Do you go there often?”
My breath was short and it seemed an odd time for a verbal 
exchange, but I participated. “Aren’t you supposed to ask that 
before you take me home?”
He ground in hard, painful in the way that I like. “Answer me.”
“I used to, I guess.” I said, realizing I still think of myself as a 
regular even though none of the old crowd is there anymore, and 
I’d been there, what, once, twice this year? Only when I’ve been 
desperate. And before that there was Sasha. “You?”
He shrugged and switched to grinding his hips in a circle. “Not 

that often. Not enough women there. I mean, worth meeting.”
I tensed, the relationship question surfacing briefly as I read the 
potential implications of his words. But he was on to his next 
question already. “Rough you up, fuck you, but safely, huh?”
I nodded, my breath coming in time with his strokes.
“Why’d you call me ‘sir’ back in the bar? I don’t see any 
discipline chain on you.” He moved his head, a redundancy in 
the communication as he made a false show of looking for my 
hidden/non-existent chain.
I tried to shrug but it came out like a spasm. “Don’t know. Just 
feeling you out, I guess.”
“Good. Because I don’t need no stray pets around here, you 
know what I mean? I can’t take care of a slave. Too much 
responsibility.”
“Oh yeah,” I agreed, “too much. I’m not into that kind of thing 
anyway,” I said, but I knew from the tone of my voice and the way 
he looked at me that the lie was obvious. “I mean, not anymore,” 
I amended.
He shut his eyes suddenly and doubled his pace. “Good,” he 
said again. “Long’s we understand... each other.”
And then he began to come. I knew it not just from the way he 
clenched and strained in his throat, but because the sensation 
was channeled through his condom-device (which I’d forgotten 
about) into me, and in a millisecond I was coming, too. Right 
from the center, deep rooted in me, the orgasm squeezed my 
guts and then exploded outward through my bones.
***
He disengaged and peeled off the gadget, let it fall on the floor 
as he slumped next to me. “That’s how I make sure my partner 
always gets off,” he said. “The anxiety of worrying about it was 
enough to keep me from cruising, before. I mean, there’s only so 
much... bah, you know what I mean.”
I did. For a lover, a girlfriend, a wife, you could take your time and 
figure out her favorite things and invest more emotional evergy 
in her orgasm. But with a one-night trick? “Thoughtful of you,” I 
answered, unable to move a muscle other than my mouth, or so 
it seemed.
“Nah, just practical.” He sat up then and I was amazed that he 
could. He was looking at me and I realized this was an honest-
to-god post-coital chat.
“So,” I said, against my better judgement, “why do you think a 
slave’s too much to handle?”
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“Tried once,” he said, his face impassive. “Fucked it up. You?”
“Tried once,” I said, “Was the one who got fucked up.”
We both nodded like: that’s what I thought.
“Well anyway,” he said. “You want something to eat? Drink?”
I propped myself on an elbow. “Nah, got to get back to work.”
“You do?”
I shrugged. I didn’t really have to start the next project until next 
week. But I didn’t have anything better to do, and I didn’t want... 
something. “I’m in software,” I explained. “It’s never finished.”
“Hardware neither,” he answered, but got up from the bed. He 
fished for something in his discarded jeans. “Here, my card. Give 
me a call in a couple of weeks if you want to do this again. Don’t 
bother with the Market. Buncha sleazeballs there.”
“Yeah.” I took the card and watched his shadow on the other side 
of the screen.
“Shower?”
“Yeah, okay.” We got into the spray not looking at each other. I 
did not scrub his back and he did not scrub mine. I got dressed 
and felt very tired. I slipped his card into my back pocket.
“Hey,” he said, as I shrugged on my jacket. “What’s your name?”
I opened my mouth but nothing came out. Names meant things, 
depending on what you meant by “name.” In the owner-slave 
world, it meant something specific. He didn’t mean it that way, 
but I couldn’t seem to answer it any other way. “Don’t have 
one,” I said, then, cursing myself (and Sasha) as I did. “If I did, I 
wouldn’t be here.”
He looked at me sidelong and wrapped a towel around his waist. 
“I thought you were over all that shit.”
“Nope,” I said. “Never said that.”
“Okay then.” He took a step forward, his nipples standing out 
against his hard chest. “I’ll give you a name to use with me.” But 
that’s all, his eyes said. “If,” he added, “you think you really will 
call me.”
“I don’t know.” I bit my lip.
He held up his hands. “Hey, you’re the one playing the game, 
not me.”
He was right. I was the one 
insisting on this stupid thing. 
I could just tell him my real 
name and we could be friends 
and that would be that. He 
might even know me from the 
nets. “Lucin,” I said then, “not 
short for Lucinda.”
He smiled. “Terence. Not 
long for Terry.” We shook 
hands which felt ridiculous. 
“But I was going to call you 
something like Cocksucker.”
We both blushed and laughed 
a little to hear it out loud. 
“You’re being sarcastic, 
right?”
“Not exactly,” he said, shifting 
from one foot to the other. “I 
mean, you did.”
“Yeah, but I suck at sucking.”

“Not me you didn’t.”
“Really?”
“Yes. Alright, Cock Worshiper.”
“That’s closer,” I said.
“Cock Martyr,” he went on, “Cock Saint.”
“Now you’re pushing it.”
“So are you,” he said, still smiling. But his hand reached for 
me and even though I stepped back, his long hard fingers still 
clutched my lapel. “I just want to give you something appropriate, 
you know.” His voice softened with practiced menace and I had 
one brief moment of curiosity about what he must have been 
like as a Master, flashes wondering what went wrong, before I 
put it out of my mind to listen to what he said. “Something that 
would tell you for sure what I think of you, who you are, what’s 
expected, and what the limit is.” It was embarrassing to hear 
him explain the things I already knew, and not be able to tell him 
that I knew but that it didn’t help, that I was still brain-damaged 
when it came to certain issue. “So I thought Cocksucker might 
fit. If it doesn’t, you can walk out of here and name yourself or 
find someone else who’ll do it for you.” He let go of me with a 
self-righteous shrug. “I’m just looking for a good screw from time 
to time.”
I held up my hands in apology, not surrender. “You’re right. I’m 
jerking you around. I’m sorry. It was such a terribly nice good 
screw, too.”
“So get out of here why don’t you?” He was smiling again and his 
eyes looked sleepy. “Quit angsting and get some rest.”
“Thanks.”
“Don’t mention it.”
I had to walk back to the Market to pick up my two-wheeler, and 
then there was the ride home in dark wind and deserted streets. 
For once the only chatter I could hear was from a loose valve, 
even street signs seemed mute. I didn’t have to decide whether 
I would call him again yet. Next time I emerged from a project 
maybe. Maybe next time.
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Camp Crucible
Camp Crucible is the ultimate outdoor 24/9 fantasy 
vacation for those interested or involved in BDSM, 
sexuality, sensuality, human pony play, age play, 
education, exploration, relaxation, kink, and socializing 
with old friends while meeting new ones.

Choice 
Social Club
The mission of 
Choice Social 
Club is to empower 
a d v e n t u r o u s , 
o p e n - m i n d e d 
adults to explore 
all of the choices 

that the gamut of human sexuality has to offer, both with 
their partners and with other desirable and like-minded 
people. Everyone has their own favorite fantasies and 
turn-ons, and it is our mission to provide an upscale, 
clean, comfortable and discreet environment for you to 
safely enjoy exploring the boundaries of your favorite 
flavor of spice.

CSPH
The Center for Sexual Pleasure 
and Health is a sexuality education 
and training organization that 
works to reduce sexual shame, 
challenge misinformation, & 
advance the field of sexuality.

NE-DS
N e w 
England 
Dungeon 
S o c i e t y 
strives to 
provide a 
protected 
a n d 

comfortable environment for people from diverse 
backgrounds with unconventional ideologies to learn 
about and experience BDSM through interaction 
with like-minded people. It is our intent to give these 
individuals the opportunity to form what can be valuable 
and lasting relationships with other members of our 
organization and beyond. 

NHOT
New Hampshire Order of the Triskelion (NHOT) exists 
to provide safe and welcoming opportunities to explore 
Power Exchange and its benefit to body, mind and 
spirit.

The Network / La Red
The Network/La Red is a survivor-led, social justice 
organization that works to end partner abuse in lesbian, 
gay, bisexual, transgender, BDSM, polyamorous, 
and queer communities. Our services include 
Hotline, Safehome program, Advocacy program, and 
Community Organizing and Education program.
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Operation 
Hammond
We are a non profit 
organization of like-
minded individuals 
within the anime, sci-
fi, fantasy and pop 
culture convention 
community dedicated 

to bringing awareness of first aid, emergency 
preparedness and training to people who attend and 
staff kink/fetish, anime, sci-fi, fantasy and pop culture 
conventions. We are nerds helping nerds in times of 
need.

Sky Institute
Sky Institute is a 
community service 
organization that 
offers trainings and 
educational materials 
on D/s topics 
(skyinstitutetraining.

blogspot.com). Alternative lifestyle counseling, too. 
Free consultations, individuals / couples, at the Flea. 
(gatescounseling.com).

TES (The Eulenspiegel 
Society)
The Eulenspiegel Society (TES) is 
a non-profit BDSM/Leather/Fetish 
group dedicated to the social 
interaction, educational exchange 
and ever-changing diversity of 
our community. TES holds regular 
classes, workshops and events in 
NY/NJ, including our annual July 
4th weekend gathering: TES Fest.

The Society
The Society is a pansexual BDSM organization that 
strives to foster a spirit of unity within the Leather 
Community and with others sharing our common 
interests. The Society strives to provide a safe haven for 
the gathering of like minded individuals for socialization 
and education.

Trans Spectrum 
Kinksters
Trans* Spectrum 
Kinksters (TSK) is 
a NELA SIG formed 
in order to provide a 
space for education and 
community building for 
trans* and gender non-
conforming kinksters.
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Vendors

Vendor Directory

Adult Pleasures
www.pleasurestoys.net
Manufacturer of adult toys, whips, floggers, anal toys, handcuffs 
and other bondage products.

Agreeable Agony
www.agreeableagony.com
Toys for pleasure, toys for pain. Agreeable Agony is a collective 
of crafters/artisans & kinksters from the east coast who make 
unique handmade floggers, dragon tails, slappers, candles, claws, 
pretty colored bondage rope, and other kinky toys. We also have 
a passion for sex education! – Come check us out, we have demo 
bottoms & demo tops available for the curious!

Anarchy4All
www.Anarchy4All.com
Anarchy4All offers a large and changing product line to meet 
your kink needs. Products range from mild to wild, offering quality 
products at affordable prices for whatever your fun requires. There’s 
something for everyone, from sensual to sadistic...mostly sadistic!

Anthelian
Anthelian.tumblr.com
Multimedia erotica with work ranging from timeless and dreamy, to 
disturbing, off-the-wall, and perverse.

Baroness Latex
www.Baroness.com
The Baroness, New York’s Premier designer of Elegant, Provocative 
Latex Fashions since 1994, is renown for her unique fashion 
events, performances and parties. The Baroness’ philosophy, 
“Any occasion to dress is an occasion to overdress!” is obvious to 
all who’ve seen her imaginative and entertaining fashion shows. 
Her trademark professionalism, intellect and playfulness reveal 
themselves in her colourful latex creations for women & men.

Big Bob’s Little Knife Shop
www.bigbobsknives.com
We carry a large selection of sharp and pointy items. They are a mix 
of high quality, as well as some lower cost blades. We also carry 
some fun adult toys and a little jewelry as well. We are committed 
to giving you the edge you deserve.

Big Head Studio
BigHeadStudio.com
Big Head Studio sells the nation’s largest selection of violet wand 
accessories, including many exclusive original designs.

Big Kidz Clothez
www.etsy.com/shop/BigKidzClothez
Fun and Geeky Fashions, Toys, and Accessories for Littles, 
Middles, and Bigs.

bossbondage.com and playpiercingkits.com
www.bossbondage.com
Bossbondage.com offers hemp and hand spun jute and bamboo 
ropes. As well as other bondage accessories. Playpiercingkits.
com offers premarital piercing kits as well as other kinky medical 
supplies.

Canes4pain.com
Canes4pain.com
Awesome rattan canes in over 50 styles! Whangee, Singapore 
Punishment, & British School Canes join forces with modern works 
of one of a kind cane art with silver, gold & gemstones.

Celestial Luxe
Etsy.com/celestialluxe
Celestial Luxe specializes in handmade bondage proof collars, 
cuffs, and leashes. We also have a wide range of chainmaille 
pieces and a variety of body cages.

Circlet Press, Inc.
www.circlet.com
Erotica for geeks and BDSM how-to books. Publishers of Laura 
Antoniou’s THE MARKETPLACE series and Cecilia Tan’s THE 
PRINCE’S BOY.

Cloak & Dagger Creations
www.cloakmaker.com
Providing steel boned corsets for all genders at a reasonable price, 
coordinating with unique handmade skirts, tops, coats & jackets, 
plus warm outerwear. Whatever you have been doing, a cloak will 
cover it!

Craig’s Cutting Edge
Craigscuttingedge.com
We sell knives, self defense products and impact play toys.
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Cross Rose | Ears & Rears
m.facebook.com/Aliks-Cosplay-242910531385/
Ears & Rears is a proud purr-veyor of realistic and fantasy ears 
and tails, from cats and wolves to dragons and unicorns. Entirely 
handmade in-house, in Amherst, MA. Cross Rose both creates and 
imports Japanese Lolita and alternative fashion goods, clothing, 
jewelry and accessories. We strive to carry a wide range of 
sizes, and follow both trends and classic styles.

D. L. King Erotica
dlkingerotica.blogspot.com
Writer, editor and purveyor of erotic fiction, including a large 
collection of femdom erotica.

Damsel in Defense
mydamselpro.net/SamMillett
Providing personal protection products for all types of emergencies 
since 2011, Damsel has pepper spray, alarms, travel tools and 
more.

deGiotto Rope
www.degiottorope.com
deGiotto Rope specializes in making the finest quality natural fiber 
bondage rope in the world. We start with the highest quality hemp, 
jute, and bamboo-silk yarns that is dyed before we hand lay them 
into rope. We also carry a variety of rigging accessories, rope care 
materials, educational materials, and apparel.

Deviant Simian Designs
etsy.com/shop/deviantsimiandesigns
Deviant Simian Designs is a one-human shop selling hand-crafted 
chainmail and scalemail jewelry, accessories, bags, gift items, and 
floggers.

DeTails Toys
www.DeTailsToys.com
Details Toys is 20 years old!! We owe it all to our great customers 
and the New England area is a huge part of that! Thanks for making 
us one of the largest and most popular “lifestyle” Flogger makers in 
the Country. We’ve been lovingly crafting our handmade Floggers, 
BY people in the lifestyle FOR people in the lifestyle since 1997. 
You could pay more elsewhere but why would you want to??? 
Floggers, Whips, vampire gloves/Mitts, Rose Floggers/Crops & 
our popular Flogging DVD. We’ll have over 150 floggers for you to 
choose from, but there is never an extra charge for us to make you 
the custom flogger of your dreams!

Dominance Loving Leather
swtchr2.biz
Home of the Original Evil Stick and quality leather products.

Doxy
doxymassager.com
Doxy creates powerful mains operated wand massagers. Launched 
in 2013, it’s attracting an increasing number of enthusiasts, keen 
to experiment with this heavy duty, but controllable, intimate 
massager.

Dragontailz
dragontailz.net
Dragontailz manufactures all leather fetish toys. Currently we 
manufacture over 60 items. These items are made from over 12 
types of leathers some of which are offered in more than 20 colors.
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East Coast Art Works
www.eastcoastartworks.com
We design and manufacture custom furniture for indoor and outdoor 
play. You dream it, we build it...

EF Leathercraft/EFWhips
www.efleathercraft.com
Hand Crafted Kangaroo and Nylon Whips, Floggers, Cuffs, Rose 
Cuffs, and a new line of Waterproof Cuffs and Slappers. Other 
Custom Leather Products.

Emporium 32
www.emporium32.com
Vintage-inspired jewelry and accessories for men and women. 
Socializing in work-appropriate leather and classy geekery.

Ethos Leather
www.ethosleather.com
Newly based in Maine, the Ethos Leather family are crafters of high 
quality leather harnesses, slings, restraints and whips. All of our 
gear is sustainably created in our off-grid solar powered workshop. 
We are looking forward to working and playing with the New 
England kink community.

FREAKYELEGANT
www.freakyelegant.com
Hand Made Masquerade Masks, Chain Mail Dresses, Jewelry, 
Romantic Glassware.

HOLO
www.HoloWhips.com
We specialize in handcrafted leather, wood and paracord BDSM 
toys.

Hubba Hubba
www.hubbahubba.com
Always cutting edge, Hubba Hubba has been at the forefront of 
underground alternative fashion for over 35 years. We have a little 
bit of everything for everyone! On our racks, which are home to the 
largest selection of corsets in the area, you will also find latex and 
pvc club clothes, vintage inspired pin-up attire, Victorian era gowns 
and coats, lingerie, hosiery, vintage and original t-shirts, Halloween 
costumes, hosiery, shoes, and more!

Industrial DisEase Toys LLC
www.idetoys.com
We design and manufacture a variety of sensation/electrical/impact 
toys; the triple play modular heads are made from; chain, ball-
chain, manila rope, wire-rope, cable tie, electrical rope and window 
spline; our handles are wrapped with rubber or leather. We also 
make chain and ball-chain mini floggers, pvc-based furniture cbt/
nipple weights; as well as steampunk clothing and accessories, 
such as walkingsticks/canes and parasols. We also sell leather 
harnesses and other interesting alternative materialled restraints. 
Conductive rope by the foot, illuminated canes, SAP gloves, SP 
light sabers and leather tool rolls.

Justin Sayne Leather
www.justinsayneleather.com
Whips, Slappers, Collars/Cuffs and other fetish toys uniquely made 
from Alligator leather.

Kinky Bitch (Audacious Productions LLC)
www.kinky-bitch.com
From playful to hard core. Bondage gear, breast vises, CBT devices, 
cuffs,hog-ties, nipple clamps and more. A full line of products made 
in the USA, by the people who use, and sell them. Sex toys made 
with the highest level of pride and craftsmanship.

Kinky Spirits
www.kinky-spirits.com/
Kinky Spirits is a full service adult retailer. We carry everything from 
the simplest of vibrators to the most extreme in fetish and kink. 
We also carry some of the highest quality products such as LELO, 
DOXY, Crystal Delights, Violet wands, conductive portable crosses 
and furniture.

Knot Very Nice
www.facebook.com
Custom handmade rope floggers for the discerning kinkster!

Knotty Designs
www.knottydesignshop.com
Knotty Designs hand makes custom paracord products for all your 
knotty lifestyles. From fashion to survival, kinky and geeky to Pet 
gear we can make something for you.

Larry & Leenie’s Lusty Leather
www.lustyleather.com
Handcrafted leather creations, From your imagination, to our work 
bench, to your play room!!
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Latex Nemesis
LatexNemesis.com
Specializes in latex hoods and heavy rubber restraints and rubber 
bondage gear.

LE CHATEAU EXOTIQUE
www.fetishwear.com
Le Chateau Exotique carries clothing and bondage gear in sizes 
XS-6XL for men, women, and everyone in between. We specialize 
in leather, corsetry, and sexy clubwear.

Leather by Danny
www.leatherbydanny.com
“Leather by Danny” Designs and make unique high quality bondage 
equipment.

LuLaRoe Ali Green
www.facebook.com/groups/LuLaRoeAliGreen/
LuLaRoe is a US based clothing company whose mission is to 
inspire women to love themselves for exactly who they are! Our 
leggings, tops, skirts, and dresses for women and now men are 
a balance of comfort, style, and fun. With sizes from XXS to 3XL, 
there is a style to suit every body type!

Lust Beads
lustbeads.com
Exotic, alluring, and a little bit naughty! Nipple chains and dangles, 
chokers, Morse Code jewelry, and more. Because who doesn’t 
deserve the best in the bedroom?

Madame Wiladina Boutique
www.madamewiladina.com
Embracing curves in steel boned corsets, lingerie, hosiery and 
clothing. Our size range and style offerings make it a fun shopping 
experience. You will find no body shaming only body acceptance 
with our collection.

Maniacal Leather
www.etsy.com/shop/Maniacalleather
Maniacal Leather is a high end leather and paracord braiding 
company, specializing in highly customized whips, floggers, cat o’ 
nine tails (my flagship piece) dragon tails, scourges, riding crops 
and restraints. Private importer of exotic leathers from Australia.

Mischief and Mirth Studios
www.facebook.com/MischiefandMirth
Creators of hand tooled leather masks and accessories. We feature 
a variety of mask styles, from primal to playful, demure to darkly 
elegant. Our accessories include exotic collars, blindfolds, ears, 
hair adornments and more!

Motives Cosmetics
www.motivescosmetics.com/gervais
Custom Blend cosmetics are made just for you! Makeovers and 
custom products will be available at the Flea, and high quality 
prepackaged cosmetics will also be available to order.

MSW Candles
www.etsy.com/shop/MSWCandles
MSW Candles has been making candles since Oct. 2012 for 
the wax player. With a variety of sizes, colors and waxes there’s 
a candle for everyone. Need a block of wax for your crock pot? 
We have that too. We carry black light reactive candles, wax 
play supplies, such as protection sheets, Aloe gel, beginner kits, 
and more. We also carry a small line of fun bath and body items, 
including massage oils. With new items coming all the time you 
never know what we may surprise you with.

mud with benefits
www.facebook.com/mudwithbenefits
Unique and exquisite wheel-thrown stoneware dildos, erotic jewelry, 
teaware, fountains and other treasures, sensuously draped in richly 
ornate original designs and enrobed in sumptuous glazes.
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My Favorite Kink
My Favorite Kink specializes in handmade paracord BDSM goods. 
We have a wide variety of floggers, paddles, cuffs, collars, ticklers, 
and more! Our boutique offers vintage and Victorian inspired 
accessories.

My Lady’s Toys
www.myladystoys.com
My Lady’s Toys carries a vast selection of women’s clothing 
including corsets, skirts and dresses. Their book selection includes 
many BDSM classics as well current fiction & non-fiction releases. 
My Lady’s Toys also carry BDSM gear such as floggers, paddles, 
gags, vibrators, nipple clamps and more.

Nancy’s Basement
nancysbasement2.com
Nancy’s Basement is filled with spanking toys! 
Paddles, cats, martinets, canes, buttons, 
bookmarks, pasties... and more!!

njoy/Vibe Design LLC
njoytoys.com
njoy creates deluxe stainless steel instruments 
of pleasure.

Ohio Kimono
www.ohiokimono.com
Authentic Japanese kimono from Kyoto, as well 
as many hand braided decorative silk ropes that 
are unique works of art.

Orchid And Serpent Stores
www.OSbdsm.com
Orchid And Serpent carries everything you 
desire from simple fantasy to hardcore fetish 
gear. Our philosophy is that everyone should 
have access to quality sex enhancers at 
reasonable prices. Orchid And Serpent strives 
to bring customers regular favorites, while also 
introducing new brands and toys. We believe 
everyone should have the chance to improve 
what they already own and explore new ideas. 
By bringing great prices, you can try new things 
without putting out a huge investment.

Paisley Peacock Body Arts
www.paisleypeacockbodyarts.com
Beautiful custom henna and glitter body art, 
face and body painting, and custom pin-back 
buttons.

Pandora’s Box
www.pandorasbox.buzz
Luxury sex toys for all bodies, as well as 
handcrafted impact gear and fetishwear.

PD Kilts
www.pdkilts.com
PD Kilts offers modern men and women utility 
style kilts with cargo style pockets manufactured 
with 50/50 cotton poly material and in leather. All 
PD Kilts are constructed with the finest material 
available by craftsman with over 100 years of 
experience in making kilts. PD Kilts offers large 
kilt sizes, worldwide shipping and a 100 percent 
money back guarantee.

Pendragon Chainmail
www.etsy.com/shop/PendragonChainmail
If you can think it I can link it! Chainmail whips, floggers, straptops, 
shirts, skirts and more! All chainmail is hand-made by me, from 
coiling and cutting links to assembly and repairs. All items have a 
lifetime guarantee for repairs and size adjustments.

Purple Passion Inc
www.purplepassion.com
We sell men’s and women’s fetish clothing, BDSM toys and 
bondage equipment.

www.tandyleather.com

• Leather & Straps
• Studs & Spikes
• Snaps & Hardware
• Buckles & Rings
• Leather Dyes & Finishes
Tandy Leather has locations  
globally offering a variety of  
quality leathercraft supplies.
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Rand Leather
www.randleather.com
Specializing in custom, handmade, leather fetish wear. From 
bow ties to harnesses, bondage gear to custom leather clothing, 
there’s something for everyone. At Rand Leather, versatility is 
a cornerstone, quality is non-negotiable, and tradition is the 
guidance, but not the rule.

Reyen Design Studios
silkcloque.com
There is nothing like the look and feel of Silk! We design and 
make unique fashions of hand-dyed and felted silks. From street 
legal to no pretense whatsoever.

Ropes By EDK
www.ropesbyedk.com
As humans we love to celebrate things. You celebrate your 
birthday, your friends birthday, hell, you celebrate your pets 
birthday. Why not celebrate your ropes birthday!? The first step 
is finding someone who makes rope like is part of them, like it’s 
a friend, a child. I don’t just make rope, I bring it into existence. 
Attention to detail, and a love for an age old art of handmade 
rope, is what you will find at my table. I firmly believe my ropes 
aren’t just made, they’re born!

Rubio Leather Inc.
www.rubioleather.com
Largest selection of Men’s Fetish leather clothing, harnesses, 
suspenders, bow ties, ties, gauntlets, uniforms, denim leather 
jeans, Fireman’s pants and more.

Ryco Industries / Dungeon in a Bag
Dungeoninabag.com
Dungeon in a bag is the sturdiest, most compact, easy setup 
St Andrews Cross/Bondage Table and Spanking Bench on the 
market. It comes in a bag on wheels and there is lots of room 
for other toys in the bag so you have everything you need for a 
great scene neatly assembled in one place. It has never been 
easier to put your submissive in a position that renders them 
completely vulnerable and at your disposal.

Sensual Paddles
sensualpaddles.com/
Sensual Paddles - you can play for a long time.

SG Entertainment LLC
modelsarahgregory.com
I am Sarah Gregory and I run a large spanking video production 
company. I sell DVDs from my websites along with lots of other 
fun spanking, BDSM, and clothing items. These include paddles, 
straps, floggers, canes, crops, canes, ball-gags, blindfolds, 
collars, school girl uniforms, cheerleading uniforms, costumes, 
Little’s clothing, and much much more.

SteelBones
www.steelbones.com
Steelbones brings 800 pounds of corsets to the venue for lots and 
lots of instant gratification. Our prices are great, our customer 
service is outstanding. And with a name like SteelBones, you 
never have to wonder about quality.

Subsensuals
www.subsensuals.com
I’m pleased to introduce the SubSensuals line of body adornments.
Our patent-pending SubSafe® magnetic nipple clamps provide 
all of the pain and pleasure of piercings without the permanent 
effects. Each set of SubSafe® clamps is custom hand crafted to 
your specifications, enhanced with Swarovski crystals or precious 
stones for weight as well as decoration, or with connecting chains.
If you can dream it, I can make it.

Sunspot Designs
sunspotdesigns.com
Gothic and fantasy jewelry for mortals and others.

Tandy Leather Factory
www.tandyleather.com
Tandy Leather sells raw leather of all kinds as well as tools, 
hardware, dyes, and instructional materials to complete any project. 
We also offer classes where you can learn to make anything you 
can dream up.

The Bastille
www.-the-bastille.com
Beautiful Tools, Beautiful Pain, carrying whips, floggers and canes 
to meet all your discerning deviants needs.

The Dragon’s Design
Custom Creations in Leather, vegan friendly PVC, and colorful 
chains. Artisan on site to create or modify your own creations and 
fantasies.
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The Latex Store
TheLatexStore.com
The Latex Store is one of the Internet’s largest retail latex stores. 
Our goal is and has always been to bring the finest latex products 
available to our devoted customers at great prices. You may see 
our “The Latex Store” brand of clothing in many retail brick and 
mortar stores. After 15 years and tens of thousands of sales we still 
have a passion for latex clothing and a desire to see that next first 
time customer swoon the first time they put on one of our dresses.

The ShoeGuy
Fetlife the shoeguy
The largest selection of fetish shoes and boots in America. Great 
accessories to go with them and sizes 5 to 14. Great prices that 
adds to the value of the flea. Joe has been our ShoeGuy for almost 
20 years.

The Utilikilts Company
www.utilikilts.com
We are the inventors of the modern casual utility kilt. Founded 
in 2000. We make all our products in Seattle from US sourced 
materials. Let us get you out of your pants!

Toolworks Chicago
floggers.com
Metal handled floggers, canes, paddles, dildos, slappers etc. all 
unique and hand made, also a economy line of rubber handled 
floggers paddles, slappers and canes

TotemX Creations
www.totemx.com
TotemX Creations is the home of the best sensation toy you can fit 
in your pocket. Metal claw tips are buried in real, rich rabbit fur for 
huge range of sensation play. Check out the Violet Wand friendly 
version too. Just look us up at www.totemx.com.

Twisted Bottom
coming soon
Custom floggers and straps using all natural, low-toxicity materials.

Twisted World/Son of Sandlar
www.sonofsandlar.com
Our products consist of hand crafted italian leather boots and 
clothing made here in Savannah Georgia by a fifth generation 
cobbler. Our clothing consists of bodices, corsets, skirts, vests, 
tunics and multiple male and female clothes.

Untamed Undies
squareup.com/store/untamed-undies
Untamed Undies Provides geeky and feminist undies pasties and 
impact play toys for folks across the gender spectrum.

Vicious Whips
etsy.com/shop/viciouswhips
A purveyor of the highest quality nylon whips, floggers, and 
dragontails! Crafted with the greatest attention to detail - All of our 
whips are built using construction methods identical to traditional 
leather whips for the best performance!

Violet Wand Store
www.violetwandstore.com
Specializing in high quality, reasonably priced items to enhance 
your sensual experiences. We offer traditional & solid state Violet 
Wand Kits as well as a large selection of violet wand accessories, 
conductive rope, and carbon fiber canes. For those not into 
electrical play we offer a unique and ever changing selection of 
paddles, canes, and leather items. We’ve expanded and now offer 
Medical Play items as well as TENS/EMS units and accessories.

Wicked Woodshop
www.etsy.com/shop/TheWickedWoodshop
Wicked Woodshop makes unique, custom, 3D collectable 
hardwood paddles. The unique designs, the raised graphics and 
the exotic hardwoods combine to leave a lasting impression.

Wolfbondage
wolfbondage.com
Wolfbondage is a company that builds custom spreader bars. We 
build to the customers needs size or configuration or shape is all 
up to the guest and of course we have a varied selection or ready 
made bars for sale as well.
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Bristol Greenwich Kingston Rotunda 623 Patriots Rhode Island Ocean 607 632 148 Plaza Foyer
Fri 6:00 PM

The Handshake BDSM Social Etiquette Welcome Wagon
Latex / Rubber Meet & Greet Pet Play Social The Society Meet and Greet

Fri 6:15 PM
Fri 6:30 PM Social Social Social Social Social
Fri 6:45 PM 6:00PM – 7:00PM 6:00PM – 7:00PM 6:00PM – 7:00PM 6:00PM – 7:00PM 6:00PM – 7:00PM
Fri 7:00 PM Sarah Sloane Princess Kali Sir Vice
Fri 7:15 PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM
Fri 7:30 PM
Fri 7:45 PM

Annoyance Play Erotic Hypnosis 101
Kinky Speed Meeting, Round I

BDSM Taster

Fri 8:00 PM
Fri 8:15 PM
Fri 8:30 PM 7:45PM – 8:45PM Lounge Lounge
Fri 8:45 PM Cecilia Tan Wiseguy

Kinky Speed Meeting, Round II
6:00PM – 9:00PM 7:00PM – 9:00PM

Fri 9:00 PM 7:45PM – 9:15PM 7:45PM – 9:15PM 7:45PM – 9:15PM 7:45PM – 9:15PM 7:45PM – 9:15PM Lounge
Fri 9:15 PM Queer + Kinky SIG 6:00PM – 9:30PM
Fri 9:30 PM 7:45PM – 9:45PM 8:45PM – 9:45PM 7:45PM – 9:45PM
Fri 9:45 PM

Fri 10:00 PM

Ritualized Kink Making a Skill a Scene Pony Play 101
Fri 10:15 PM
Fri 10:30 PM Social
Fri 10:45 PM 10:00PM – 11:00PM
Fri 11:00 PM Diamond Blue RAMON David Wraith Pandora Lord Ramirez
Fri 11:15 PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM
Fri 11:30 PM
Fri 11:45 PM

Sat 12:00 AM
Sat 12:15 AM
Sat 12:30 AM EVENT
Sat 12:45 AM 11:00PM – 1:00AM
Sat 1:00 AM
Sat 1:15 AM
Sat 9:00 AM

Kissing & Chemistry Basic Violet Wands Naked Yoga - Saturday Welcome Wagon
Sat 9:15 AM
Sat 9:30 AM Social
Sat 9:45 AM 9:00AM – 10:00AM

Sat 10:00 AM Wiseguy

Rope Lounge

Sat 10:15 AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM
Sat 10:30 AM
Sat 10:45 AM

Negotiation for Introverts
Let's Talk Hogties

10:00AM – 11:00AM

christian Religious Kink

Sat 11:00 AM
Sat 11:15 AM
Sat 11:30 AM Social
Sat 11:45 AM Princess Kali Sarah Sloane Sara Scalper 11:00AM – 12:00PM
Sat 12:00 PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM

Health Professional Meet and Greet
Sat 12:15 PM Murphy Blue P.E.T.E.
Sat 12:30 PM 10:45AM – 12:45PM 10:45AM – 12:45PM Social 10:45AM – 12:45PM
Sat 12:45 PM 12:00PM – 1:00PM
Sat 1:00 PM

Body Image and Kink
Spirituality Panel

Pony Play 201
Sat 1:15 PM
Sat 1:30 PM
Sat 1:45 PM 1:00PM – 2:00PM
Sat 2:00 PM Adeline Kindred Lord Ramirez Sir Vice Panda, Spooky

(Trans)Gender Panel
Sat 2:15 PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM
Sat 2:30 PM
Sat 2:45 PM

Author Readings

2:00PM – 3:00PM
Sat 3:00 PM

Suspension Vetting for Play Party
Sat 3:15 PM
Sat 3:30 PM Lounge Social PRE-EVENT Lounge
Sat 3:45 PM Cecilia Tan Sara Scalper 10:00AM – 4:00PM 3:00PM – 4:00PM 3:00PM – 4:00PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM
Sat 4:00 PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM
Sat 4:15 PM
Sat 4:30 PM
Sat 4:45 PM
Sat 5:00 PM
Sat 5:15 PM
Sat 5:30 PM Sarah Sloane Princess Kali Kim Airs Lounge Lounge Lounge
Sat 5:45 PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 10:00AM – 6:00PM 10:00AM – 6:00PM 10:00AM – 6:00PM
Sat 6:00 PM
Sat 6:15 PM

Rope Bottoming How To Top Your Master You Give Great Leg
Sat 6:30 PM
Sat 6:45 PM
Sat 7:00 PM
Sat 7:15 PM Diamond Blue David Wraith
Sat 7:30 PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM
Sat 7:45 PM
Sat 8:00 PM

Author Readings Kim Airs with Leo Rising Stumbling Into Spooky
Sat 8:15 PM
Sat 8:30 PM
Sat 8:45 PM
Sat 9:00 PM Kim Airs  Lord Ramirez
Sat 9:15 PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM
Sat 9:30 PM
Sat 9:45 PM

Predicament Play Rope and D/s Poly 101
Sat 10:00 PM Lounge
Sat 10:15 PM Social 6:00PM – 10:30PM
Sat 10:30 PM 9:45PM – 10:45PM
Sat 10:45 PM Cecilia Tan Murphy Blue David Wraith
Sat 11:00 PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM
Sat 11:15 PM
Sat 11:30 PM

Fun and Pain with Canes
Sat 11:45 PM

Sun 12:00 AM
Sun 12:15 AM
Sun 12:30 AM
Sun 12:45 AM 11:30PM – 1:00AM 11:30PM – 1:00AM
Sun 1:00 AM
Sun 1:15 AM
Sun 1:30 AM
Sun 1:45 AM
Sun 2:00 AM
Sun 2:15 AM

Sun 10:00 AM

Naked Yoga – Sunday Hierarchical D/s

Pony Paddock

Sun 10:15 AM
Sun 10:30 AM
Sun 10:45 AM
Sun 11:00 AM Sarah Sloane Princess Kali David Wraith RAMON Diamond Blue
Sun 11:15 AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM
Sun 11:30 AM
Sun 11:45 AM

Queering the Cock
Queer + Kinky Social Tea

Safe & Sane
Sun 12:00 PM
Sun 12:15 PM Social
Sun 12:30 PM 11:45AM – 12:45PM
Sun 12:45 PM Sara Scalper

People of Color Meet and Greet
Sun 1:00 PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM
Sun 1:15 PM Social
Sun 1:30 PM 12:45PM – 1:45PM
Sun 1:45 PM
Sun 2:00 PM

Building the BDSM Ritual Negotiation The Erotic Signal Whip
Sun 2:15 PM
Sun 2:30 PM
Sun 2:45 PM
Sun 3:00 PM Princess Kali Murphy Blue Sir Vice Lord Ramirez Barbara Miss Cindy
Sun 3:15 PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM
Sun 3:30 PM Lounge  Lounge Lounge Lounge Lounge
Sun 3:45 PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM

Sun 4:00 PM

Barrington Tiverton Wickford

Rebirthing our Joy
Face Slapping - Hand to 

Cheek

New England Hypnosis Group Meet 
and Greet

MAsT Meet and Greet Intersections: Gender, 
Sexuality, and Kink

NELA Fetish 
Photo Lounge

   

Bootblacking 
Stand

   
   
   

Hedwig, Nora   P.E.T.E., GRLee   LordeCupcakeCunt        

Hypnosis 
Lounge

           
                       

24-7-Decade: Longterm 
BDSM Relationships

Rope 101: The Knots and 
Bolts of Using Rope

Finding the Ouchy Places: 
A Pressure Point Primer Mapping Your D/s 

Archetype
Chill Zone, sponsored by 

Queer + Kinky!

 
 

RopeRider  
 

Roughinamorato Wyldcat Arkcane  
     

          Midori RopeRider EVENT          
          7:45PM – 9:45PM            
                             

The Care and Feeding of 
Tops

Creative Disobedience: 
The Art of Being a 

Wiseass

Dim Mak: Five Fingers of 
Death

Doll Play 101: Creation 
from Inside Out/Outside In 

(Hypnotic Doll Play)

Sex Positive (What Does it 
Mean?)

   
Beyond The Magic Wand: 
A Sex Toy Crash Course

    Tickle New England 
Meet and Greet

 
         
         
         

Laura Antoniou ZanyM Wintersong

RKO Army Presents: 
Rocky Horror Picture 

Show

  Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy        
         

                           
                           
                           
                           
                           
                           
                             
                             

Power Exchange Dynamics: 
Finding a Fit to Feed Your 

Need

Playing When Health is a 
Hard Limit

One Rope Hotness: 
Ichinawa

Sexy, Fun, and Safe: Sexual 
Health and Protecting 

Yourself

  Coffee Knows No Gender: A Trans* 
Spectrum Kinksters Meetup Use Your Words: The Art 

of Hypnotic Language

       
         
         
         

ChrisMarks Lady Shimla sepiessa Carl, lisa soumise GRLee, P.E.T.E. Hedwig, Nora dee

The Bullwhip Lounge: Its 
like Sex at the Speed of 

Sound!
NELA Fetish 

Photo Lounge 
– Saturday

Hypnosis 
Lounge – 
Saturday

Bootblacking 
Stand - 

Saturday Day

New England 40 and Over Kinksters: Meet 
and Greet               

Consent and Entitlement: The 
Yin and Yang of BDSM

Erotic Humiliation: Happy, 
Healthy Humiliation

The Ins and Outs of Anal 
Play

From the Sensual to the 
Sadistic: Calibration Mapping Your D/s 

Archetype - 2nd instance

Submissive's Roundtable
Geek Social: Make new geeky freaky 

friends

Bydarra Connor Synuates GRLee

          Midori  
           
                 

Setting up your Scene 
Space

Ask Me If I Care: Tough 
Love for the Kinky

Impact Play: Japanese 
War Fan

Sexual Objectification 
Training

The ABC's of AgePlay
This Feels So Good: 

Bodywork Techniques for 
BDSM & Trance

Taming the APEs in Your 
Relationships Arkcane

Laura Antoniou Hedwig, Nora ZanyM Bydarra Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy

                Connor Synuates  

Tickle Torture - 4 Elements
Aesthetically Pleasing 

Rope Harnesses
Impact Catharsis: The 

Metaphysics of Sensation

Everything To Know 
About Negotiation

Spanking, the Kinky 
Gateway Drug

Introduction to Rough 
Body Play

The Fine Art of Bastinado 
and Caning

 

AgePlayers Meet and Greet

GRLee, P.E.T.E. LordeCupcakeCunt Thista Minai Danie Roughinamorato Vivian Darkbloom
       

                       

Being a Happy 
Bootwhore: Bootblacking 

as Sensual Service

How to train a service 
submissive

Practice Makes Perfect: Rope 
Handling Drills and 

Challenges

You Wanna Put That WHERE? 
: Sex toys in play and other 

places
Formicophilia Fun!

The Invisible Toybox: 
Energy Work and BDSM

Crazy Glue Invisible Bondage 
and Infibulation

Asking - and Why it's so 
Scary

       
     
       
       

Wyldcat Wintersong Raven Kaldera Dov soumise        
       

               

NELA's Winter Flea Play Party, Early

     

Bootblacking 
Stand - 

Saturday Party

The Art of Tease and 
Denial

The Art of Feminine 
Dominance

Macho Submission 
Workshop

Fucking With Your 
Camera

       
       
       
       

P.E.T.E., GRLee Midori RopeRider Raven Kaldera Hedwig, Nora        
       

                     

The Art of the Primal 
Scene

Using Pop-Culture Archetypes 
for Erotic Roleplay

Sadistic and Snarky 
Scenes

Floor work: How to have fun 
and build connection on the 

ground 

       
       
       
       

Laura Antoniou Wintersong Arkcane LordeCupcakeCunt Dov        
  EVENT          

                6:00PM – 9:45PM          

The Erotica Writers 
Toolbox

Grounding, Centering, and 
Shielding for Kinksters

Teasecraft Meet and Greet Sensual Steel: The Art of 
Erotic Knifeplay

             
             
 

NELA's Winter Flea Play Party, Late

     
         

Roughinamorato Thista Minai   Nauttiboy          
           

                       
       

Suffering for Spirit: An 
Overview of Ordeal

           
                   
                   
                   
        Thista Minai   Dov          
                   
                       
                       
                EVENT            
                10:15PM – 2:00AM            
                             
                             

I'm OK, You're OK: Conflict 
Resolution & Empowered 

Sharing

Packing Consent in Your 
Toybag

Bare as You Dare: Radical 
Body Acceptance

Caning 101: For Fun, Pain, 
or Punishment

Dating Outside our Species: is 
Vanilla a Bad Word?

Freestyle Floorwork: Working 
With Friction and Connection

Bondage and Floggers 
and Bear Claws Oh My

Off Balance: A Partial 
Suspension Exploration

NELA Fetish 
Photo Lounge 

– Sunday

Straitjacket 
Salon: Try on 
or show off 

your 
straitjacket

Hypnosis 
Lounge – 
Sunday

Bootblacking 
Stand – 
Sunday

sepiessa Danie Hedwig, Nora soumise LordeCupcakeCunt

                   

A Guide to Communications 
and Negotiations

Violent Displays of Affection: 
Connection and Intimacy 
through Rough Body Play

Chest Harnesses, Gotes, 
& Box Ties Oh My!

PlayDHD (Advanced Pain 
Cycling)

The Exquisite Whip: Amazing 
Hands-on Flogging Training

Protocols: They Are 
EVERYWHERE, but what are 

they?

Connective Rope 
Bondage: Sensual and 

Seductive
P.E.T.E., GRLee Roughinamorato Wyldcat Connor Synuates Midori Nauttiboy Bydarra NaughtyEm

                 
                 
                   

Considerations for 
Trans*/Cis Erotic Play

Chastity Training: 
Learning to Love the Lock

Sex, Gods, and Virgins: 
Redefining Virginity for a 

Sex-Positive World

Mindfucks: Let Them Do 
the Work for You

Flameless Wax Play Fem Dom Panel
Pressure Points and Micro 

Torture

Wintersong Thista Minai Dov AdelineKindred

                   
                   

                             



25Map & Grid Pullout

Bristol Greenwich Kingston Rotunda 623 Patriots Rhode Island Ocean 607 632 148 Plaza Foyer
Fri 6:00 PM

The Handshake BDSM Social Etiquette Welcome Wagon
Latex / Rubber Meet & Greet Pet Play Social The Society Meet and Greet

Fri 6:15 PM
Fri 6:30 PM Social Social Social Social Social
Fri 6:45 PM 6:00PM – 7:00PM 6:00PM – 7:00PM 6:00PM – 7:00PM 6:00PM – 7:00PM 6:00PM – 7:00PM
Fri 7:00 PM Sarah Sloane Princess Kali Sir Vice
Fri 7:15 PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM 6:00PM – 7:30PM
Fri 7:30 PM
Fri 7:45 PM

Annoyance Play Erotic Hypnosis 101
Kinky Speed Meeting, Round I

BDSM Taster

Fri 8:00 PM
Fri 8:15 PM
Fri 8:30 PM 7:45PM – 8:45PM Lounge Lounge
Fri 8:45 PM Cecilia Tan Wiseguy

Kinky Speed Meeting, Round II
6:00PM – 9:00PM 7:00PM – 9:00PM

Fri 9:00 PM 7:45PM – 9:15PM 7:45PM – 9:15PM 7:45PM – 9:15PM 7:45PM – 9:15PM 7:45PM – 9:15PM Lounge
Fri 9:15 PM Queer + Kinky SIG 6:00PM – 9:30PM
Fri 9:30 PM 7:45PM – 9:45PM 8:45PM – 9:45PM 7:45PM – 9:45PM
Fri 9:45 PM

Fri 10:00 PM

Ritualized Kink Making a Skill a Scene Pony Play 101
Fri 10:15 PM
Fri 10:30 PM Social
Fri 10:45 PM 10:00PM – 11:00PM
Fri 11:00 PM Diamond Blue RAMON David Wraith Pandora Lord Ramirez
Fri 11:15 PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM 10:00PM – 11:30PM
Fri 11:30 PM
Fri 11:45 PM

Sat 12:00 AM
Sat 12:15 AM
Sat 12:30 AM EVENT
Sat 12:45 AM 11:00PM – 1:00AM
Sat 1:00 AM
Sat 1:15 AM
Sat 9:00 AM

Kissing & Chemistry Basic Violet Wands Naked Yoga - Saturday Welcome Wagon
Sat 9:15 AM
Sat 9:30 AM Social
Sat 9:45 AM 9:00AM – 10:00AM

Sat 10:00 AM Wiseguy

Rope Lounge

Sat 10:15 AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM 9:00AM – 10:30AM
Sat 10:30 AM
Sat 10:45 AM

Negotiation for Introverts
Let's Talk Hogties

10:00AM – 11:00AM

christian Religious Kink

Sat 11:00 AM
Sat 11:15 AM
Sat 11:30 AM Social
Sat 11:45 AM Princess Kali Sarah Sloane Sara Scalper 11:00AM – 12:00PM
Sat 12:00 PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM 10:45AM – 12:15PM

Health Professional Meet and Greet
Sat 12:15 PM Murphy Blue P.E.T.E.
Sat 12:30 PM 10:45AM – 12:45PM 10:45AM – 12:45PM Social 10:45AM – 12:45PM
Sat 12:45 PM 12:00PM – 1:00PM
Sat 1:00 PM

Body Image and Kink
Spirituality Panel

Pony Play 201
Sat 1:15 PM
Sat 1:30 PM
Sat 1:45 PM 1:00PM – 2:00PM
Sat 2:00 PM Adeline Kindred Lord Ramirez Sir Vice Panda, Spooky

(Trans)Gender Panel
Sat 2:15 PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM 1:00PM – 2:30PM
Sat 2:30 PM
Sat 2:45 PM

Author Readings

2:00PM – 3:00PM
Sat 3:00 PM

Suspension Vetting for Play Party
Sat 3:15 PM
Sat 3:30 PM Lounge Social PRE-EVENT Lounge
Sat 3:45 PM Cecilia Tan Sara Scalper 10:00AM – 4:00PM 3:00PM – 4:00PM 3:00PM – 4:00PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM
Sat 4:00 PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM 2:45PM – 4:15PM
Sat 4:15 PM
Sat 4:30 PM
Sat 4:45 PM
Sat 5:00 PM
Sat 5:15 PM
Sat 5:30 PM Sarah Sloane Princess Kali Kim Airs Lounge Lounge Lounge
Sat 5:45 PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 4:30PM – 6:00PM 10:00AM – 6:00PM 10:00AM – 6:00PM 10:00AM – 6:00PM
Sat 6:00 PM
Sat 6:15 PM

Rope Bottoming How To Top Your Master You Give Great Leg
Sat 6:30 PM
Sat 6:45 PM
Sat 7:00 PM
Sat 7:15 PM Diamond Blue David Wraith
Sat 7:30 PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM 6:15PM – 7:45PM
Sat 7:45 PM
Sat 8:00 PM

Author Readings Kim Airs with Leo Rising Stumbling Into Spooky
Sat 8:15 PM
Sat 8:30 PM
Sat 8:45 PM
Sat 9:00 PM Kim Airs  Lord Ramirez
Sat 9:15 PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM 8:00PM – 9:30PM
Sat 9:30 PM
Sat 9:45 PM

Predicament Play Rope and D/s Poly 101
Sat 10:00 PM Lounge
Sat 10:15 PM Social 6:00PM – 10:30PM
Sat 10:30 PM 9:45PM – 10:45PM
Sat 10:45 PM Cecilia Tan Murphy Blue David Wraith
Sat 11:00 PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM 9:45PM – 11:15PM
Sat 11:15 PM
Sat 11:30 PM

Fun and Pain with Canes
Sat 11:45 PM

Sun 12:00 AM
Sun 12:15 AM
Sun 12:30 AM
Sun 12:45 AM 11:30PM – 1:00AM 11:30PM – 1:00AM
Sun 1:00 AM
Sun 1:15 AM
Sun 1:30 AM
Sun 1:45 AM
Sun 2:00 AM
Sun 2:15 AM

Sun 10:00 AM

Naked Yoga – Sunday Hierarchical D/s

Pony Paddock

Sun 10:15 AM
Sun 10:30 AM
Sun 10:45 AM
Sun 11:00 AM Sarah Sloane Princess Kali David Wraith RAMON Diamond Blue
Sun 11:15 AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM 10:00AM – 11:30AM
Sun 11:30 AM
Sun 11:45 AM

Queering the Cock
Queer + Kinky Social Tea

Safe & Sane
Sun 12:00 PM
Sun 12:15 PM Social
Sun 12:30 PM 11:45AM – 12:45PM
Sun 12:45 PM Sara Scalper

People of Color Meet and Greet
Sun 1:00 PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM 11:45AM – 1:15PM
Sun 1:15 PM Social
Sun 1:30 PM 12:45PM – 1:45PM
Sun 1:45 PM
Sun 2:00 PM

Building the BDSM Ritual Negotiation The Erotic Signal Whip
Sun 2:15 PM
Sun 2:30 PM
Sun 2:45 PM
Sun 3:00 PM Princess Kali Murphy Blue Sir Vice Lord Ramirez Barbara Miss Cindy
Sun 3:15 PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM 2:00PM – 3:30PM
Sun 3:30 PM Lounge  Lounge Lounge Lounge Lounge
Sun 3:45 PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM 10:00AM – 4:00PM

Sun 4:00 PM

Barrington Tiverton Wickford

Rebirthing our Joy
Face Slapping - Hand to 

Cheek

New England Hypnosis Group Meet 
and Greet

MAsT Meet and Greet Intersections: Gender, 
Sexuality, and Kink

NELA Fetish 
Photo Lounge

   

Bootblacking 
Stand

   
   
   

Hedwig, Nora   P.E.T.E., GRLee   LordeCupcakeCunt        

Hypnosis 
Lounge

           
                       

24-7-Decade: Longterm 
BDSM Relationships

Rope 101: The Knots and 
Bolts of Using Rope

Finding the Ouchy Places: 
A Pressure Point Primer Mapping Your D/s 

Archetype
Chill Zone, sponsored by 

Queer + Kinky!

 
 

RopeRider  
 

Roughinamorato Wyldcat Arkcane  
     

          Midori RopeRider EVENT          
          7:45PM – 9:45PM            
                             

The Care and Feeding of 
Tops

Creative Disobedience: 
The Art of Being a 

Wiseass

Dim Mak: Five Fingers of 
Death

Doll Play 101: Creation 
from Inside Out/Outside In 

(Hypnotic Doll Play)

Sex Positive (What Does it 
Mean?)

   
Beyond The Magic Wand: 
A Sex Toy Crash Course

    Tickle New England 
Meet and Greet

 
         
         
         

Laura Antoniou ZanyM Wintersong

RKO Army Presents: 
Rocky Horror Picture 

Show

  Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy        
         

                           
                           
                           
                           
                           
                           
                             
                             

Power Exchange Dynamics: 
Finding a Fit to Feed Your 

Need

Playing When Health is a 
Hard Limit

One Rope Hotness: 
Ichinawa

Sexy, Fun, and Safe: Sexual 
Health and Protecting 

Yourself

  Coffee Knows No Gender: A Trans* 
Spectrum Kinksters Meetup Use Your Words: The Art 

of Hypnotic Language

       
         
         
         

ChrisMarks Lady Shimla sepiessa Carl, lisa soumise GRLee, P.E.T.E. Hedwig, Nora dee

The Bullwhip Lounge: Its 
like Sex at the Speed of 

Sound!
NELA Fetish 

Photo Lounge 
– Saturday

Hypnosis 
Lounge – 
Saturday

Bootblacking 
Stand - 

Saturday Day

New England 40 and Over Kinksters: Meet 
and Greet               

Consent and Entitlement: The 
Yin and Yang of BDSM

Erotic Humiliation: Happy, 
Healthy Humiliation

The Ins and Outs of Anal 
Play

From the Sensual to the 
Sadistic: Calibration Mapping Your D/s 

Archetype - 2nd instance

Submissive's Roundtable
Geek Social: Make new geeky freaky 

friends

Bydarra Connor Synuates GRLee

          Midori  
           
                 

Setting up your Scene 
Space

Ask Me If I Care: Tough 
Love for the Kinky

Impact Play: Japanese 
War Fan

Sexual Objectification 
Training

The ABC's of AgePlay
This Feels So Good: 

Bodywork Techniques for 
BDSM & Trance

Taming the APEs in Your 
Relationships Arkcane

Laura Antoniou Hedwig, Nora ZanyM Bydarra Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy

                Connor Synuates  

Tickle Torture - 4 Elements
Aesthetically Pleasing 

Rope Harnesses
Impact Catharsis: The 

Metaphysics of Sensation

Everything To Know 
About Negotiation

Spanking, the Kinky 
Gateway Drug

Introduction to Rough 
Body Play

The Fine Art of Bastinado 
and Caning

 

AgePlayers Meet and Greet

GRLee, P.E.T.E. LordeCupcakeCunt Thista Minai Danie Roughinamorato Vivian Darkbloom
       

                       

Being a Happy 
Bootwhore: Bootblacking 

as Sensual Service

How to train a service 
submissive

Practice Makes Perfect: Rope 
Handling Drills and 

Challenges

You Wanna Put That WHERE? 
: Sex toys in play and other 

places
Formicophilia Fun!

The Invisible Toybox: 
Energy Work and BDSM

Crazy Glue Invisible Bondage 
and Infibulation

Asking - and Why it's so 
Scary

       
     
       
       

Wyldcat Wintersong Raven Kaldera Dov soumise        
       

               

NELA's Winter Flea Play Party, Early

     

Bootblacking 
Stand - 

Saturday Party

The Art of Tease and 
Denial

The Art of Feminine 
Dominance

Macho Submission 
Workshop

Fucking With Your 
Camera

       
       
       
       

P.E.T.E., GRLee Midori RopeRider Raven Kaldera Hedwig, Nora        
       

                     

The Art of the Primal 
Scene

Using Pop-Culture Archetypes 
for Erotic Roleplay

Sadistic and Snarky 
Scenes

Floor work: How to have fun 
and build connection on the 

ground 

       
       
       
       

Laura Antoniou Wintersong Arkcane LordeCupcakeCunt Dov        
  EVENT          

                6:00PM – 9:45PM          

The Erotica Writers 
Toolbox

Grounding, Centering, and 
Shielding for Kinksters

Teasecraft Meet and Greet Sensual Steel: The Art of 
Erotic Knifeplay

             
             
 

NELA's Winter Flea Play Party, Late

     
         

Roughinamorato Thista Minai   Nauttiboy          
           

                       
       

Suffering for Spirit: An 
Overview of Ordeal

           
                   
                   
                   
        Thista Minai   Dov          
                   
                       
                       
                EVENT            
                10:15PM – 2:00AM            
                             
                             

I'm OK, You're OK: Conflict 
Resolution & Empowered 

Sharing

Packing Consent in Your 
Toybag

Bare as You Dare: Radical 
Body Acceptance

Caning 101: For Fun, Pain, 
or Punishment

Dating Outside our Species: is 
Vanilla a Bad Word?

Freestyle Floorwork: Working 
With Friction and Connection

Bondage and Floggers 
and Bear Claws Oh My

Off Balance: A Partial 
Suspension Exploration

NELA Fetish 
Photo Lounge 

– Sunday

Straitjacket 
Salon: Try on 
or show off 

your 
straitjacket

Hypnosis 
Lounge – 
Sunday

Bootblacking 
Stand – 
Sunday

sepiessa Danie Hedwig, Nora soumise LordeCupcakeCunt

                   

A Guide to Communications 
and Negotiations

Violent Displays of Affection: 
Connection and Intimacy 
through Rough Body Play

Chest Harnesses, Gotes, 
& Box Ties Oh My!

PlayDHD (Advanced Pain 
Cycling)

The Exquisite Whip: Amazing 
Hands-on Flogging Training

Protocols: They Are 
EVERYWHERE, but what are 

they?

Connective Rope 
Bondage: Sensual and 

Seductive
P.E.T.E., GRLee Roughinamorato Wyldcat Connor Synuates Midori Nauttiboy Bydarra NaughtyEm

                 
                 
                   

Considerations for 
Trans*/Cis Erotic Play

Chastity Training: 
Learning to Love the Lock

Sex, Gods, and Virgins: 
Redefining Virginity for a 

Sex-Positive World

Mindfucks: Let Them Do 
the Work for You

Flameless Wax Play Fem Dom Panel
Pressure Points and Micro 

Torture

Wintersong Thista Minai Dov AdelineKindred
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Bristol

Cross Rose
Ears & Rears

Reyen Design
Studio

Mischief and
Mirth Studios
Larry & Leenie's
Lusty Leather

East Coast
Art Works

Nancy's
Basement

Aids Care
Ocean State

PD Kilts

Anarchy4All

HOLO

Doxy

Madame Wiladina
Boutique
My Lady's

Toys
Ryco Industries

Dungeon in a Bag
Cloak & Dagger

Creations
Toolworks
Chicago

Kinky Bitch
(Audacious Productions LLC)

Industrial
DisEase Toys

D.L. King
Erotica

SG
Entertainment Circlet Press
The Baroness

Latex
Twisted World
Son of Sandlar

The Utilikilts
Company

Agreeable
Agony

Pandora's
Box

Bristol Tiverton

Oc
ea

n

Rh
od

e
Is

la
nd

Pa
tr

io
ts

Plaza Foyer

Pool
&

Gym

Atrium

The Crossings

Alfred's
Lounge

Registration

Newport

Volunteer
Lounge

Wickford 148

Vending
Machines

Plaza Ballroom

Rotunda

Hotel Entrance

Shuttle Service

Valet Parking

Boot
Blacks

TotemX The
Latex Store
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AdelineKindred is a gender fluid, switchy, pansexual 
Eagle Scout with a passion for safety, responsibility, 
knots, and naughtiness. In college Addy started an 
unofficial club of kinky folks focused on education 
and exploration, and he has been an educator ever 
since. Each class taught by this self-proclaimed 
princess of dad jokes is an opportunity to learn new 
skills, delve into new ideas, and have fun. 

Setting up your Scene Space(m)-General Skills-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-
Barrington 
Pressure Points and Micro Torture(m)-Impact-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-Ocean

Andy HypnoStory has been doing various forms of hypnosis for over 20 
years. He has taught for New England Hypnosis Group and Charmed! in 
Baltimore. In addition to recreational and erotic hypnosis, he is a stage 
hypnotist and also works one on one to unlock the door for people to be 
who they want to be through personal change work. 
Hypnosis Lounge - Friday(m)-Lounge-Fri 7:00 PM-2hr-148 
Hypnosis Lounge - Saturday(m)-Lounge-Sat 10:00 AM-8hr-148 
Hypnosis Lounge - Sunday(m)-Lounge-Sun 10:00 AM-6hr-148

Angel discovered the kink community several years ago and was happy to 
find that her interest in tickling was shared by many people. Since reaching 
out to P.E.T.E. her interest in tickling has grown and she’s become a willing 
participant in many tickle classes as a demo bottom. She’s also recently 
discovered a latent evil side and is enjoying learning the art of being a 
tickler. 
Tickle New England Meet and Greet: Calling all Lee’s and Ler’s!(m)-Social-Fri 
10:00 PM-1hr-148

Arckane is a Priest of Rati and Kama, spiritworker, 
and kink educator. He has presented workshops for 
Camp Crucible and many Dark Odyssey events. He 
specializes in sacred sexuality, ordeal, polyamory, 
intimacy, vulnerability, connection, and, above all, 
snark. 
Finding the Ouchy Places: A Pressure Point Primer(m)-
Impact-Fri 7:45 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston 

Spirituality Panel(m)-Spirituality-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr-Rhode Island 
Stumbling Into Spooky(m)-Spirituality-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston

Barbara (BeesWax_Erratica on fet) has been active in her local community 
for the past two years. Although she enjoys many different types of play, she 
found her passion in wax. She developed a style of wax play that gives her 
many colors and plenty of wax to pour, and at whatever temperature best 
suits the bottom. She spent the last few months hosting a wax and fire night 
at a local dungeon. 
Flameless Wax Play(m)-General Skills-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-623

Beyonder is one of the Boston area rope experts. 
Suspension Vetting for Play Party-EVENT-Sat 3:00 PM-1hr-Ocean

Bydarra is an enabler who desires to help people 
succeed. His quest for self knowledge brought him 
to BDSM in 2003. From play to self awareness to 
relationship issues, his workshops focus on helping 
others to grow beyond what they’ve known or 
imagined. Since he retired in 2012, he has traveled 
over 150,000 miles to explore and share. He’s 
coming to join NELA to continue that journey with us. 

Preferred pronoun: He 
Consent and Entitlement: The Yin and Yang of BDSM(m)-Power and Authority 
Exchange-Sat 10:45 AM-1hr 30min-Barrington 
Taming the APEs in Your Relationships: Improving communication with yourself 
and then your people(m)-Communication-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-623 
Safe & Sane(m)-Communication-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 30min-Rhode Island

Carl: As far back as grade school, Carl has identified 
as a Dominant. He began to incorporate BDSM and 
power exchange into his relationships in the early 
90’s which led to the realization that he wanted to 
live his life in a Master/slave construct. He currently 
lives with and owns lisa. 
Power Exchange Dynamics: Finding a Fit to Feed Your 
Need(m)-Power and Authority Exchange-Sat 9:00 AM-
1hr 30min-Greenwich

Casey is one of the leaders of the New England Hypnosis Group. 
New England Hypnosis Group Meet and Greet(m)-Social-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr-
Greenwich

Cecilia Tan is the founder of the Fetish Fair Fleamarket 
and has received the Pantheon of Leather President’s 
Award and the NLA: International Lifetime 
Achievement Award. She is the author of many 
BDSM-themed novels & books including Taking the 
Lead, Slow Surrender, The Prince’s Boy, Edge Plays, 
Black Feathers, and Telepaths Don’t Need Safewords. 
She is also the founder of Circlet Press, Inc. 

http://blog.ceciliatan.com - Blog :: http://twitter.com/ceciliatan - Twitter 
24-7-Decade: Longterm BDSM Relationships(m)-Power and Authority 
Exchange-Fri 7:45 PM-1hr 30min-Barrington 
Author Readings(m)-Author Readings-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-Barrington 
The Erotica Writers Toolbox(m)-Communication-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr 30min-
Barrington

ChrisMarks is a Sensual Sadist. He is a massage 
therapist and teaches BDSM workshops for his 
educational group “Black and Blue U,” and for 
regional and national BDSM organizations. His 
interests include the intersection of BDSM with 
psychology, spirituality and disability. He serves on 
the Board of Directors of Community-Academic 
Consortium for Research on Alternative Sexuality. 

http://www.CARASresearch.com : Community-Academic Consortium for 
Research on Alternative Sexuality 
Preferred pronoun: Male - He Him 
Kissing & Chemistry: Harnessing the Power of Romance and Attraction(m)-
General Skills-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Barrington 
Health Professional Meet and Greet(m)-Social-Sat 12:00 PM-1hr-Rhode Island

Synuates is a LGBTQ+ Educator located in Boston, 
MA. Connor is fascinated by all things (gender)
queer and deeply interested in the ways linguistics 
touches our lives, queer, kinky, poly, and otherwise. 
In hys spare time, Connor enjoys urban exploration, 
zine culture, eclectic tea and coffee shops, 
bootblacking, and the smell of fall. Masculine 
pronouns, please! 

Preferred pronoun: Hy, Hym, and Hys 
Negotiation for Introverts(m)-Communication-Sat 10:45 AM-1hr 30min-
Greenwich 
(Trans)Gender Panel(m)-Gender-Sat 2:00 PM-1hr-Rhode Island 
Queering the Cock(m)-General Skills-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 30min-Greenwich

Danie is an out and proud queer, switchy, pervert 
from the DC area. She has been teaching, 
volunteering and working to build relationships 
within and between the Leather and Kink 
communities for over 15 years. She is hostess for 
Dungeon 101 at DC’s Crucible, and is very active 
with Black Rose and Leather and Kink United. 

BDSM Taster(m)-EVENT-Fri 7:45 PM-2hr-Plaza Ballroom 
Spanking, the Kinky Gateway Drug(m)-Impact-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford 
Dating Outside our Species: is Vanilla a Bad Word?(m)-General Skills-Sun 
10:00 AM-1hr 30min-Wickford

David Wraith is a Saint Louis native, writer, 
filmmaker, activist, and a co-founder of Sex Positive 
St. Louis. He’s a polyamorous, sado-masochistic 
exhibitionist who has spent much of his adult life 
advocating for women’s reproductive freedom, 
people living with HIV, and gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
and transgender rights. He occasionally rants about 
movies, sex, and politics on his blog. 

http://davidwraith.com - David Wraith :: http://sexstl.com - Sex Positive St. Louis 
Sex Positive (What Does it Mean?)(m)-Communication-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-
Kingston 
Macho Submission Workshop(m)-Power and Authority Exchange-Sat 6:15 PM-
1hr 30min-Greenwich 
Poly 101(m)-General Skills-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr 30min-Greenwich 
Bare as You Dare: Radical Body Acceptance(m)-General Skills-Sun 10:00 AM-
1hr 30min-Greenwich 
People of Color Meet and Greet(m)-Social-Sun 12:45 PM-1hr-Wickford
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dee NP is a safer sex educator and Nurse 
Practitioner who works at a local LGBTQ clinic. She 
meets with patients every day who are looking to 
maximize their fun, while reducing their risk level. 
Dee started in the scene 7 years ago at the Kinky 
Seder, and has been enjoying bondage and escape 
ever since! When she isn’t working or kinking, she 
finds time to geek out to Doctor Who, knit, and read. 

NELA Fetish Photo Lounge - Friday(m)-Lounge-Fri 6:00 PM-3hr-607 
Sexy, Fun, and Safe: Sexual Health and Protecting Yourself(m)-General Skills-
Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-623 
NELA Fetish Photo Lounge - Saturday(m)-Lounge-Sat 10:00 AM-8hr-607 
NELA Fetish Photo Lounge - Sunday(m)-Lounge-Sun 10:00 AM-6hr-607

Deviant Simian 
Preferred pronoun: They/them 
Teasecraft Meet and Greet(m)-Social-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr-Wickford

Diamond Blue is second in command and first girl of 
Team Blue, and Chatelaine of Harmony House. She 
is a Shibari performer and model, crisis management 
operative, itinerant philosopher and always, always 
Samurai and partner to the incomparable Murphy 
Blue. 
The Care and Feeding of Tops(m)-Rope-Fri 10:00 PM-
1hr 30min-Barrington 

Rope Bottoming(m)-Rope-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton 
Hierarchical D/s(m)-Power and Authority Exchange-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 30min-
623

Domino has pursued his interest in the BDSM 
lifestyle for almost three decades, with a passion for 
whips. After working with Robert Dante, Sebastian, 
and Bob Deegan, Domino’s interest in the single tail 
was heightened with an interest in longer whips for 
both scene and sport cracking. His whip bag holds 
more than 75 examples of whip craftsmanship from 
all over the world. He is a true ‘crack’ addict. 

The Bullwhip Lounge: Its like Sex at the Speed of Sound!(m)-Lounge-Sat 10:00 
AM-6hr-Patriots

Dov is a NYC based artist and educator. A Shibari 
and single tail whip fanatic, Dov has given many 
presentations at places like TES, Shibaricon, and 
the Leather Leadership Conference. He has been 
involved for years both politically and artistically in 
creating works at Burning Man and other venues. 
His work varies from installations to performance 
art, both vanilla and fetish. 

http://www.washi-nawashi.com - Washi-Nawashi.com 
Crazy Glue Invisible Bondage and Infibulation(m)-General Skills-Sat 4:30 PM-
1hr 30min-Rotunda 
Floor work: How to have fun and build connection on the ground or in bed with 
rope(m)-Rope-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda 
Fun and Pain with Canes(m)-Impact-Sat 11:30 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda 
Mindfucks: Let Them Do the Work for You(m)-General Skills-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 
30min-Wickford

Griffin is the Director of the pansexual Boston/Mass chapter of MAsT 
(Masters and Slaves Together.) He is a Dominant with abiding interest 
and considerable experience in areas including Authority/Power exchange 
as expressed in D/s and M/s relationships, bondage, training, behavior 
modification, and erotic hypnosis. 
http://fetlife.com/groups/15917 - MAsT Chapter on Fetlife 
MAsT Meet and Greet(m)-Social-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr-Rotunda

GRLee attended her first tickle class, led by P.E.T.E., 
4 years ago. Her joy in the experience convinced her 
to join NELA and to demo-bottom for P.E.T.E. She 
has learned more than she ever imagined possible 
about pleasure, pain, laughter, friendship, and love. 
GRLee is committed to making it safe & easy for 
newcomers to follow their own kinky and powerful 
path of self-discovery. 

Welcome Wagon(m)-General Skills-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford 
Welcome Wagon(m)-General Skills-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Wickford 
Submissives Roundtable(m)-Submissive Mindset-Sat 10:45 AM-1hr 30min-623 
Tickle Torture - 4 Elements(m)-General Skills-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-Bristol 
The Art of Tease and Denial(m)-General Skills-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-
Barrington 
A Guide to Communications and Negotiations(m)-Communication-Sun 11:45 
AM-1hr 30min-Barrington

Hedwig, a queer feminist, poly, switch femme from 
Sweden who is passionate about communication, 
bondage, safer sex/consent, redressing notions of 
power, sensations, vulnerability, and dominance/
submission. She is pursuing an academic career 
including her 2011 thesis on Shibari. She is active as 
a sex educator, activist, and a general pain in the 
butt of the patriarchy. 

The Handshake(m)-Communication-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton 
One Rope Hotness: Ichinawa(m)-Rope-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Rotunda 
Body Image and Kink(m)-General Skills-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford 
You Give Great Leg(m)-Rope-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda 
Freestyle Floorwork: Working With Friction and Connection(m)-Rope-Sun 10:00 
AM-1hr 30min-Rotunda

-Iya- has been in the open kink scene since 2009 
exploring her love of rope, impact, whips and erotic 
hypnosis in events up and down the East Coast. 
She has taught in a variety of settings on the topics 
of communication, bodywork and self-awareness for 
over 25 years and is delighted to bridge into the kink 
community. Don’t let the friendly demeanor fool you 
- the sadism runs deep in this one. 

https://twitter.com/FetishFlea - @FetishFlea on Twitter :: https://twitter.com/
MySweetIya1 - @MySweetIya1 on Twitter 
Preferred pronoun: She, Her, Hers 
BDSM Taster-EVENT-Fri 7:45 PM-2hr-Plaza Ballroom 
NELA’s Winter Flea Play Party, Early-EVENT-Sat 6:00 PM-3hr 45min-Plaza 
Ballroom 
NELA’s Winter Flea Play Party, Late-EVENT-Sat 10:15 PM-3hr 45min-Plaza 
Ballroom

Jason AnotherVU has been a co-coordinator for 
WMPE-TNG, interim chair of The Society of Hartford 
education committee, board member of WMPE, and 
a co-foundeder of REConn. Since relocating to 
Boston, he’s been concentrating on his passions of 
service, and all things latex and rubber. 
Latex / Rubber Meet & Greet by Boston Latex 
Circle(m)-Social-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr-Patriots

Jay is poly, kinky, queer, a martial artist, and the co-organizer of Trans* 
Spectrum Kinksters. They are delighted to run the TSK table and social 
this flea. 
Preferred pronoun: They/them 
Coffee Knows No Gender: A Trans* Spectrum Kinksters Meetup(m)-Social-Sat 
9:00 AM-1hr-Rhode Island

Jay Falcon began his public blacking in 2011 and 
quickly developed a well-deserved reputation for 
excellence, attention to detail, and superb technical 
skills which earned him the titles of 2011 and 2012 
Northeast Community Bootblack. He is the resident 
bootblack of the Providence Eagle and yet, still finds 
the time to travel to and black at different events 
throughout New England. 

Bootblacking Stand - Friday(m)-Lounge-Fri 6:00 PM-3hr 30min-Plaza Foyer 
Bootblacking Stand - Saturday Day(m)-Lounge-Sat 10:00 AM-6hr-Plaza Foyer 
Bootblacking Stand - Saturday Party(m)-Lounge-Sat 6:00 PM-4hr 30min-Plaza 
Foyer 
Bootblacking Stand - Sunday(m)-Lounge-Sun 10:00 AM-6hr-Plaza Foyer
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Kim Airs is the founder of Boston’s first sexuality 
boutique, Grand Opening!, and co-founder of Boston 
MOB. Kim’s exploits during her 22 years in the adult 
industry include teaching and presenting, consulting 
for sex toy start-ups, starring in a one-woman show 
in Hollywood AND a one hour feature on HBO, and 
consulting with doctors and sex therapists. She is 
currently the official sex toy blogger for XBIZ. 

www.grandopening.com - Grand Openings :: www.KimAirs.com - Kim’s Blog 
You Wanna Put That WHERE? : Sex toys in play and other places(m)-General 
Skills-Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 30min-Greenwich 
Kim Airs with Leo Rising: A transformation from femme to passing mandrag(m)-
Gender-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-Bristol

Kinkerbell 
Preferred pronoun: She/Her 
Suspension Vetting for Play Party-EVENT-Sat 3:00 PM-1hr-Ocean

Kristina is an introvert with a serious mad scientist 
kink. In her role as an unhinged, super sexy, and 
unforgivably sadistic Doktor, she applies her 
considerable evil intelligence to making hapless 
microbes imprisoned in her private petri dish gulag 
as uncomfortable as possible. They fear her. 
Queer + Kinky Social Tea(m)-Social-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr-
Wickford

Lady Shimla has been in the lifestyle for over thirty years. She is an avid 
educator, vendor, developer and user of the violet wand who has authored 
four books on the subject, two of which are gender specific. ‘Basic Violet 
Wand’ and ‘Advanced Violet Wands’ include a How-to DVD for those who 
wish to learn in a more private setting or to continue the education available 
in the classes at home. 
violetwandstore.com 
Basic Violet Wands(m)-General Skills-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Bristol

Laura Antoniou is the author of The Marketplace 
Series, The Marketplace, The Slave, and The 
Trainer in print at Circlet Press and available as 
e-books. The Academy and The Reunion were re-
published in 2012, followed by The Inheritor. Cinema 
Erotica, formerly The Catalyst, is an e-book with 
Ravenous Romance. Shop Stud & Musclebound, 

gay smut, available from Renaissance E-books. Too many anthology 
appearances to list! 
http://www.lantoniou.com - Laura Antoniou, Author 
Creative Disobedience: The Art of Being a Wiseass(m)-Power and Authority 
Exchange-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-Bristol 
Ask Me If I Care: Tough Love for the Kinky(m)-General Skills-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 
30min-Bristol 
Author Readings(m)-Author Readings-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-Barrington

lisa most accurately and comfortably identifies as a 
slave, revels in the freedom of being owned by Carl, 
and delights in serving for his pleasure. In 2013, Carl 
and lisa launched NHOT (New Hampshire Order of 
the Triskelion) for the exploration of Power Exchange 
and its benefit to body, mind and spirit. 
http://www.NHOT.org - NHOT 
Power Exchange Dynamics: Finding a Fit to Feed Your 

Need-Power and Authority Exchange-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Greenwich

Lord Percival (Percy) has been active in the scene 
for more than four decades. Mostly known for his 
rope mastery, education is a particular passion of 
Percy’s. He is currently on the Board of NELA (New 
England Leather Alliance), as Director of 
Programming and Education. 
https://www.nelaonline.org - New England Leather 
Alliance (NELA) 

Preferred pronoun: He, Him, His 
Suspension Vetting for Play Party(m)-EVENT-Sat 3:00 PM-1hr-Ocean 
NELA’s Winter Flea Play Party, Early-EVENT-Sat 6:00 PM-3hr 45min-Plaza 
Ballroom 
NELA’s Winter Flea Play Party, Late-EVENT-Sat 10:15 PM-3hr 45min-Plaza 
Ballroom

Lord Ramirez has been active in the BDSM lifestyle 
for nearly 20 years. He is a nationally-known 
educator and presenter, active member of the 
vampyre community, and retired open professional 
ballroom dance championship finalist and 
adjudicator. 
Making a Skill a Scene(m)-General Skills-Fri 10:00 PM-
1hr 30min-Rhode Island 

Impact Play 207: Japanese War Fan(m)-Impact-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton 
The Art of the Primal Scene(m)-Role Play-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton 
The Erotic Signal Whip(m)-Whip-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda

LordeCupcakeCunt is an agender-fluid, full-time 
Bostonian, part-time cat, and overall spiritual being. 
Xe can be seen presenting topics such as sexuality, 
gender, and advocacy. Xe is one of the founders and 
is a co-organizer of Trans* Spectrum Kinksters and 
the founder and organizer of the Eastern MAss 
Invasion. LordeCupcakeCunt is co-chair of the FFF 

48 Programming Team. Gender Neutral pronouns please. 
www.doodleboi.com 
Preferred pronoun: Xe, Xem, Xys 
Intersections: Gender, Sexuality, and Kink(m)-Gender-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-
623 
Aesthetically Pleasing Rope Harnesses(m)-Rope-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-
Tiverton 
Sadistic and Snarky Scenes: Complete with Silliness and Smiling(m)-General 
Skills-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford 
Off Balance: A Partial Suspension Exploration(m)-Rope-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 
30min-Ocean

Midori is one of our favorite presenters at Fetish Fair 
Fleamarket and a NELA fan, we wonder if she ever 
sleeps or if she’s cloned herself. A sex-positive 
activist, she’s made an improbable career out of 
being the traveling sexpert. Don’t miss the 
groundbreaking book “Seductive Art of Japanese 
Bondage” which first opened the mysteries to 

Westerners, and her hot essays and twisted dark science fiction. 
http://www.PlanetMidori.com - Projects :: http://www.FHP-inc.com - Classes :: 
http://www.RopeDojo.com - Rope Dojo 
Mapping Your D/s Archetype(m)-Power and Authority Exchange-Fri 7:45 PM-
2hr-Wickford 
Mapping Your D/s Archetype - 2nd instance(m)-Power and Authority Exchange-
Sat 10:45 AM-2hr-Wickford 
The Art of Feminine Dominance(m)-Power and Authority Exchange-Sat 6:15 
PM-1hr 30min-Bristol 
The Exquisite Whip: Amazing Hands-on Flogging Training(m)-Whip-Sun 11:45 
AM-1hr 30min-Rotunda

Miss Cindy Sirs_Miss_Cindy has been in the BDSM 
lifestyle for going on 7 years. She is a switch. She is 
also the collared submissive to Sir Red for 7 years. 
She is an active part of Femdom New England. She 
is also an active member of the Society and of 
WMPE. She has started her own toy and accessory 
business, Altered Designs by SMC. She has been 

hosting the FemDom panel at the Flea for the past few years. 
Fem Dom Panel(m)-Power and Authority Exchange-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-
Rhode Island

Miss Jena has been active in the lifestyle for a number of years. She runs 
the NEFOK group (or New England forty and Over Group). We welcome 
people under 40, but we love people over 40. 
New England 40 and Over Kinksters: NEFOK Meet and Greet(m)-Social-Sat 
10:00 AM-1hr-Rhode Island

Murphy Blue: “The Blue” became fascinated with 
rope bondage in 2000 when he bartended a fetish 
party. Mostly self-taught, he is constantly learning 
more about Shibari and ways to refine his ropework. 
http://murphyblue.net - The Blue 
Let’s Talk Hogties(m)-Rope-Sat 10:45 AM-2hr-Rotunda 
Rope and D/s(m)-Rope-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr 30min-
Tiverton 

Building the BDSM Ritual(m)-Spirituality-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton
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NaughtyEm has moxie. She enjoys finding fresh, 
creative ways to bind, torture, and please. Her 
perception and insight, combined with warm 
enthusiasm and sincerity, have earned her a fierce 
reputation on both sides of the D/s spectrum. As a 
rope enthusiast, she prefers sensual, intimate, and 
meaningful floorwork over flashy suspensions. 

Rope Lounge-Lounge-Sat 10:00 AM-8hr-632 
Connective Rope Bondage: Sensual and Seductive(m)-Rope-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 
30min-Ocean

NauttiBoy is a new face with an old soul. He has 
been exploring kink for many years now, from 
bottom to Top (and a few places in between). He 
views every day as an opportunity to try or learn 
something new, and loves to share his knowledge 
and experience with whomever he comes in contact 
with. Some of the groups he has presented for: TES/

TesFest, the IronBell Academy, LIFE in Nassau and APeX. 
Sensual Steel: The Art of Erotic Knifeplay(m)-Impact-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr 30min-
Rotunda 
Protocols: They Are EVERYWHERE, but what are they?(m)-Power and Authority 
Exchange-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 30min-623

NEHG promotes the safer, ethical, and consensual 
use of hypnosis for erotic and recreational purposes. 
All are welcome who are curious about the positive 
uses of hypnosis; we strive to make this an LGBTQI 
safe space. We provide a safe and supportive 
atmosphere in which to learn, play, and explore. We 
hold regular meetings for kinksters to watch, learn, 
and practice hypnosis together. 

https://fetlife.com/groups/11261 - Fetlife as the New England Hypnosis Group :: 
https://www.google.com/calendar/embed?src=eu70pb2ra30oqohf83d4ni58tc@
group.calendar.google.com&ctz=America/New_York - events on the National 
Recreational Hypnosis Event Calendar. 
Hypnosis Lounge - Friday-Lounge-Fri 7:00 PM-2hr-148 
Hypnosis Lounge - Saturday-Lounge-Sat 10:00 AM-8hr-148 
Hypnosis Lounge - Sunday-Lounge-Sun 10:00 AM-6hr-148

NELAs Welcome Wagon event series is a gateway, 
stepping stone, low-key and fun way to orient 
yourself within the broader local kink world. Make 
new friends and connections and learn about what’s 
going on locally in a no-pressure, welcoming 
environment. (Attendees must be 18+) 

nelaonline.org/special-interest-groups/welcome-wagon 
Welcome Wagon-General Skills-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford 
Welcome Wagon-General Skills-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Wickford

Nora is a queer fix-it femme, kitchen witch, and 
switchy bottom (or bottomy switch). Hailing from the 
frozen wastes of Minneapolis, their focus as an 
educator is on the knotty intersection of queer 
feminism and kink, particularly body image, consent 
politics, and self-care. When not tied up, Nora leads 
classes about food and podcasts as half of Bottoms 
Up. 

The Handshake-Communication-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton 
One Rope Hotness: Ichinawa-Rope-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Rotunda 
Body Image and Kink-General Skills-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford 
You Give Great Leg-Rope-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda 
Freestyle Floorwork: Working With Friction and Connection-Rope-Sun 10:00 
AM-1hr 30min-Rotunda

Nymphetamine’s interest in bondage was rekindled 
in 2010, whilst exploring the kink communities in 
north Florida. Finding herself in Boston circa 2013, 
she reached out to the local Hitchin’ Bitches chapter 
to get acquainted, finally getting serious about rope. 
Identifying as a switch-y, witchy, lover of learning, _
Nymphetamine_ loves to cook and spend time with 
friends in her spare time. 

Rope Lounge(m)-Lounge-Sat 10:00 AM-8hr-632

P.E.T.E. has been an active tickling & foot fetishist 
for 20 years. He is an instructor for the Kink 
Academy, runs play events for Tickle New England! 
and created New England Feet to build community, 
support, information & safe connection. P.E.T.E. 
embraces his kinks as fun, sensual & erotic practices 
that hold great dynamic benefits ranging from vanilla 
to deeply spiritual, healing & sexual. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ticklene - Tickle New England :: Email: 
footplay210@yahoo.com :: https://fetlife.com/users/85240 - fetlife: PETE210 
Welcome Wagon-General Skills-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford 
Welcome Wagon-General Skills-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Wickford 
christian Religious Kink(m)-Spirituality-Sat 10:45 AM-2hr-Ocean 
Tickle Torture - 4 Elements-General Skills-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-Bristol 
The Art of Tease and Denial-General Skills-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-Barrington 
A Guide to Communications and Negotiations-Communication-Sun 11:45 AM-
1hr 30min-Barrington

PandaPet is a proud pansexual polyamorous pet, 
submissive, and age player who loves alliteration. A 
member of the kink community for the past five 
years, she is intense in her play and has a wide 
range of kinks. She is a passionate kink education 
advocate and tireless volunteer new to the 
presenting world and is able to teach on negotiation, 
age play, pet play, tickling, and submissive mindset. 

Preferred pronoun: she/her/pet 
The ABC’s of AgePlay: AgePlay 101: Theory & Practice(m)-Role Play-Sat 1:00 
PM-1hr 30min-Kingston 
AgePlayers Meet and Greet(m)-Social-Sat 3:00 PM-1hr-Rhode Island

Pandora has been active in the kink scene since 
2010. In 2012 she decided to put her passion for 
sexuality, sex, and sex toys to good use and opened 
Pandora’s Box. She sells luxury sex toys for bodies 
of all sorts, as well as hand crafted BDSM gear 
made by her amazing partners. 
Beyond The Magic Wand: A Sex Toy Crash Course(m)-
General Skills-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-Patriots

Ponyboy Rusty entered the world of Pony Play in 
2007 when La Dresseuse Maureen first placed a bit 
in his mouth. Since then he has won many awards 
and presented classes for would-be ponies and 
handlers. While he can handle ponies well, he still 
prefers being one most of all. 
Pony Play 101(m)-Role Play-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-
Ocean 

Pony Play 201(m)-Role Play-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-Ocean 
Pony Paddock(m)-Lounge-Sun 10:00 AM-6hr-Patriots

Ponyboy Stormy got his start with pony play back in 
2002 and has been ‘horsing around’ ever since! He 
has won many awards and ribbons over the years 
and has taught a number of classes. He always 
enjoys helping new ponies or trainers get started. 
Pony Play 101-Role Play-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-
Ocean 
Pony Play 201-Role Play-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-

Ocean 
Pony Paddock-Lounge-Sun 10:00 AM-6hr-Patriots

Princess Kali is a foot-fetishist and lifestyle 
dominatrix. She founded Kink Academy in 2007 and 
is particularly known for the unique way she 
combines her insatiable appetite for cruelty with a 
sweet-natured appearance. 
http://www.coachingbykali.com - Princess Kali 
Face Slapping - Hand to Cheek(m)-Impact-Fri 6:00 PM-
1hr 30min-Bristol 

Erotic Humiliation: Happy, Healthy Humiliation(m)-General Skills-Sat 10:45 AM-
1hr 30min-Bristol 
How to train a service submissive(m)-Power and Authority Exchange-Sat 4:30 
PM-1hr 30min-Bristol 
Packing Consent in Your Toybag(m)-Communication-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 30min-
Bristol 
Chastity Training: Learning to Love the Lock(m)-General Skills-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 
30min-Bristol
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nelaonline.org/qandk

Queer and Kinky SIG is an all-gender queer group of 
people interested in BDSM. We organize 
educational, social and play opportunities in the 
New England area. We are inclusive, body positive, 
sex positive, consent oriented and fun. Our events 
are open to anyone who self-identifies as queer, and 
allies. We are an 18+ group; certain events will be 
open only to people 21+. 

https://nelaonline.org/qandk 
Chill Zone, sponsored by Queer + Kinky!-EVENT-Fri 7:45 PM-2hr-623 
Queer + Kinky Social Tea-Social-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr-Wickford

Questioner is a bondage enthusiast from the Boston 
area. He ran the Massachusetts Bondage Club and 
the bondage lounge at the Fetish Fair Fleamarket for 
many years. He has presented at Bound in Boston 
and Shibaricon. On FetLife, he runs the Massachusetts 
Bondage group and the Massachusetts Straitjacket 
Lovers group. 

Straitjacket Salon: Try on or show off your straitjacket(m)-Lounge-Sun 10:00 
AM-6hr-632

Ramon is an active member of the NYC BDSM scene, and is involved with 
various organizations including The Eulenspiegel Society (TES), where he 
is a Board member as well as a class presenter. In his spare time, Ramon 
designs and fabricates custom metal BDSM equipment and furniture. He 
particularly enjoys rope bondage, fire play, single tails, and making pretty 
girls cry. 
Dim Mak: Five Fingers of Death(m)-Impact-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton 
Caning 101: For Fun, Pain, or Punishment(m)-Impact-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 30min-
Kingston

Raven Kaldera builds bridges and crosses 
boundaries between communities: a Northern 
Tradition shaman, an intersex/transgender FTM 
activist, an erotica educator, a polyamorous parent, 
and an author of many books and articles. 
http://www.ravenkaldera.org - Raven Kaldera 
The Invisible Toybox: Energy Work and BDSM(m)-
Spirituality-Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford 

How To Top Your Master(m)-Power and Authority Exchange-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 
30min-Wickford

RKO Army is a nationally recognized shadowcast, 
performing at cinemas, theaters, conventions, 
universities, clubs, and parades in the greater 
Rhode Island area since 1981. Known primarily for 
their legendary performances of the Rocky Horror 
Picture Show, they also perform many other other 
cult productions (see www.rkoarmy.com). The 
theme of Rocky Horror is “Don’t Dream It, Be It”. 

https://www.rkoarmy.com - RKO Army HQ :: https://twitter.com/RKO_Army - 
Twitter :: https://rkoarmy.tumblr.com - Tumblr :: https://www.instagram.com/
rkoarmy/?hl=en - Instagram 
Preferred pronoun: They/Them 
RKO Army Presents: Rocky Horror Picture Show(m)-EVENT-Fri 11:00 PM-2hr-
Rotunda

RopeRider is the organizer of the rope bondage 
convention Bound In Boston. He began his journey 
with rope bondage as a fetish photographer, but 
quickly found that he enjoys both participating in and 
photographing rope play. 
http://www.BoundInBoston.com - Bound In Boston 
Kinky Speed Meeting, Round I(m)-EVENT-Fri 7:45 PM-
1hr-Rotunda 

Kinky Speed Meeting, Round II(m)-EVENT-Fri 8:45 PM-1hr-Rotunda 
Fucking With Your Camera(m)-Photography-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston

Roughinamorato is a charmingly sadistic bastard 
who believes that kink should be fun. Disarmingly 
frenetic, his informal style and intelligent approach 
to kink have made him an international favorite. He 
has taught at events across the world. In 2011 he 
started Rough Crowd, a monthly rough body play 
workshop in Chicago, and Rough Crowd Academy, 
a rough body play intensive weekend. 

fetlife.com/roughinamorato :: Twitter @roughinamorato :: roughinamarato.com :: 
roughcrowd.org 
Annoyance Play(m)-General Skills-Fri 7:45 PM-1hr 30min-Bristol 
Introduction to Rough Body Play(m)-Impact-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda 
Predicament Play(m)-General Skills-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr 30min-Bristol 
Violent Displays of Affection: Connection and Intimacy through Rough Body 
Play(m)-Impact-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 30min-Bristol

Sara Scalper is a genderfluid queer nonmonogamous 
sadist who’s been topping for 14+ years, has been 
involved in public BDSM for 12+, and has been part 
of the Boston scene since 2010. They’ve taught for 
NELA at Winter and Summer Fleas and at Bound In 
Boston, NH Kinky Con, Wicked Women, and many 
more events. They’re often seen with their wife and 
collared submissive, AJ, who helps them present. 

Preferred pronoun: She/her/hers or they/them/theirs 
From the Sensual to the Sadistic: Calibration = Good Scenes For Every 
Body(m)-Impact-Sat 10:45 AM-1hr 30min-Kingston 
Everything To Know About Negotiation: Effective ways of negotiating for scenes 
and relationships(m)-Communication-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston 
PlayDHD (Advanced Pain Cycling): Mixed Impact Techniques = Maximum 
Bottom Happiness!(m)-Impact-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 30min-Kingston

Sarah Sloane is a sexuality & relationships educator 
& adult industry consultant from Chicago, IL. With 
over 15 years of education experience, she found 
that she loves watching the “light bulb moments” 
happen in her classes and conversations. She is 
also an INTJ, a solo polyamorist, a knitter, a coffee 
drinker, and a weight lifter. Her rarely-updated 
website is at www.sarahsloane.net. 

Rebirthing our Joy: Healthy and Happy Sex Lives for Sexual Trauma 
Survivors(m)-Communication-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-Barrington 
The Ins and Outs of Anal Play(m)-General Skills-Sat 10:45 AM-1hr 30min-
Tiverton 
Being a Happy Bootwhore: Bootblacking as Sensual Service(m)-General Skills-
Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 30min-Barrington 
I’m OK, You’re OK: Conflict Resolution & Empowered Sharing for Power 
Exchange Relationship(m)-Power and Authority Exchange-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 
30min-Barrington

sepiessa, a self-proclaimed YogaGeek, is immersed in a long-
standing love affair with everything yoga (the 
mindspace, sense of floatiness, the squeeze and 
release, etc). She’s practiced yoga since 1997 and 
was certified to teach by a well-respected school in 
the summer of 2003. Little did she know that years 
later she’d discover the many parallels between kink 
and yoga. 

Naked Yoga - Saturday(m)-Movement-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Tiverton 
Naked Yoga - Sunday(m)-Movement-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 30min-Tiverton

Sir Vice has been active in the BDSM community for 
10+ years. He owns Limits Unleashed LLC, a 
personal coaching service for alternative lifestyles. 
His expertise includes Power Exchange & related 
relationship dynamics, general BDSM activities, 
communication, relationships, and sexual & 
behavioral psychology. He is also extensively 

trained in Chinese martial arts, meditation practices & instruction. 
BDSM Social Etiquette(m)-General Skills-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston 
Sexual Objectification Training(m)-Power and Authority Exchange-Sat 1:00 PM-
1hr 30min-Greenwich 
Negotiation(m)-Communication-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-Greenwich
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soumise brings her lifelong passions for movement, 
education, and helping people with her into the 
BDSM lifestyle. With her Master’s encouragement, 
she has been integrating her professional interests 
with her lifestyle training and experiences. Her time 
is split between her work, self growth and helping 
her Master, Sir Vice, with Limits Unleashed LLC. 

Playing When Health is a Hard Limit(m)-General Skills-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-
Kingston 
Asking - and Why it’s so Scary(m)-Submissive Mindset-Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 30min-
623 
Bondage and Floggers and Bear Claws Oh My(m)-General Skills-Sun 10:00 
AM-1hr 30min-Rhode Island

Spooky is a polyamorous lifestyle little living in an adult-sized nursery in 
Boston. He has been involved in the AgePlay community for over 5 years, 
and has been an ABDL since his mid-teens. He advocates for ageplayers 
and others with minority sexual identities through kink education, media 
production, and event promotion. For more information visit ABMedia.me 
or SpookyABDL.com. 
Preferred pronoun: He / Him / His / Baby / Boy 
The ABC’s of AgePlay: AgePlay 101: Theory & Practice-Role Play-Sat 1:00 PM-
1hr 30min-Kingston 
AgePlayers Meet and Greet-Social-Sat 3:00 PM-1hr-Rhode Island

Tasha Rose has been a member of the 
society since 2005. During that time, she 
has served as Ombudsman from 2006 
to 2014, as well as Chief Gatekeeper til 
2015. Currently she is the outreach 

chairperson for the Society. She is also the founder of MAsT:Hartford. 
The Society Meet and Greet(m)-Social-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr-Ocean

tat2dgerl has been in the scene for 18 years. She is 
a chemical engineering major at the University of 
Rhode Island and is equally as obsessed with 
geekiness and kinkiness. 
Geek social: Make new geeky freaky friends(m)-Social-
Sat 11:00 AM-1hr-Rhode Island

Tesla is an IT Technician out in the world who enjoys 
being kinky and is generally into anything weird. She 
has been coming to NELA’s Fetish Fair Fleamarket 
for over 10 years and volunteering for about 5. She 
enjoys being bratty, being tied up, flogged, violet 
wands, naps, cuddling, and pettings! You can find 
her hosting the Pets BoF and volunteering at other 
classes around the Flea! 

Pet Play Social: Where Pets Come to Play!(m)-Social-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr-Rhode 
Island

Thista Minai is a priestess, polytheist, spiritworker, 
Ordeal facilitator, and founder of Spectrum Gate 
Mysteries. She has fifteen years of experience with 
designing and conducting rituals, performing various 
types of energy work, and teaching workshops on a 
wide variety of topics ranging from metaphysics and 
energy dynamics to sacred sexuality and the Ordeal 
path. 

Impact Catharsis: The Metaphysics of Sensation(m)-Spirituality-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 
30min-Greenwich 
Grounding, Centering, and Shielding for Kinksters(m)-Spirituality-Sat 9:45 PM-
1hr 30min-Kingston 
Suffering for Spirit: An Overview of Ordeal(m)-Spirituality-Sat 11:30 PM-1hr 
30min-Kingston 
Sex, Gods, and Virgins: Redefining Virginity for a Sex-Positive World(m)-
Gender-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston

Vivian Darkbloom is a lifestyle Domina based in 
Boston, MA. Her interests lie primarily in corporal 
play of all types but especially whips, canes, and 
other traditional forms of discipline. With nearly 20 
years of experience with BDSM domination and 
play, Miss Viv has added teaching to her repertoire. 
The Fine Art of Bastinado and Caning: Beat the feet, it’s 
neat(m)-Impact-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-623

Wintersong is a presenter, photographer, writer, and 
shaman, who teaches on a variety of kink techniques, 
as well as on LGBTQ issues and spirituality topics. 
At various times he has been a kink event 
programming coordinator/assistant producer, a 
product designer, a high-profile LGBTQ blogger, and 
has appeared in documentaries and podcasts 

http://www.barkingshaman.com - Wintersong Tashlin 
Ritualized Kink(m)-Spirituality-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford 
Formicophilia Fun!(m)-General Skills-Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston 
Using Pop-Culture Archetypes for Erotic Roleplay(m)-Role Play-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 
30min-Greenwich 
Considerations for Trans*/Cis Erotic Play(m)-Gender-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-
Barrington

Wiseguy (Mark Wiseman) is a professional hypnotist 
and author of the book Mind Play: A Guide to Erotic 
Hypnosis, a how-to guide on erotic hypnosis written 
expressly for the kink community, and a library of 
short and long erotic stories using hypnosis. He can 
usually be found at erotic hypnosis events teaching 
hypnosis skills and providing advice to newcomers 
to the kink. 

http://mindplayblog.blogspot.com - Blog :: http://www.amazon.com/Mind-Play-
Guide-Erotic-Hypnosis/dp/1484841034 - Mind Play: A Guide to Erotic Hypnosis 
:: http://www.amazon.com/Mind-Play-Study-Guide/dp/1512230278 - The Mind 
Play Study Guide 
Erotic Hypnosis 101(m)-Hypnosis-Fri 7:45 PM-1hr 30min-Greenwich 
Use Your Words: The Art of Hypnotic Language(m)-Hypnosis-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 
30min-Ocean

Wyldcat has been involved in the kink scene since 
2009. Today she is known as an accomplished 
Female Rigger, Member of Team Blue, and a 
Savage Switch. Wyldcat travels wherever the ‘blue’ 
winds take her, sharing the art and joy of Kink, Rope, 
and American style rigging. 
Rope 101: The Knots and Bolts of Using Rope(m)-
Rope-Fri 7:45 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton 

Practice Makes Perfect: Rope Handling Drills and Challenges(m)-Rope-Sat 4:30 
PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton 
Chest Harnesses, Gotes, & Box Ties Oh My!(m)-Rope-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 30min-
Tiverton

ZanyM has been in the BDSM scene for over a 
decade. Morgan is a toppy pansexual sadist, a 
mischievous alpha geek and a reaction junkie. 
Morgan is the leader of the TES Hypnokink special 
interest group. She has taught classes at TES, 
TESfest, FFF, LILNR, NEEHU, FMB, and at 
Deepmind Darkwood (also known as Camp 

MindFuck.) “She seemed so sweet and innocent, until I got to know her.” 
zanythoughts.tumblr.com - Tumblr 
Preferred pronoun: Many- please use my name.  
Doll Play 101: Creation from Inside Out/Outside In: The benefits of dollification & 
hypnotic doll play together(m)-Hypnosis-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-Greenwich 
This Feels So Good: Bodywork Techniques for BDSM & Trance(m)-Hypnosis-
Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda
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(Trans)Gender Panel
Connor Synuates
Gender - Rhode Island - Sat 2:00 PM
What is it like to be transgender in the Scene? How can we make our 
events more welcoming of trans folk? Why does all this gender stuff 
matter anyway? Come hear from a selection of people across the gender 
spectrum and spend an hour walking in their shoes. If you’ve ever had a 
question you were too afraid to ask about the trans(*) community, now is 
the time to ask it!

24-7-Decade: Longterm BDSM Relationships
Cecilia Tan
Power and Authority Exchange - Barrington - Fri 7:45 PM
A talk aimed at couples, especially those who may be new to a full-time 
“kink” relationship, as well as singles who are hopeful they’ll find Master 
or Mistress Right. What happens when you go from a fun evening of 
groveling and spanking to actually living together? Just because I’m a 
submissive, does that mean I always have to be the one to wash the 
dishes? How much of the time can you be “in scene” and why? Are you 
sure you both mean the same thing when you say “slave”? Are master/
slave contracts and marriage vows compatible? We provide a framework 
of common issues that need to be worked out, common pitfalls, and 
common questions that any individual and couple must answer for 
themselves.

A Guide to Communications and Negotiations
P.E.T.E., GRLee
Communication - Barrington - Sun 11:45 AM
In many conversations with people new to kink and fetish play, P.E.T.E. 
and GRLee have heard the concerns and frustrations of people 
attempting to communicate and negotiate their needs, wants and 
fantasies with others. This interactive presentation is an opportunity 
to address some of the issues and concerns that can help us manage 
these important communication and negotiation processes. Based on 
simple, yet important questions posed and a scene negotiation demo, the 
participants will be guided through some of the functional and necessary 
considerations for sustaining fulfilling, meaningful and safe connections.

Aesthetically Pleasing Rope Harnesses
LordeCupcakeCunt
Rope - Tiverton - Sat 2:45 PM
Do you want to tie a harness on a person who does not have large breasts 
and a skinny waist, or show your own flair and creativity, rather than using 
the same harness that everyone else uses? Learn basic harness stability 
techniques and how you can apply them to all 
body types. Ask questions, get feedback, and 
learn how to move from basic to artistic within 
the rope aesthetic. Feel your creative juices 
flowing, get artistic with rope!

AgePlayers Meet and Greet
Spooky, Panda
Social - Rhode Island - Sat 3:00 PM
Are you an AgePlayer or curious about 
AgePlay? Come socialize, color, play, cuddle, 
and meet fellow kinksters!

Annoyance Play
Roughinamorato
General Skills - Bristol - Fri 7:45 PM
I’m touching you. I’m touching you. I’m 
touching you. Gaaaah!! Being a Dom or a Top 
doesn’t have to be all serious and beatings. 
Bondage and pain are great, but sometimes 
rather than big direct sadism like torture, 
protocols, or service, you want to enforce 
your hierarchy through smaller more subtle 
means: by hitting too softly, or shooting straw 
wrappers at them, or sticking your finger in 
your submissive’s ear. Yes, my finger is in 
your ear, and you will leave it there.

Ask Me If I Care: Tough Love for the Kinky
Laura Antoniou
General Skills - Bristol - Sat 1:00 PM
Created in response to the informal (and sometimes impromptu) Q&A 
sessions after readings, this is an interactive opportunity to talk with the 
author of the Marketplace series. Don’t expect sugar-coated answers: 
this is Tough Love for tops, bottoms, couples and/or other groupings. 
Dear Abby can take a hike; Laura may not care, but she respects 
the community enough to tell the truth formed of 30 freaking years of 
experience and far too many confessions. Questions may be taken in 
advance or submitted anonymously at this discussion.

Asking - and Why it’s so Scary
soumise
Submissive Mindset - 623 - Sat 4:30 PM
Many submissives have a problem asking for what they need or want. 
When I entered the lifestyle, I was no exception. I found it even harder to 
ask for what I needed or wanted in our relationship dynamic because I 
thought it meant I wasn’t “submissive enough”. The goal of this workshop 
is to help you learn more about yourself and your needs and wants and be 
able to effectively communicate these with your partner. This workshop 
will focus on: Why we need to be able to ask for what we need and want. 
When to express these needs to our Dominant or Master for the best 
outcome. What it is we are really looking for. How to ask. What happens if 
the answer is No? How to avoid feeling taken advantage of in; or resentful 
of; the power exchange dynamic.

Author Readings
Cecilia Tan
Author Readings - Barrington - Sat 2:45 PM
Join Cecilia Tan as she hosts a steamy round of erotica reading from 
many of our talented authors. Come celebrate the erotic word and all it 
does for us! We’ll present a variety of erotic voices and give away prizes 
and goodies as we celebrate what’s hot in the written word.

Author Readings
Laura Antoniou
Author Readings - Barrington - Sat 8:00 PM
Join Laura Antoniou as she hosts a steamy round of erotica reading from 
many of our talented authors. Come celebrate the erotic word and all it 
does for us!

Bare as You Dare: Radical Body Acceptance
David Wraith

General Skills - Greenwich - Sun 
10:00 AM
Are you or is someone you love a closet nudist 
or reluctant exhibitionist who’s plagued with 
body image issues? Bare as You Dare is an 
open, body positive, clothing optional forum 
to discuss those issues and how they apply 
to radical body acceptance, sex positivity and 
clothing optional socialization. Topics may 
include nudism, fat shaming, topfree equality, 
body image in the media, and more.

Basic Violet Wands
Lady Shimla
General Skills - Bristol - Sat 9:00 AM
This class offers a brief historical overview of 
violet wands and a discussion of safety and 
health issues. There will be an introduction of 
techniques as well as a comparison between 
older violet wand technologies and the 
more modern ones in use today. This class 
presents an opportunity for participants to 
experience the sensations of the violet wand, 
including direct and indirect contact. This is 
a hands-on and discussion based class. A 
handout is offered to all attendees containing 
basic safety information and a list of common 
FAQs.
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Bondage and Floggers and Bear Claws Oh My
soumise
General Skills - Rhode Island - Sun 10:00 AM
They feel good, but why? Beyond the neurochemicals that are released 
during these activities, bondage, impact, and sensation stimulate the 
“Cinderella” tissue in your body - fascia - and this stimulation creates a 
bunch of physiological reactions that can affect your body in a variety of 
ways. This same tissue can also be responsible for some of the symptoms 
of sub and Dom drop and we’ll talk about that. This workshop will explore 
different BDSM based ways to stimulate the fascial system to improve its 
function. Stimulation happens for both the Top and the bottom depending 
on the activity. Healthy fascia is important for mobility, breathing, relief 
from back pain (as well as other aches and pains), proper pelvic floor 
function, and it ties into your nervous and immune systems.

Bootblacking Stand
Jay Falcon
Lounge - Plaza Foyer - Fri - Sat - Sun
The Bootblack Stand is back this year for all of your boot and leather 
needs. Come by, take a load off, watch the beautiful fetish wear go by, 
and let our team of skilled bootblacks care for your boots, jackets, pants, 
vests, chaps, and toys. Donations go to The Boston Living Center and 
you’ll look great when we’re done.

Building the BDSM Ritual
Murphy Blue
Spirituality - Tiverton - Sun 2:00 PM
With the amount of energy and focus produced from the common 
activities of BDSM play, it is no surprise that some ritualists let those 
acts play a powerful part in some of their ceremonies. Like blood, sex or 
intense faith in the past, Kink activities can offer some serious intensity 
to a ritual when it is wanted or needed. This workshop focuses on ways 
to add BDSM acts to your rituals by paying attention to what the ritual 
needs, identifying what an act can and can’t be perceived as, and filling 
in gaps that may exist in the ritual. Please bring either a kinky toy and/or 
a willingness to have such a toy used on or by you.

Caning 101: For Fun, Pain, or Punishment
RAMON
Impact - Kingston - Sun 10:00 AM
Come learn the rich history of caning, and its various methods for the 
precise striking of various parts of your partner for pain, fun, or punishment.

Chastity Training: Learning to Love the Lock
Princess Kali
General Skills - Bristol - Sun 2:00 PM
The thought of chastity usually strikes terror as well as exhilaration in 
the heart of the one being locked. With a mix of tease and denial, power 
and control, and a little physical suffering thrown in for good measure, 
Chastity Training can add whole new (and surprising!) dimensions to your 
sexual relationships. Whether it’s used for short periods (hours and days) 
or long periods (weeks, months and years) making Chastity Training work 
for you is more possible than you think!!

Chest Harnesses, Gotes, & Box Ties Oh My!
Wyldcat
Rope - Tiverton - Sun 11:45 AM
Developing a solid well practiced chest harness is essential in basic and 
advanced rope bondage. There is an infinite variety of what you can 
do upon binding someone’s core. In this class we will closely examine 
the chest harness, different types, its development and the common 
destination a “Takata Gote” or commonly called in the U.S.: a TK. 
Materials: please bring three 25’ to 30’ pieces of your preferred rope. 
Knowledge of a basic chest harness (Intermediate class)

Chill Zone, sponsored by Queer + Kinky!
Queer and Kinky SIG
EVENT - 623 - Fri 7:45 PM
The Flea will be a three-day whirlwind of fun and activity. Come take a 
break for a few minutes in our Chill Zone and relax, grab a snack and 
meet some nice people. Open to queer folk, friends and allies!

BDSM Social Etiquette
Sir Vice
General Skills - Kingston - Fri 6:00 PM
New to BDSM, its culture, its events? Confused by social cues, customs, 
and unspoken rules? Come join us for a workshop on how to mix, 
mingle, and socialize without faux pas and (unnecessary) pain. Topics: - 
Information Privacy - Caution & Healthy Paranoia - On-line & Off - Starting 
with Respect - Communication vs TMI (too much info) - Permission & 
Consent

BDSM Taster: 
Danie, Iya
EVENT - Plaza Ballroom - Fri 7:45 PM
Never been to a dungeon or play party? Not sure what to expect at the 
play party Saturday night? Come to the NELA BDSM Taster on Friday 
night and get your bearings. You will be able to meet new people, learn 
basic etiquette for playing around others and explore and experience new 
things from either the giving or the receiving end (or both)! Come check 
out our “tasting menu” of stations including spanking, canes, knives, 
bondage and more. Our station hosts are there to answer questions and 
give you a “taste” from their menu, either as the top, bottom, or both. This 
is a no pressure event; feel free to observe, ask questions, try one thing 
or many. Please note this is not a play party; this is the tasting menu for 
Saturday night’s fun!

Being a Happy Bootwhore: Bootblacking as 
Sensual Service
Sarah Sloane
General Skills - Barrington - Sat 4:30 PM
Bootblacking is not only enjoyable from a service perspective - it can 
also be a very hot, sexually and sensually unique scene. What better 
way to flirt with a hot top in boots, or to find out just how talented that 
bottom is with their tongue and hands! We’ll briefly discuss bootblacking 
basics, then enjoy a demonstration of dozens of ways you can make a 
bootblacking scene sexy!

Beyond The Magic Wand: A Sex Toy Crash Course
Pandora
General Skills - Patriots - Fri 10:00 PM
Have you ever been underwhelmed by that vibrator you just purchased? 
Maybe this is your first time and you don’t know where to start; or you just 
want some ideas to round out your collection. Then this class might be for 
you. Geared towards anyone with an interest in sex toys; this discussion/
demo style class will give you a chance to handle a large variety of toys 
and lubricants, allowing you to make more informed choices about your 
toys and your body. Some covered topics will include: Different types of 
toys. Tips on how to choose a toy that will work for your body (because 
there is no one toy that works for every body). Sex toy safety (and why 
some toys may not be so safe). Sharing toys. Nontraditional ways to use 
a toy, and finally...why everyone should own a bottle of lube.

Body Image and Kink
Hedwig, Nora
General Skills - Wickford - Sat 1:00 PM
How can we work with feeling good in our bodies when there are so many 
expectations how it should look like or work? Even in kink communities, 
what affects us negatively and how can we work to create body positive 
spaces both for ourselves and our fellow kinksters? A roundtable 
discussion.
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christian Religious Kink
P.E.T.E.
Spirituality - Ocean - Sat 10:45 AM
Fr. PETEr will guide attendees through elements of cultural energy, historical 
content, power role dynamics and kink perversions of christian religious play. 
This interactive presentation will include demos and discussion for beginners 
and intermediate religious perverters.

Coffee Knows No Gender: A Trans* Spectrum 
Kinksters Meetup
Jay
Social - Rhode Island - Sat 9:00 AM
Trans* Spectrum Kinksters is a group based out of the New England Area 
that holds classes, munches, and events for anyone who self identifies as 
Trans* or with not being Cis. This meetup is for people interested in meeting 
other trans* identified kinksters. Come meet and interact with Trans* folk 
of all flavors and exchange stories and hints about interactions within our 
communities! Non-trans* partners are welcome to attend WITH their trans* 
identified partners; and although allies are wonderful, we ask that they respect 
this space for only people (and their partners) who identify as trans*.

Connective Rope Bondage: Sensual and Seductive
NaughtyEm
Rope - Ocean - Sun 11:45 AM
Many classes cover the technical skills required to be a successful rope top 
and/or bottom. Em’s class on connective rope bondage instead focuses on 
adding emotional intimacy to a scene. A predominantly hands-on class, Em 
will share various ways to enhance the bond between top and bottom. From 
focusing on physical contact to using your rope as a communication tool, this 
class will offer a number of techniques to enhance the mood of your rope 
scenes. Em will also cover a variety of non-verbal communication methods 
(breath, posture, proximity) and offer suggestions for negotiation topics to help 
ensure an emotionally fulfilling scene for both partners.

Consent and Entitlement: The Yin and Yang of BDSM
Bydarra
Power and Authority Exchange - Barrington - Sat 10:45 AM
These are integral parts of BDSM which generate much controversy. Consent 
speaks to the self-determination of those who relinquish their power, however 
temporarily, to another. It is more of a tesseract than a linear scale while the 
other side of the coin, entitlement, addresses the heart of power exchange. To 
discuss one without the other can lead to ambiguity. Come join in a discussion 
designed to help you examine your own relationship to these concepts.

Considerations for Trans*/Cis Erotic Play
Wintersong
Gender - Barrington - Sun 2:00 PM
It’s awesome when two or more people are interested in play, sex, or dating. 
When one or more of those people are trans*, and one or more of them are 
cis, there are particular communication strategies, pressures, joys, and other 
considerations that can be valuable to acknowledge and work with. Whether 
you’re looking for a quick pickup or a lasting relationship, this workshop will 
help provide you with concrete tools and strategies for how these interactions 
can, and do, work.

Crazy Glue Invisible Bondage and Infibulation
Dov
General Skills - Rotunda - Sat 4:30 PM
This class is about demystifying this fun pervertible for mindfucks. We will 
discuss and demonstrate many wonderful perversions with this super-strength 
glue for bondage, on genitalia for infibulation, and for temporary chastity. We 
will also cover safety issues, some theory/chemistry of its function, and its 
intended medical usage.

Creative Disobedience: The Art of Being a Wiseass
Laura Antoniou
Power and Authority Exchange - Bristol - Fri 10:00 PM
Mention SAMs or brats in the scene, and you’ll get either glees or groans, 
depending on your tolerance for antagonistic scenes and your level of formal 
dominance & submission. But there is a creative challenge to being just 
disobedient enough to entertain, divert, and involve a top in playful reactions 
ranging from a laugh to lighthearted punishment. Learn the basics of what it 
takes to walk that very fine line between being annoying or amusing; whiny or 
whimsical.

Dating Outside our Species: is Vanilla a Bad Word?
Danie
General Skills - Wickford - Sun 10:00 AM
The term “vanilla” is used to refer to someone who is not, by our definition, 
kinky. We have all heard it, often being used in a negative way. But let’s face 
it: the world is full of vanilla people. Is it possible to form functional emotional 
and/or erotic relationships with them? Our presenter has been in a happy and 
sometimes painfully honest relationship with a non-kinkster for over 13 years. 
We will talk about dating across the flavor line, including discussing our needs 
(and those of our partners) and ways to get them met in the longer term.

Dim Mak: Five Fingers of Death
RAMON
Impact - Tiverton - Fri 10:00 PM
With minimal effort, learn how to deliver maximum pain and torment using just 
your fingers, turning them into Fingers of Death!

Doll Play 101: Creation from Inside Out/Outside In 
(Hypnotic Doll Play)
ZanyM
Hypnosis - Greenwich - Fri 10:00 PM
“You can brush my hair, undress me everywhere...” Come learn about two 
key methods of doll play - how dollification & hypnotic doll creation can 
enhance each other! We will speak about making all sorts of dolls. We’ll talk 
about creating a doll using hypnosis, making a doll using different wardrobe, 
make-up and other modifications and there will be a delicious demonstration 
of putting these concepts together! Please come with an item or article of 
clothing that inspires creating of a doll and be willing to engage your creativity 
and imagination. From the fuck doll to the robot, the rag to the action figure, 
the puppet to the wind up, there are so many possibilities to play with!

Erotic Humiliation: Happy, Healthy Humiliation
Princess Kali
General Skills - Bristol - Sat 10:45 AM
Humiliation is such a complex and varied fetish that many lifestyle and 
professional players hesitate to delve very deeply into the many fun options 
for embarrassing, degrading or humiliating their submissive. After attending 
this workshop however, both light and heavy players will be equipped with 
exciting new ideas to use and expand upon. Everything from dehumanization, 
to chastity training, to verbal humiliation and water-sports will be discussed, 
as well as How to Humiliate Happily- the ways to make sure that everyone is 
getting what they need from the experience.

Erotic Hypnosis 101
Wiseguy
Hypnosis - Greenwich - Fri 7:45 PM
Are you curious about what erotic hypnosis is, what you can do with it, or how to 
get started? Wiseguy (Mark Wiseman), author of the book Mind Play: A Guide 
to Erotic Hypnosis answers all of those questions and more. A professional 
hypnotist in mundane life with 15 years of experience writing about, teaching, 
and doing erotic hypnosis, Wiseguy explains what an erotic hypnosis scene is 
all about, from negotiation through after care, and then backs it up with a live 
demonstration.

Everything To Know About Negotiation: Effective 
ways of negotiating for scenes and relationships
Sara Scalper
Communication - Kingston - Sat 2:45 PM
Want to create an amazing scene or a lasting BDSM relationship and don’t 
know where to start? Communication is key, and the most important form of 
communication that should be occurring during the early stages of forming 
any connection is negotiating what each party wants from the interaction/
relationship. Sara Scalper (with assistance from their lovely partner, AJ) will 
show you how to negotiate for a variety of types of scenes (basic SM, physical 
edge play, D/s, emotional edge play, etc.) as well as regarding the protocols 
and minutiae of a potential D/s relationship. Whether you’re an old pro or are 
just dipping your toe into the kink scene, join this class and learn some new 
ways of communicating your scene and relationship needs!
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Face Slapping - Hand to Cheek
Princess Kali
Impact - Bristol - Fri 6:00 PM
Not just for Hollywood Heroines and offended prudes, face slapping can 
be a playful and powerful way to get Your point across. From a light tap 
on the cheek to a back-swing bitch-slap, there are as many ways to do it, 
as there are reasons to enjoy it. Come learn the history and techniques of 
face slapping and leave the class feeling slap-happy!

Fem Dom Panel
Miss Cindy
Power and Authority Exchange - Rhode Island - Sun 2:00 
PM
Are you a female Dominant? Or identify as a FemDom? Are you 
new? Have you been in the lifestyle for years? Come to the FemDom 
panel. Bring your questions from during the year. Want to know how to 
handle issues with your submissive? Want to learn a new technique, 
like CBT or something just as fun. We, as FemDoms will discuss any 
issues you have, new or old. Come meet with likeminded people and 
make new friends. The discussions are always informative and well 
received by everyone. Submissives are welcome but may participate in 
the discussions with permission.

Finding the Ouchy Places: A Pressure Point 
Primer
Arkcane
Impact - Kingston - Fri 7:45 PM
Is your bottom being bratty? Are your arms getting sore from all that 
swinging? Are you looking maximize response with minimum effort? Then 
get ready to explore the wonderland of pressure points! Pressure points 
are confluences of nerves, tendons, and connective tissues where a little 
force applied in just the right way will cause exquisitely excruciating pain. 
No space left in the dungeon? No problem! In this class you’ll learn how 
to make them scream and moan no matter how snug your play space.

Flameless Wax Play
Barbara
General Skills - 623 - Sun 2:00 PM
Playing with wax is so much fun, and it is so much more than just candles. 
Melting wax without flames will provide a larger amount of wax to work 
with, many different colors to paint with, and very good control over the 
temperature at which you pour. This class will cover the methods I use 
to create a fantastic flameless wax scene, including safety and cleanup. 
I will talk about the materials needed and where to economically source 
them. We will also go over melting your own wax to create the colors and 
wax mixture you want.

Floor work: How to have fun and build connection 
on the ground or in bed with rope
Dov
Rope - Rotunda - Sat 8:00 
PM
This hands on class focuses on 
how to restrain and manipulate 
your partner with rope. Before 
you get fancy you need to work on 
your basics. We will be focusing 
on how to restrain and manipulate 
your partner with rope in fun and 
creative ways. Knowing how to 
tie consistently and confidently 
makes for a richer and more 
expressive rope experience. We 
will be exploring various basic 
structures to restrain your partner 
comfortably and securely. We will 
also discuss how to visualize and 
create the ties you want *Class 
materials + minimum 6 ropes 
(More rope is always good) + 
Preferred Diameter 6mm

Formicophilia Fun!
Wintersong
General Skills - Kingston - Sat 4:30 PM
Formicophilia is the erotic interest in being crawled upon and/or bitten 
by small insects, although in this workshop we’ll look at playing with 
worms, too. We will start out by covering some of the “whys” and 
“hows” of this versatile and edgy form of play including everything from 
mindfucks to sensual play, pain play, and beyond. We’ll talk about some 
of the common kinds of critters people play with such as red wigglers, 
earthworms, fly larva, mealworms/superworms, crickets, and slugs. 
Safety and techniques will be discussed and demoed for a variety of 
critters, objectives, anatomy, and play scenarios.

Freestyle Floorwork: Working With Friction and 
Connection
Hedwig, Nora
Rope - Rotunda - Sun 10:00 AM
A hands on class which seek to inspire the participants to think outside of 
the mold of patterns and knots and instead think about it in a way to move 
with each other. Through some simple tips and tricks, we will see how a 
freestyle can flow from a basic one column tie through a set of easy ways 
of working with the friction of the rope. Bring: rope and yoga mat.

From the Sensual to the Sadistic: Calibration = 
Good Scenes For Every Body
Sara Scalper,
Impact - Kingston - Sat 10:45 AM
What is calibration? Well, the dictionary definition is “the act of checking 
or adjusting the accuracy of an instrument.” Applying this concept in a 
BDSM context in a scene, a top’s body is the instrument. The top can 
adjust their movements, what implements they use, the intensity of their 
use, the patterns they’re used in, etc. to become more “in tune” with 
the bottom, which results in a more satisfying scene for all. Toppy folks 
will learn how to negotiate safely and thoroughly with bottoms, clearly 
read communication signals given off during scenes, and calibrate their 
actions for longer and more satisfying scenes. Bottomy folks will learn 
what to look for when negotiating with a potential top as well as ways to 
communicate how they’re feeling during a scene to assist with calibration.

Fucking With Your Camera
RopeRider
Photography - Kingston - Sat 6:15 PM
This class is for photographers and models who want to explore more 
about what goes into making good erotic photographs. This is not a 
camera or lighting class, we’ll focus on discussing and demonstrating the 
emotional and creative aspects of making hot, engaging photographs. In 
this non-technical workshop, we’ll explore the elements that make a good 
erotic photograph. The topics we’ll cover matter to both seasoned studio 
photographers and to bedroom beginners.

Fun and Pain with Canes
Dov
Impact - Rotunda - Sat 11:30 PM
Canes are one of the most classic and iconic 
SM toys, simple to to learn and years to 
master with incredible range of nuance and 
depth.If you need to pick up all the basics 
on techniques, materials, and styles, this is 
the class to go to. We will be covering how 
to use your canes in a sensual, safe, and 
productive way as well as downright mean 
and vicious.

Geek social: Make new geeky 
freaky friends
tat2dgerl
Social - Rhode Island - Sat 11:00 
AM
Break the ice by meeting new people that 
have similiar geek interests as you. We have 
had this in the past and everyone seems to 
have fun. What can it hurt? Oh wait...
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Grounding, Centering, and Shielding for Kinksters
Thista Minai,
Spirituality - Kingston - Sat 9:45 PM
When a scene has set you spinning, but it’s time to transition back to 
a normal state, how do you find stability? How can centering your 
awareness in your body help you seize and wield the power of a scene? 
How can you protect your mental, emotional, and energetic resources, 
even in the midst of a chaotic crowd? Join us to explore the fundamental 
principles of grounding, centering, and shielding, and learn how to use 
these techniques to enhance our kink.

Health Professional Meet and Greet
ChrisMarks
Social - Rhode Island - Sat 12:00 PM
This meet and greet is for professionals that work in the fields of mental 
health, general healthcare, and human services. Come network, 
socialize and learn more about Kink Aware Professionals (KAP), Conflict 
Resolution Facilitation (CRF) and Incident Response Teams (IRT). Find 
materials and information for connecting to other supporting groups, 
trainings, and conferences.

Hierarchical D/s
Diamond Blue
Power and Authority 
Exchange - 623 - Sun 
10:00 AM
Got a Family, a House, a 
Team or even a Harem? When 
power exchange relationships 
expand past just two people, 
things can get...complicated. 
Come learn about different 
methods and modes of multi-person D/s relationships, and what you can 
do to ‘keep your house in order’ whether you’re on the top, the bottom, or 
anywhere in between.

How To Top Your Master
Raven Kaldera
Power and Authority Exchange - Wickford - Sat 6:15 PM
All sadists are dominants, all masochists are submissives, right? 
Dominants penetrate, submissives are penetrated, right? Well, no. In 
the real world, it’s much, much more complicated. Some dominants like 
strong sensation, rough play, and to be able to be in their own live porn 
movie ... and have it all done just the way they like it, and still remain 
entirely in control. Who can they turn to for this topping from the bottom? 
Can their s-types be taught to “bottom from the top” as a service? This 
class will discuss the ways in which this can be done comfortably for both 
parties, as well as demonstrating that activities never have to define roles 
in a power dynamic. Come and brave this taboo subject - let’s bring it 
from darkness into light!

How to train a service submissive
Princess Kali
Power and Authority Exchange - Bristol - Sat 4:30 PM
Most Tops & Dom/mes dream about having a well behaved service 
submissive to call their very own. But finding one pre-trained can be 
rough (and training out bad behaviors can be even tougher!) so it’s better 
to find and train your own, to your exact specifications. Once you’ve 
found someone who meets your standards, then the actual training of a 
service submissive can be fun for both sides! With a little creativity and a 
lot of discipline, a top-notch servant can be created out of almost anyone.

Hypnosis Lounge - Friday
Andy HypnoStory, NELA - NE Hypno SIG
Lounge - 148 - Fri - Sat - Sun
The hypno lounge is a great opportunity for learning, sharing techniques, 
meeting people, and practicing your hypnosis skills, as a hypnotist, 
hypnotee/subject, or both. Erotic and recreational hypno enthusiasts with 
a wide variety of experience will be available to demonstrate techniques 
and answer questions. People of all levels of experience are very 
welcome. We will have a schedule of short demonstrations, please check 
the NELA website for times and topics.

I’m OK, You’re OK: Conflict Resolution & 
Empowered Sharing for Power Exchange 
Relationship
Sarah Sloane
Power and Authority Exchange - Barrington - Sun 10:00 AM
Balancing discussions about feelings, fears, and expectations in 
relationships is challenging enough ... but when the relationship is based 
on a power exchange dynamic, it becomes even more so. Trying to 
figure out how to talk about ... and listen to ... the communication that 
keeps relationships healthy and happy, while still maintaining a sense of 
place in the relationship, can be tricky for many people to figure out. This 
workshop, led by Sarah Sloane, will focus on the basics of interpersonal 
communication as applied to consensual power exchange; we’ll cover 
how to say what you need to say, how to create safe space for difficult 
conversations, how to manage role expectations, and most importantly 
how to set the tone for healthy relationship communication throughout 
your life.

Impact Catharsis: The Metaphysics of 
Sensation
Thista Minai
Spirituality - Greenwich - Sat 2:45 PM
Pain is a well-known mechanism for cathartic relief and 
release, but how does that work on an energetic level? How 
does the energy body respond to different types of sensation, 
and how can you use those responses to help someone 
achieve catharsis? Come learn how physical sensation can 
facilitate spiritual healing.

Impact Play: Japanese War Fan
Lord Ramirez
Impact - Tiverton - Sat 1:00 PM

The Sensu-Gata, or Japanese war fan, has long been associated with 
Asian and Japanese culture. For the Samurai it was often used as a 
surrogate sword in situations where the sword was not or could not be 
available. Join Ramirez as he teaches you the history and use of the fan, 
as well as techniques for using the fan in play.

Intersections: Gender, Sexuality, and Kink
LordeCupcakeCunt
Gender - 623 - Fri 6:00 PM
What are the ways in which gender, sexuality, and kink are interconnected? 
How do we define and identify ourselves as similar and different to those 
within the LGBTQ communities? In this workshop we will explore some 
of the ways our kink identities are defined and work on understanding 
how those identities and explorations are related to those of the LGBTQ 
communities. Come prepared to examine your own kink identities and 
relate them to your own sexuality and gender. This workshop is open to 
anyone who, in any way, identifies themself as kinky.

Introduction to Rough Body Play
Roughinamorato
Impact - Rotunda - Sat 2:45 PM
Do you like the idea of smacking your partner and the intimacy of body-
on-body contact? This class is an intro to rough body play: punching, 
smacking, kicking, and all things body-on-body. We’ll talk about safety, 
where you can hit and not, and cover the basics. We’ll talk about how you 
can explore and have fun with this visceral and raw form of play (without 
requiring medical care later).

Kim Airs with Leo Rising: A transformation from 
femme to passing mandrag
Kim Airs
Gender - Bristol - Sat 8:00 PM
Join Kim Airs when she presents her drag workshop, “Kim Airs with 
Leo Rising” where she tells hysterical stories of her adventures in cross 
dressing as her skeevy (but lovable) alter ego, Leo DeGennaro. She’ll 
show you tips and techniques on creating your drag character and ways 
to realistically pass in public, all spiced up with her genuine sense of 
humor. You don’t want to miss this one!
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Kinky Speed Meeting, Round I
RopeRider
EVENT - Rotunda - Fri 7:45 PM
Looking to have fun and meet new people? Want to spend some time 
laughing and interacting with your fellow fetishists? If you’re feeling a little 
shy or alone in the big, kinky ocean, you should come to one of the two 
45-minute rounds of Kinky Speed Meeting! It’s sort of like Speed Dating, 
with a sexier, edgy twist. Expect to meet awesome people of different 
interests, genders and orientations!

Kinky Speed Meeting, Round II
RopeRider
EVENT - Rotunda - Fri 8:45 PM
Looking to have fun and meet new people? Want to spend some time 
laughing and interacting with your fellow fetishists? If you’re feeling a little 
shy or alone in the big, kinky ocean, you should come to one of the two 
45-minute rounds of Kinky Speed Meeting! It’s sort of like Speed Dating, 
with a sexier, edgy twist. Expect to meet awesome people of different 
interests, genders and orientations!

Kissing & Chemistry: Harnessing the Power of 
Romance and Attraction
ChrisMarks
General Skills - Barrington - Sat 9:00 AM
Why do we kiss? What makes a great kiss? What does your individual 
biochemistry have to do with it? What are the implications of hormones, 
biology, scent, and behavior? These questions will be answered from 
diverse areas of study including: Biology, Physiology, Evolution, and 
Psychology. Once you know why people like kissing, why it matters, and 
how your chemistry influences attraction, you will be more conscious 
and maybe make more informed choices. This class will cover skills and 
techniques for choosing, attracting, and keeping a partner. Plus, you will 
be more conscious of your kisses and turning your mouth into the sex 
organ it is meant to be. Bring a partner to practice on, or come listen, 
learn, watch, and be inspired.

Latex / Rubber Meet & Greet by Boston Latex 
Circle
Jason AnotherVU
Social - Patriots - Fri 6:00 PM
Whether you’re considering your first latex purchase this weekend, or you 
have a closet full of latex, come socialize with other shiny people here at 
the Winter Flea. Come learn what the Boston Latex Circle is up to this 
season and discuss all that is rubbery in New England and beyond.

Let’s Talk Hogties
Murphy Blue
Rope - Rotunda - Sat 10:45 AM
There are a few different Hogties out there in the world. This class goes 
over some of those variations as well as situations where it might be fun 
to use those ties.

Macho Submission Workshop
David Wraith
Power and Authority Exchange - Greenwich - Sat 6:15 PM
Are you a bottom who’s constantly mistaken for a top? Do you often get 
accused of not being a “true submissive” when you don’t fall at the feet 
of every Dom? The Macho Submission Workshop is a space for anyone 
whose submissive orientation conflicts with their macho presentation, 
especially (but not limited to) the male bodied, male identified, or any 
sub or switch who self-identifies as butch. Topics may include: how to 
best integrate the different sides of your persona for yourself and your 
partners, as well as dealing with the omnipresent “True Doms”. This 
workshop is open to all genders and gender identities.

Making a Skill a Scene
Lord Ramirez
General Skills - Rhode Island - Fri 10:00 PM
For many of us, when creating a scene we will resort to the use of a 
variety of skills, toys, etc. to create a rich, fulfilling scene. What if that 
was just as possible to do with a single skill or toy? In this workshop we 
will have exercises to both expand your repertoire of skills and get the 
creative juices flowing to have new ways to use those skills to get desired 
reactions from your partner. Lastly, we will explore techniques used by 
artists to evoke emotional response in others and how we can tap into 
that to create amazing scenes!

Mapping Your D/s Archetype
Midori
Power and Authority Exchange - Wickford - Fri 7:45 PM
Do you crave D/s relationships? Do you want to improve your current 
M/s relationship? How do we create successful and fulfilling D/s and M/s 
relationships? Through this class you’ll gather information necessary 
in creating effective protocols and the details of daily interactions. Be 
prepared to do some creative and hard work at the start to help reduce 
heartaches down the road! This class is limited to 50 participants.

Mapping Your D/s Archetype - 2nd instance
Midori
Power and Authority Exchange - Wickford - Sat 10:45 AM
Do you crave D/s relationships? Do you want to improve your current 
M/s relationship? How do we create successful and fulfilling D/s and M/s 
relationships? Through this class you’ll gather information necessary 
in creating effective protocols and the details of daily interactions. Be 
prepared to do some creative and hard work at the start to help reduce 
heartaches down the road! This class is limited to 50 participants.

MAsT Meet and Greet
Griffin
Social - Rotunda - Fri 6:00 PM
MAsT (Masters And slaves Together) is a national organization dedicated 
to supporting those in the M/s lifestyle. MAsT Mass and MAsT Providence 
are the local pan-sexual chapters welcoming persons of any gender or 
sexual orientation interested 
in learning about power 
exchange relationships for 
adults who live, or want 
to live, the Master/slave 
lifestyle. Both organizations, 
active members of MAsT 
International, welcome you 
to our meet and greet at the 
Flea! Officers and members 
from both Chapters will 
be available to answer 
questions about joining our 
monthly discussion groups. 
You do not need to be in a 
relationship currently to join 
this meeting. You just need 
to have a desire to learn 
more about the day-to-day 
life of M/s or D/s couples/
families. Latecomers are 
welcome!
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Mindfucks: Let Them Do the Work for You
Dov
General Skills - Wickford - Sun 2:00 PM
Sit back and watch as that little self reinforcing voice in the back of your 
bottoms / slave / properties / subject / victims head spins and spins building 
a teetering tower on top of whatever small mind worm you inserted in 
their head. A Mindfuck is any situation that creates a disorienting note of 
uncertainty in your subjects mind or plays on any fears, real, imagined, or 
both, that you can elicit through any physical or mental means. The goal 
is to spin a narrative to create an altered reality for the subject in which 
they are their own worst enemy. This is a discussion, demo and hands-on 
of how to create a narrative and take advantage of the moment as well 
as strategies and scenarios that can produce hours and days and even 
months of fun and terror.

Naked Yoga - Saturday
sepiessa
Movement - Tiverton - Sat 9:00 AM
What we do can be extremely stimulating, providing us with heightened 
physical, psychological, emotional and spiritual sensations and feelings. 
That’s why we do it, right? But too much may make a happy kinkster into a 
cranky, stressed out con-droppy one. Mitigate the drop with a little naked 
yoga! Experience the unrestrained freedom that practicing yoga naked 
(or nearly naked) offers in this 90-minute, clothing optional yoga class 
for kinksters. You’ll be guided through gentle yoga postures, breathing 
techniques and meditation. All skill levels are welcome including yoga 
virgins. Through all these practices we are building our life force energy, 
soaking the body with the energy to create the best lives, scenes, and 
relationships possible! Please bring your own yoga mat or towel.

Naked Yoga - Sunday
sepiessa
Movement - Tiverton - Sun 10:00 AM
What we do can be extremely stimulating, providing us with heightened 
physical, psychological, emotional and spiritual sensations and feelings. 
That’s why we do it, right? But too much may make a happy kinkster into a 
cranky, stressed out con-droppy one. Mitigate the drop with a little naked 
yoga! Experience the unrestrained freedom that practicing yoga naked 
(or nearly naked) offers in this 90-minute, clothing optional yoga class 
for kinksters. You’ll be guided through gentle yoga postures, breathing 
techniques and meditation. All skill levels are welcome including yoga 
virgins. Through all these practices we are building our life force energy, 
soaking the body with the energy to create the best lives, scenes, and 
relationships possible! Please bring your own yoga mat or towel.

Negotiation
Sir Vice
Communication - Greenwich - Sun 2:00 PM
Critical to the BDSM lifestyle is our ability to negotiate scenes and 
elements in our relationships. Expressing our desires and limits, 
their degrees, and possible consequences is important to building a 
foundation of trust and understanding between parties. This workshop 
looks at the key elements of negotiation, communication, and problem 
solving. Partners not required. Key points include: Introduction and 
definitions *Building your list of limits, desires, wishes, etc *Rationale 
& Consequences *Understand the what & why to manage outcomes 
*Communication * Building skills in presenting needs & limits, and how 
to receive them in a supportive fashion *Taking Turns * Negotiation with 
both Tops and bottoms sharing equally. *Managing Outcomes *Dropping 
the intention when things go awry

Negotiation for Introverts
Connor Synuates
Communication - Greenwich - Sat 10:45 AM
Negotiation is important; we all know that, but for some of us with 
introversion, shyness, or anxiety, negotiation can also be terrifying. Ever 
felt like you just freeze up when trying to talk to a partner? Or that you 
have too much to say and not enough structure to say it? You’re not 
alone!

NELA Fetish Photo Lounge - Friday
dee
Lounge - 607 - Fri - Sat - Sun
The New England Leather Alliance is pleased to once again support a 
wide group of talented photographers by providing a digital gallery for 
their work. The Photo Lounge will be open throughout the weekend to 
provide you with a relaxed place to revive your energy and spirits by 
showing a wide variety of photos submitted by over 30 photographers.

NELA’s Winter Flea Play Party, Early
Event
EVENT - Plaza Ballroom - Sat 6:00 PM
This year’s Winter Flea Play Party will become a ‘pure’ play party, i.e. 
not a mix of dance, performance and play, as it was the last few years, 
but rather a time and space focused entirely on play. We’ll be turning 
the Plaza Ballroom into a fully equipped dungeon with doors open to the 
Plaza Foyer where there will be social areas, a juice bar and space for 
negotiations and aftercare. Full nudity will be permitted in the Ballroom, 
*hotel friendly* in the Plaza Foyer please. All the info is available here: 
https://nelaonline.org/fetish-fair-fleamarket/winter-fleamarket/play-party. 
Ticketed entry at $20 per person.

NELA’s Winter Flea Play Party, Late
Event
EVENT - Plaza Ballroom - Sat 10:15 PM
This year’s Winter Flea Play Party will become a ‘pure’ play party, i.e. 
not a mix of dance, performance and play, as it was the last few years, 
but rather a time and space focused entirely on play. We’ll be turning 
the Plaza Ballroom into a fully equipped dungeon with doors open to the 
Plaza Foyer where there will be social areas, a juice bar and space for 
negotiations and aftercare. Full nudity will be permitted in the Ballroom, 
*hotel friendly* in the Plaza Foyer please. All the info is available here: 
https://nelaonline.org/fetish-fair-fleamarket/winter-fleamarket/play-party. 
Ticketed entry at $20 per person.

New England 40 and Over Kinksters: NEFOK Meet 
and Greet
Miss Jena
Social - Rhode Island - Sat 10:00 AM
Meet and greet for the New England 40 and Over Kinksters (You gotta 
love them) (NEFOK). For the NE 40 and overs and the people who love 
them.

New England Hypnosis Group Meet and Greet
Casey
Social - Greenwich - Fri 6:00 PM
Interested in hypnosis, and how to safely use it in play? Come meet with 
other folks who share your enthusiasm. Even if you’re just curious about 
how to work hypnosis into your playtime to make it more fun, come on out 
and meet us! Light refreshments will be served.
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Playing When Health is a Hard Limit
soumise
General Skills - Kingston - Sat 9:00 AM
Your mind wants to play, but your body isn’t always cooperating the way 
you want it to. How can you bring the excitement back without risking your 
long term health and well-being? Whether you or a partner are dealing 
with chronic pain, neurological challenges, are a breast cancer survivor or 
are just not moving the same way you used to, this workshop will give you 
some new ideas and perspectives. Play topics will be focused primarily 
around impact, bondage, and sensation topics. Specific challenges and 
limitations covered will be determined by the input of the class. Sample 
negotiations will be included as part of the demo.

Poly 101
David Wraith
General Skills - Greenwich - Sat 9:45 PM
Poly 101 is for the poly curious, the newly poly and anyone who is thinking 
about opening their relationship to consensual non-monogamy. Topics 
will include the myriad of non-monogamous relationship structures, the 

ethics of polyamory, negotiation and consent, time 
management, and how to be poly in an ostensibly 
monogamous world.

Pony Paddock
Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy
Lounge - Patriots - Sun 10:00 AM
Giddy Up! Calling all ponies, handlers, trainers 
and general enthusiasts! The pony paddock has 
been growing in popularity over the years and we 
will present it once again. Learn by watching an 
all-day pony play session. We start with tacking in 
the morning, followed by gait training, cart pulling, 
freestyle play, dressage, care and feeding and 
- most popular of all - grooming (at least for the 
ponies). Don’t just want to watch? Join in! You 
can’t screw this up.

Pony Play 101
Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy
Role Play - Ocean - Fri 10:00 PM
Interested in pony play? Don’t know where to 
start? This is the class for you. Ponyboys Rusty 
and Stormy will give you the basics. We will cover 

basic equipment, basic handling skills, gaits, safety, care and feeding (of 
both pony and handler) and setting the scene. This is all about adult make 
believe and you can’t get it wrong as long as you use your imagination. 
Time will be set aside for class participation for those who wish to try it 
out.

Pony Play 201
Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy
Role Play - Ocean - Sat 1:00 PM
Ponyboys Rusty and Stormy go beyond the basics to cover some of the 
more advanced elements of pony play including dressage, eventing, and 
what has been described as the “darker side” of pony play. Can you get 
your pony to do what you want with nothing but eye contact and body 
language? We will cover techniques for accessing, maintaining, and 
leaving pony and trainer head space as well. This class is more intimate 
in many ways than Pony Play 101, but 101 is not a prerequisite.

Power Exchange Dynamics: Finding a Fit to Feed 
Your Need
Carl, lisa
Power and Authority Exchange - Greenwich - Sat 9:00 AM
A practical exploration of power exchange dynamics -- like Master/
slave, Owner/property and Dom/sub -- and their real-world, day-to-
day application. As we explore the similarities and differences of these 
dynamics, you will be challenged to take a deeper look at what drives 
your desires to define (or re-define) a style that fits your needs...along 
with troublshooting tips for heading off power outages!

Off Balance: A Partial Suspension Exploration
LordeCupcakeCunt
Rope - Ocean - Sun 10:00 AM
In this partial suspension exploration, participants should expect to 
use their rope knowledge and creativity to empower the space that 
intentionally lacks balance. Bottoms, you may fear falling, you will be 
pushed and pulled as the top explores ways to keep you from finding 
your center of balance. This workshop is one part discussion and learning 
and one-part hands-on practice and reinforcement; participants should 
bring safety shears, 3-7 lengths of rope and anything to help create a 
lack of balance such as a lawn chair, a single crutch, a strong stick, or any 
others. Please also feel free to bring a yoga mat or sheet for your working 
space. This workshop is taught at a beginner-intermediate level.

One Rope Hotness: Ichinawa
Hedwig, Nora
Rope - Rotunda - Sat 9:00 AM
This demo / hands-on class will give you plenty of inspiration and is 
for those who would like to explore floor-work based, connective rope 
that moves and challenges by exploring all the 
possibilites of one rope. We will focus on how to 
use all the properties of rope, bodies, and emotions 
to bring out something truly special. Suitable for 
everyone. Bring: rope, mat, blind fold and small 
vibrator.

Packing Consent in Your Toybag
Princess Kali
Communication - Bristol - Sun 10:00 AM
The hot-button topic of consent is everywhere 
right now. On the face of it, it should be simple: 
“Yes” means yes and “no” means no. But in a 
scene context, establishing and communicating 
consent requires thought and planning. This class 
is designed to cover consent themes of interest to 
all orientations and genders. It will cover identifying 
and communicating what you want, negotiating 
with partners, navigating consent within a scene, 
how to withdraw consent, and more. Whether 
you’re new to kink or been playing for years, this 
workshop will supply you with concrete tools to 
help you craft your own consent and understand 
others’ consent.

People of Color Meet and Greet
David Wraith
Social - Wickford - Sun 12:45 PM
A chance for people of color [and their allied guests] to meet each other 
and discuss concerns specific to being a person of color in kink and 
alternative lifestyle communities.

Pet Play Social: Where Pets Come to Play!
Tesla Harclay
Social - Rhode Island - Fri 6:00 PM
A time and place for pets to come and play. I’ll bring along some toys, 
blankets, and snacks for the pets. Pets of all species and all levels of fur 
welcome. Bring your Owners too!

PlayDHD (Advanced Pain Cycling): Mixed Impact 
Techniques = Maximum Bottom Happiness!
Sara Scalper
Impact - Kingston - Sun 11:45 AM
This class builds on the idea of “Calibration” taught by Sara in one of her 
other classes-while calibration using one form of impact play can produce 
a great scene; calibration involving multiple forms of impact play can 
bring your scene to an entirely different level! Sara will show some “basic” 
techniques used in different types of impact play (spanking, rough body 
play, flogging, paddling, caning, etc.), and then will teach the audience 
how to incorporate all of these basics into one satisfying scene using 
calibration, checking in, reading body signals, and many other tips and 
tricks. Create longer, more complex, and more enthralling scenes via the 
use of “mixed media impact!”
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Practice Makes Perfect: Rope Handling Drills and 
Challenges
Wyldcat
Rope - Tiverton - Sat 4:30 PM
After introducing new technical skills we sometimes lose the precision 
and pattern that the ties require. In this class we will experiment with 
different drills to help retain those patterns and skills. There are many 
ways to drill new material, both fun and experimental. Developing a 
variety of drills will help make the material stick and increase your ability 
to take your ties to the next level. Please bring at least 3 lengths of 7-8 
meter ropes and knowledge of a few ties.

Predicament Play
Roughinamorato
General Skills - Bristol - Sat 9:45 PM
You tie them up and then what? The goal of this class is to help you 
understand the underpinnings of Predicament Bondage - both the 
mind and physical side - so you’ll be able to come up with your own 
predicament scenarios. If you can muddle your way though some basic 
safe knots, and have an evil mind, this class is for you. Come learn some 
decidedly fun ways to indulge your evil side!

Pressure Points and Micro Torture
AdelineKindred
Impact - Ocean - Sun 2:00 PM
Would you like to cause intense pain with a single finger? Interested in 
watching someone squirm with uncomfortable anticipation? Looking for 
the next thing to make them twitch with just the stroke of a knuckle? 
Come learn some of the most unexpectedly sinister ways to poke, prod, 
and torture various parts of the body using your fingers, knuckles, nails 
and a variety of small toys. Just when they thought it was safe because 
you put the whip down...

Protocols: They Are EVERYWHERE, but what are 
they?
NauttiBoy
Power and Authority Exchange - 623 - Sun 11:45 AM
Do you want to establish some protocols into your dynamic? Are you 
not sure where to start? Not really sure what they are? Or maybe you 
have a list of protocols that you have in mind but you don’t know how to 
implement them. We’ll share together and shed some light on these and 
many other questions. From HIGH Protocol to NO protocol and the rituals 
in between.

Queer + Kinky Social Tea
Queer and Kinky SIG, Kristina
Social - Wickford - Sun 11:45 AM
The Queer + Kinky SIG is an all gender, queer group of people interested 
in BDSM. Join us for a spot of tea and tiny treats! Queer people of all-
genders, and allies are welcome.

Queering the Cock
Connor Synuates
General Skills - Greenwich - Sun 11:45 AM
Delve into the universe of detachable dicks, queer cocks, strapons, 

dildos, and those that love them. Please feel free to bring 
your own for a show-and-tell!

Rebirthing our Joy: Healthy and Happy 
Sex Lives for Sexual Trauma Survivors
Sarah Sloane
Communication - Barrington - Fri 6:00 PM
Often, survivors of sexual trauma of all types feel challenged 
in our expression of our sexuality. Between the aftereffects 
of trauma, the feelings of uncertainty, and the fears of more 
harm, we can get locked into patterns of behavior that stifle 
- not enhance - our sexual selves. In the safe space of this 
workshop, we’ll talk about techniques to enhance our sense 
of self, communication with lovers and play partners, staying 
centered and grounded, and evaluating potential land mines 
and creating action plans for handling issues in a conscious, 
loving, and esteem-building way. Note: this class is limited to 
survivors of trauma and their partners / supporters. To protect 
safe space, the doors will be closed to late attendees 10 
minutes after the start of class.

Ritualized Kink
Wintersong
Spirituality - Wickford - Fri 10:00 PM
From planning and negotiating a scene to gathering tools, 
setting up playspace, the various stages a scene may go 
through, and aftercare, kinky play is full of ritual. These and 
other rituals structures our play context and help make us 
secure in our play. This workshop looks at a vast array of 
kink activities and dynamics, with an eye towards how we 
can build on the rituals that already exist within kink/BDSM 
in a way that fosters our own spiritual growth and helps us 
form connections with other people or something Greater. 
Bring your own ideas, experiences, and a very open mind, 
and together we will expand our ideas of spirituality, kink, and 
play.

RKO Army Presents: Rocky Horror Picture Show
RKO Army
EVENT - Rotunda - Fri 11:00 PM
Experience the greatest cult movie of all time. Brad & Janet, a newly 
engaged couple have a car breakdown in an isolated area and must find 
a phone to call for help. They find themselves at the bizarre castle of Dr. 
Frank-N-Furter, a transvestite, and meet challenges they are unprepared 
for. They, and you the audience, meet a large group of Transylvanians 
dance to the ‘Time Warp’. Dr. Frank-N-Furter builds his own man. Eddie 
comes out of deep freeze. A rival scientist comes to the castle. And what 
of the floor show that is held in the middle of the night!
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Sensual Steel: The Art of Erotic Knifeplay
NauttiBoy
Impact - Rotunda - Sat 9:45 PM
Sensual Steel is an introduction to the art of erotic knifeplay. Whether 
novice or experienced, learn to incorporate knives into your scenes using 
knives solely or as a tool to elicit the desired response. We’ll also discuss 
the care and cleaning of your blades both in and out of the dungeon, 
safety tips to minimize risk to you and your partner, as well as aspects of 
the law you need to know. So come let the steel seduce you regardless 
of which end of the blade you’re on.

Setting up your Scene Space
AdelineKindred
General Skills - Barrington - Sat 1:00 PM
Location, location, location - real estate may have been right. When 
deciding how to go about conducting a great scene, the importance of 
location shouldn’t be downplayed. However, location itself is comprised 
of a number of different factors, and isn’t the only piece that matters. 
Work with the group and the instructor to determine how to best get a 
great location for your scene regardless of, or based on, the setting. Time 
will be spent on a number of different factors, not limited to but including: 
safewords, music volume, lighting, toys to be utilized, and familiarization 
with a partner.

Sex Positive (What Does it Mean?)
David Wraith
Communication - Kingston - Fri 10:00 PM
Coined over half a century ago by psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich, the term 
“sex positive” still inspires confusion and fear. What does sex positive 
mean and, perhaps more importantly, what does it mean to be sex 
positive? This class will discuss the definition of the term “sex positive,” 
the history of the sex positive movement, and how we apply the principles 
of sex positivity to our daily lives.

Sex, Gods, and Virgins: Redefining Virginity for a 
Sex-Positive World
Thista Minai
Gender - Kingston - Sun 2:00 PM
What does it mean to be a virgin? And for that matter, how did virginity 
become so important to modern western spirituality and society? In this 
workshop we’ll trace modern virginity back to its ancient Greek roots, 
and discover how old beliefs continue to impact modern realities. By 
untangling ancient baggage, we’ll empower ourselves with a better 
understanding of how we can redefine “virginity” for a modern world.

Sexual Objectification Training
Sir Vice
Power and Authority Exchange - Greenwich - Sat 1:00 PM
There are lots of ways to enjoy the benefits of sexual objectification training. 
You can see it as part of the bimbo/fucktoy subculture, as a sexual party 
favor, in primal dominance/submission, etc. Learn about the methods of 
training & conditioning, and the enjoyment of sexual objectification. Key 
points include: Introduction & definitions. The why - exploring the roots of 
the attraction & draw to objectification. Benefits, risks, and limits - pros 
and cons abound, including landmines & goldmines. Training program 
design - incremental training, conditioning, & adjustment. Goals/Objective 
- not all objects perform alike, or want to. Mental training - elements of 
perspective, attitude, beliefs, emotions. Physical training - elements of 
bodily responses, form, and mechanics.

Sexy, Fun, and Safe: Sexual Health and Protecting 
Yourself
dee
General Skills - 623 - Sat 9:00 AM
Sex is good! Stress about STI’s is not so good! Together, we will learn 
more about Sex, STI’s (also known as STD’s), and how to play in a way 
that promotes safer sexy times. This class is for people at all places on 
the spectrum - from people that want to have a sexy time but don’t know 
much about some of the risks - to the most careful safer sex slut! Mono, 
poly, LGBTQ, blood players, we will discuss methods of safer sex for 
everyone.

Rope 101: The Knots and Bolts of Using Rope
Wyldcat
Rope - Tiverton - Fri 7:45 PM
So you’ve seen all of these “Twu Shibari Artists” binding people in intricate 
and beautiful ties. You’ve watched people fly with rope and now you want 
to know what all the fuss is about. In this class we will break down the 
essential skills to get you started on your way with rope. We will cover 
types of rope, basic bindings, and how to put it all together in play. Come 
join the fun and get your knotty grove on! Materials: please bring three 25’ 
to 30’ pieces of your preferred rope.

Rope and D/s
Murphy Blue
Rope - Tiverton - Sat 9:45 PM
Rope, in it’s infinite versatility, is the perfect 
tool to demonstrate and enforce dominance 
in a scene. But there are a lot of people who 
have felt that rope scenes are not conducive 
to the D/s dynamic. This class shows some 
methods of tying that allow the control to be 
unquestionably felt, as well as techniques 
that can make a rope scene a beautiful 
exercise in protocol and command no matter 
who is getting bound.

Rope Bottoming
Diamond Blue
Rope - Tiverton - Sat 6:15 PM
A lot of classes and information regarding the 
skills involved in rope bondage are aimed at 
the ones doing the tieing...as if those of us 
on the other side of the rope are just having 
something done to us rather than doing 
something. But we are doing something, and 
we can learn to do it better. From negotiation, to body maintenance, to 
knowing when something is a problem and how to communicate about it. 
How to prevent issues and injuries before they happen, and to deal with 
them when they do. Whether you’re a curious beginner or been doing 
this for years, come learn how to pursue this passion more safely and 
effectively, so we can all, top and bottom, have more fun.

Rope Lounge
Nymphetamine, NaughtyEm
Lounge - 632 - Sat 10:00 AM
The hugely popular Rope Lounge is back. Rope Lounge is a dedicated 
space for learning, practicing, sharing, and exchanging ideas about rope 
at the flea. The rope lounge is an open to all safe space.There will be 
experienced rope tops and bottoms available to answer your questions or 
to support you in your discovery of rope. Please note that Rope Lounge 
is part of the Flea, and all Flea rules apply to Rope Lounge, including: 
Playing/scenes or any sexual activity in public is prohibited.

Sadistic and Snarky Scenes: Complete with 
Silliness and Smiling
LordeCupcakeCunt
General Skills - Wickford - Sat 8:00 PM
How many times have you been told that your snarkiness is perceived 
as bratty, or that silliness is a lesser quality than stoicism? Come join 
a discussion about why kinksters enjoy snarky sceneing; enjoy the 
examples of silly scenes and those filled with laughter, and process 
through how to create your own. Be prepared to share your ideas and 
create a personal road map for kink with silliness, sadism, snark, and 
smiles all around.

Safe & Sane
Bydarra
Communication - Rhode Island - Sun 11:45 AM
Each person has to decide what risks they are willing to take, what 
behavior is sane for them, and how to identify their own behaviors that 
do not serve their best interest. We discuss taking a sanity check before 
engaging in high risk behavior, different aspects of safety from play to 
relationships, potential red flags, etc...
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Spanking, the Kinky Gateway Drug: 
Danie
Impact - Wickford - Sat 2:45 PM
Tie ‘em and beat ‘em, rope ‘em and rough ‘em or is there something 
more you can do to your partner? Join us as we explore the spectrum 
of spanking from sensual to sadistic. Novice or jaded, there is always 
something tantalizing about a bare bottom spanking. This workshop will 
give you a chance to build on your skills from basic to advanced. The use 
of positioning, technique and setting the scene will be covered.

Spirituality Panel
Arkcane
Spirituality - Rhode Island - Sat 1:00 PM
This panel will be composed of a number of people with 
different spiritual backgrounds discussing with you the 
ins, the outs, the who’s, the what’s and the deities of 
what it is that they do. AND of course how spirituality and 
BDSM collide.

Straitjacket Salon: Try on or show off 
your straitjacket
Questioner
Lounge - 632 - Sun 10:00 AM
This will be a gathering place for straitjacket lovers to 
congregate and wear and/or show off their straitjackets. 
Straitjackets will be available for people to try on. If you’ve never been in 
a straitjacket, now is your chance to try one and see if you like it. If you 
love straitjackets, come and we’ll buckle you in to yours or one of ours 
and you can hang around with other jacketed folks and enjoy the tight 
feeling of being bound in a straitjacket. If you’ve always wanted to buckle 
someone in, join us - there will be lots of people willing to let you restrain 
them. Sit and enjoy for as long as you’d like in our lounge, or we’ll have 
handlers to let you roam around the kinky parts of the flea while wearing 
your straitjacket.

Stumbling Into Spooky
Arkcane
Spirituality - Kingston - Sat 8:00 PM
Ever find yourself in a scene that unexpectedly takes on profound 
personal meaning? Ever accidentally discover a sacred dynamic in 
your kink? In this class we’ll share stories of kinky play that became 
unexpectedly spiritual. We’ll learn some techniques for processing and 
embracing these moments for ourselves, and find out how to help our 
partners and play partners navigate these experiences.

Submissive’s Roundtable
GRLee
Submissive Mindset - 623 - Sat 10:45 AM
Join GRLee for lively round-table discussion about submission in all 
of its beautiful and sometimes complex forms. What does submission 
mean to you? What draws us to the role of submissive? What brings us 
true satisfaction within this role? Please bring an open mind, and your 
thoughts to share.

Suffering for Spirit: An Overview of Ordeal
Thista Minai
Spirituality - Kingston - Sat 11:30 PM
What is the Ordeal Path, and what does it offer? In this workshop we’ll 
take a panoramic view of Ordeal, touching on the theory behind Ordeal 
rituals, and exploring many different facets of the Ordeal Path.

Suspension Vetting for Play Party
PRE-EVENT
EVENT - Ocean - Sat 3:00 PM
Do you wish to use the suspension rigs or hard points during the play 
parties? Then plan to swing by this Suspension Vetting session, doing so 
is a requirement to be able to use the rigs. No, really, you must be vetted 
to be able to use the suspension rigs and hard points during the party. 
This includes partial suspensions as well as full suspensions. Really, 
show up, get vetted, and all will be good in the world.

Taming the APEs in Your Relationships: Improving 
communication with yourself and then your 
people
Bydarra
Communication - 623 - Sat 1:00 PM
Each of us bring certain assumptions, perceptions, and expectations to 
every situation we face. This includes relationships. They are often the 
source of conflict with others. This class gives strategies for minimizing 
their impact.

Teasecraft Meet and Greet
Deviant Simian
Social - Wickford - Sat 9:45 PM
Do you like making your own sex toys / 
BDSM equipment / costumes / other 
kinky and fun things? Come share your 
ideas, projects, and projects-in-progress 
with other crafters. Not working on a 
project right now? No problem! Come 
join us, ask questions, and get inspired. 
teasecraft is a meetup group for sex/kink-
positive makers and crafters. Everyone is 
welcome, regardless of your (a)sexuality/
orientation/gender/race or what materials 

you work with (electronics, wood, metal, leather, software, etc). We want 
to facilitate face-to-face conversation because it’s such a great medium 
for showing off projects, sharing stories, and meeting new collaborators.

The ABC’s of AgePlay: AgePlay 101: Theory & 
Practice
Panda, Spooky
Role Play - Kingston - Sat 1:00 PM
It seems like ageplay is gaining in popularity, but what IS age play? Who 
does it, and why? How can I help my partner understand, and how can 
I safely meet up with other ageplayers? Learn all that and more at this 
introductory class that takes a look at all aspects of ageplay.

The Art of Feminine Dominance
Midori
Power and Authority Exchange - Bristol - Sat 6:15 PM
Elegance, power and confidence... Do you want to know how to be a 
dominant without being a bad cliche? How do you find a sexy style of 
erotic dominance that’s authentic to you? Using a special technique she 
developed, Midori will help you to find your inner power femme archetype, 
allowing you to pursue erotic fulfillment of sensual power play.

The Art of Tease and Denial
P.E.T.E., GRLee
General Skills - Barrington - Sat 6:15 PM
You’re sitting at a restaurant and your partner gently sets a glove down on 
the table. You watch them ever so slowly and softly, drag an index finger 
over the supple black leather; your breath catches in your throat, your 
face heats, and your heart skips a beat. You stare, with full understanding, 
that later, when you are in the privacy of your own home, that glove will be 
put to use on you. From playful and sensuous, to torturous and painful, 
join us in exploring the multi-faceted art of tease and denial. The format 
of this class will be presentation with guided discussion.

The Art of the Primal Scene
Lord Ramirez
Role Play - Tiverton - Sat 8:00 PM
What does it mean to be primal? In essence we are abandoning 
communication by intellect and reason to favor communication by instinct 
and emotion. During this workshop we will be doing a series of exercises 
to utilize communication by primal means. These techniques may then be 
incorporated in your play, or be used as a scene all onto themselves. This 
workshop requires you have a partner to participate. Due to the deeply 
personal and intimate nature of the workshop it is recommended that 
your partner be someone you trust and are comfortable doing things of 
an intimate nature with. To get the most out of the class you should plan 
to either be naked or wear very simple clothes i.e. wrap skirts, sarongs, 
kilts etc. You may also want a towel or mat to lay on
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The Handshake
Hedwig, Nora
Communication - Tiverton - Fri 6:00 PM
This is a workshop in which we explore the multiple ways expectations on 
interactions can inform the way we communicate, listen and negotiate 
with each other. This will be done through a set of hands on exercises 
that will highlight the various ways in which we can communicate, not just 
according to expectations but also according to the needs and wants of 
those we are interacting with.

The Ins and Outs of Anal Play
Sarah Sloane
General Skills - Tiverton - Sat 10:45 AM
Anal play is one of the most basic sexual activities known to humankind 
- it’s about time we spent some time demystifying it and talking (and 
showing!) how hot and sexy it is - and how we can bring it into our scenes 
to take things up a notch (or up a butt, whichever you prefer!). Whether 
you’re a giver, a taker, a dominant, a submissive, a newbie, an old fogie, 
or all of the above, you’re sure to take a little new info home with you 
... and hopefully start putting it into practice! A warning, though - the 
presenter can’t teach this class without a LOT of bad puns, so brace 
yourself ...

The Invisible Toybox: Energy Work and BDSM
Raven Kaldera
Spirituality - Wickford - Sat 4:30 PM
Known as mana, prana, chi, ki, orgone, and many other names, there are 
many ways to move around that elusive yet powerful quality that most 
of us just call “energy.” Pagans, witches, and magicians move it around 
in ways that we call Magic. We’ll learn about the ways energy work and 
magic can be incorporated into BDSM, for play and for intimacy. By the 
author of “Dark Moon Rising: Pagan BDSM”

The Society Meet and Greet
Tasha Rose
Social - Ocean - Fri 6:00 PM
The Society is a pansexual, support, social, and educational group for the 
21 and over BDSM community in the CT area and beyond. Come meet 
and greet members of the Society and some of our board of directors. 
Get to know what the Society is all about and how you can become a 
member. The Society is located in Hartford CT.

This Feels So Good: Bodywork Techniques for 
BDSM & Trance
ZanyM
Hypnosis - Rotunda - Sat 1:00 PM
Come to this class to learn hands-on bodywork techniques that can 
create a yummy headspace for kink-related activities. Many delightful 
bodywork techniques will be introduced. These techniques will all be 
physically beneficial. I will briefly discuss safety precautions and then 
show a hot-as-fuck scene and utilizing the techniques discussed. In this 
workshop, we will practice with a lovely vict...partner. It may be someone 
you already know, or a brand spanking new friend! Bring a yoga mat or 
blanket to explore on to practice and be led through techniques. Expect 
to learn, explore, and play in this class!

Tickle New England Meet and Greet: Calling all 
Lee’s and Ler’s!
Angel
Social - 148 - Fri 10:00 PM
Spend some time with people who love to laugh. Learn about Tickle New 
England, what a “twitch” is and why we call ourselves bad-ass!

Tickle Torture - 4 Elements
P.E.T.E., GRLee
General Skills - Bristol - Sat 2:45 PM
The four elements of tickle torture will be discussed and demonstrated 
utilizing simple, but effective forms of bondage. Tickle torture is a 
particular level of tickle play that engages the body, mind and emotions 
in a deeper way. Safety issues will be discussed and attendees will be 
engaged in creative play development and actively in demonstration as 
ticklees, ticklers or voyeurs.

The Bullwhip Lounge: Its like Sex at the Speed of 
Sound!
Domino
Lounge - Patriots - Sat 10:00 AM
The Bullwhip Lounge is the place for all things whip related. Need a spot 
to practice a little before the party, want to try out that new whip you just 
bought in vending, need a little help with your technique, or just want to 
see what whips are all about? The Bullwhip Lounge is the place for you.

The Care and Feeding of Tops
Diamond Blue
Rope - Barrington - Fri 10:00 PM
So, you’ve got yourself a rope top... For a scene, or, weekend, or a 
lifetime. How can you do your part to make things good for them? This 
class will talk about understanding the psychology and physiology of 
rigging and how to utilize that in order to be a better partner before, during, 
and after a scene. Learn how to give back physically and emotionally to 
those who give so much to us.

The Erotic Signal Whip
Lord Ramirez
Whip - Rotunda - Sun 2:00 PM
Whips are not just for pain, and this class will help explore other aspects of 
the use of your whip. You will learn how to use your signal whip for lighter 
erotic play. This is a hands on technique class: students should come 
prepared with a signal whip. Partners are welcome, but not required.

The Erotica Writers Toolbox
Cecilia Tan
Communication - Barrington - Sat 9:45 PM
Presented by award-winning erotica writer Cecilia Tan, this workshop 
is aimed at making your erotic writing sing. Whether you are writing for 
publication or just trying to write something sexy for your lovemate or a 
potential play partner, we’ll present ten ways that writing good sex is like 
HAVING good sex.

The Exquisite Whip: Amazing Hands-on Flogging 
Training
Midori
Whip - Rotunda - Sun 11:45 AM
Improve your flogging skills! Whether you’re a total novice or already 
confident with the whip, there’s plenty for you in this unique and very 
active class. Enjoy drills on techniques to deliver powerful, effective 
sensations without top-fatigue. Sharpen your finesse and precision to 
create the desired sensual, sexual and emotional effects. You’ll learn 
how to select the best flogger for your style and body type. Bring your 
floggers. More the merrier! If you don’t have any, there may be a few to 
try out. Midori shares with you a uniquely connected “California” style of 
whip use. If you want to learn to flog in high heels, bring them. No need 
to bring a target person or a practice partner. *Floggers may be borrowed 
from the following vendors: Agreeable Agony or Details Toys

The Fine Art of Bastinado and Caning: Beat the 
feet, it’s neat
Vivian Darkbloom
Impact - 623 - Sat 2:45 PM
In this class we will explore bastinado, the practice of whipping or beating 
the soles of the feet, as well as traditional caning. The class will feature 
both Domme and sub perspective on this exciting, sometimes scary and 
always intimate form of impact play. A mix of lecture and demonstration 
as well as hands on practice, the class will delve into the following areas: 
History: cultural context, and modern interpretations of caning. Bondage 
for caning: Secure your bottom to 
minimize wiggle and unintentional 
injury. Psychological damage: 
Intimidation and suspense. Making 
an impact: Safe striking and a review 
of no-go areas. There will be time for 
questions and practice play time. If you 
have canes, please bring them. Please 
also bring a towel or yoga mat.
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Use Your Words: The Art of Hypnotic Language
Wiseguy
Hypnosis - Ocean - Sat 9:00 AM
Hypnosis is an art that benefits greatly from the deliberate use of 
language. What you say, and how you say it, can make the difference 
between an okay scene, a good scene, and an OMG-when-can-we-do-
this-again scene. This class explores the nuances of hypnotic language, 
including concepts like indirect suggestion, authoritative and permissive 
styles, and special wording that can help when doing hypnosis with those 
who simply have a hard time letting someone else drive.

Using Pop-Culture Archetypes for Erotic Roleplay
Wintersong
Role Play - Greenwich - Sat 8:00 PM
Erotic role-play can be sexy, fun, exciting, and even scary. After all, using 
erotic role-play you can be anyone and do nearly anything. It is a play 
modality that opens up a world of possibilities. But for exactly that reason, 
exploring erotic role-play can be completely overwhelming! How should 
your “character” act? What does the “scene” look like? And how do you 
know if you and your partner(s) are on the same page? In this workshop 
we will look at an array of pop-culture archetypes from James Bond to 
Star Trek, Glee to Downton Abbey, and everywhere in between, with 
a focus on how we can use these archetypes as “shortcuts” to create 
shared context and help us get from the planning to the playing faster 
and more enjoyably.

Violent Displays of Affection: Connection and 
Intimacy through Rough Body Play
Roughinamorato
Impact - Bristol - Sun 11:45 AM
It’s easy to focus on details of form and technique with rough body play; 
it’s sensational (in all forms of the word), loud, sometimes there’s even 
screaming. But the truly powerful part of it is in it’s ability to connect at a 
deep and primal level. The raw flow of power exchanged back and forth 
between a Top and a bottom during rough body play happens viscerally; 
when you know your play well enough to let technique guide your hands, 
you can pay attention to the connection, whether it’s raw primal fucking 
energy, forging a deeper connection, intimacy, the beauty of power 
exchange, or even just fun 
and laughter in coming 
together to let go. Tears of 
pain mingle with tears of joy, 
violence and tenderness blur 
together, and something deep 
and special can happen.

Welcome Wagon
P.E.T.E., GRLee, 
NELAs Welcome 
Wagon
General Skills - 
Wickford - Fri 6:00 PM
The NELA Welcome Wagon 
sessions are for tops, 
bottoms, switches, and 
undeclareds and are geared 
to give attendees to NELA’s 
FFF a boost up, a seasoned 
community member to turn 
to, and a low-pressure, social 
way to figure out how to get 
the most out of the event. If 
this is your first Flea or if you 
identify as new to kink, join us 
and make new Flea-friends, 
get helpful ‘curriculum’ lists 
for your weekend, and maybe 
win some fun prizes!

EXTRAORDINARY 
PEOPLE WANTED
Volunteer with us today!

You don’t have to know first aid or be an EMT to 
join us. We are looking for good, motivated 

people who enjoy helping others and love sci-fi 
pop culture and anime. Operation Hammond 

members range from Medical Professionals and 
First Aiders to convention attendees and regular 

people who enjoy making a difference while 
having fun.

www.OperationHammond.com

Restrictions apply see website for details (AD 2.0)

Operation Hammond is an international non-profit 
First Aid charity that is dedicated to bringing 
Emergency Response, First Aid Training and 

Social Awareness to kink, fetish, pop culture/nerd 
conventions and events across North America. 

For More Info Please Visit 

Operation Hammond is a 501c3 Non Profit EIN 45-5007706. Membership restrictions apply Operation Hammond 2017

Event First Aid  -   Training   -   Outreach

Welcome Wagon
P.E.T.E., GRLee, NELAs Welcome Wagon
General Skills - Wickford - Sat 9:00 AM
The NELA Welcome Wagon sessions are for tops, bottoms, switches, 
and undeclareds and are geared to give attendees to NELA’s FFF a boost 
up, a seasoned community member to turn to, and a low-pressure, social 
way to figure out how to get the most out of the event. If this is your first 
Flea or if you identify as new to kink, join us and make new Flea-friends, 
get helpful ‘curriculum’ lists for your weekend, and maybe win some fun 
prizes!

You Give Great Leg
Hedwig, Nora
Rope - Rotunda - Sat 6:15 PM
This is a workshop for those who are curious about pain, pain 
management, and ties which incorporate legs and toes into the realms 
of stronger sensory stimuli, where pain or the torturous experience is 
the point itself. In this class we will explore ways to tie legs and toes and 
different ways to experiment with pressure and positioning of the body. 
This class will cover a few ties and techniques, motivation, preparation 
and negotiation in regards to stronger sensory stimuli, pain processing/
management, rope handling and body manipulation. Switching is 
welcome. Requirements for rope top: one and two column ties, friction 
locks. Requirements for rope partner: being comfortable with a lot of 
pressure/intense sensation and stimuli on feet and legs.

You Wanna Put That WHERE?: Sex toys in play 
and other places
Kim Airs
General Skills - Greenwich - Sat 4:30 PM
You own a few sex toys. I own crates of them. Join me, Kim Airs, founder 
of Boston’s first sexuality boutique, Grand Opening! (now living on the 
web at www.grandopening.com) where I will tastefully and hysterically 
explain and demo lots of toys that you may know about and many that 
you might not. Feel free to bring your own toys to the presentation so 
you may learn new, creative ways to use them, too! From everything like 
simple vibrators and cock rings, to wild strap on play, you won’t look at a 
sex toy the same way again!
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AM-1hr 30min-Bristol
Flameless Wax Play-Barbara-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-623

Formicophilia Fun!-Wintersong-Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston
Kissing & Chemistry: Harnessing the Power of Romance and 

Attraction-ChrisMarks-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Barrington
Making a Skill a Scene-Lord Ramirez-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-Rhode 

Island
Mindfucks: Let Them Do the Work for You-Dov-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-

Wickford
Playing When Health is a Hard Limit-soumise-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-

Kingston
Poly 101-David Wraith-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr 30min-Greenwich

Predicament Play-Roughinamorato-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr 30min-Bristol
Queering the Cock-Connor Synuates-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 30min-Greenwich

Sadistic and Snarky Scenes: Complete with Silliness and Smiling-
LordeCupcakeCunt-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford

Setting up your Scene Space-AdelineKindred-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-
Barrington

Sexy, Fun, and Safe: Sexual Health and Protecting Yourself-dee-Sat 
9:00 AM-1hr 30min-623

The Art of Tease and Denial-P.E.T.E., GRLee-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-
Barrington

The Ins and Outs of Anal Play-Sarah Sloane-Sat 10:45 AM-1hr 30min-
Tiverton

Tickle Torture - 4 Elements-P.E.T.E., GRLee-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-
Bristol

Welcome Wagon-P.E.T.E., GRLee, NELAs Welcome Wagon -Fri 6:00 PM-
1hr 30min-Wickford

Welcome Wagon-P.E.T.E., GRLee, NELAs Welcome Wagon -Sat 9:00 AM-
1hr 30min-Wickford

You Wanna Put That WHERE? : Sex toys in play and other places-Kim 
Airs-Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 30min-Greenwich

Hypnosis
Doll Play 101: Creation from Inside Out/Outside In: The benefits of 
dollification & hypnotic doll play together-ZanyM-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 

30min-Greenwich
Erotic Hypnosis 101-Wiseguy-Fri 7:45 PM-1hr 30min-Greenwich

This Feels So Good: Bodywork Techniques for BDSM & Trance-
ZanyM-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda

Use Your Words: The Art of Hypnotic Language-Wiseguy-Sat 9:00 AM-
1hr 30min-Ocean

Impact
Caning 101: For Fun, Pain, or Punishment-RAMON-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 

30min-Kingston
Dim Mak: Five Fingers of Death-RAMON-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-

Tiverton
Face Slapping - Hand to Cheek-Princess Kali-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-

Bristol
Finding the Ouchy Places: A Pressure Point Primer-Arkcane-Fri 7:45 

PM-1hr 30min-Kingston
From the Sensual to the Sadistic: Calibration = Good Scenes For 

Every Body-Sara Scalper-Sat 10:45 AM-1hr 30min-Kingston
Fun and Pain with Canes-Dov-Sat 11:30 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda

Impact Play 207: Japanese War Fan-Lord Ramirez-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 
30min-Tiverton

Introduction to Rough Body Play-Roughinamorato-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 
30min-Rotunda

PlayDHD (Advanced Pain Cycling): Mixed Impact Techniques = 
Maximum Bottom Happiness!-Sara Scalper-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 30min-

Kingston
Pressure Points and Micro Torture-AdelineKindred-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 

30min-Ocean
Sensual Steel: The Art of Erotic Knifeplay-NauttiBoy-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr 

30min-Rotunda 
Spanking, the Kinky Gateway Drug-Danie-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-

Wickford
The Fine Art of Bastinado and Caning: Beat the feet, it’s neat-Vivian 

Darkbloom-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-623
Violent Displays of Affection: Connection and Intimacy through 
Rough Body Play-Roughinamorato-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 30min-Bristol

Author Readings
Author Readings-Cecilia Tan-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-Barrington

Author Readings-Laura Antoniou-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-Barrington 

Communication
A Guide to Communications and Negotiations-P.E.T.E., GRLee-Sun 

11:45 AM-1hr 30min-Barrington
Everything To Know About Negotiation: Effective ways of negotiating 

for scenes and relationships-Sara Scalper-Sat 2:45 PM-1hr 30min-
Kingston

Negotiation-Sir Vice-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-Greenwich
Negotiation for Introverts-Connor Synuates-Sat 10:45 AM-1hr 30min-

Greenwich
Packing Consent in Your Toybag-Princess Kali-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 30min-

Bristol
Rebirthing our Joy: Healthy and Happy Sex Lives for Sexual Trauma 

Survivors-Sarah Sloane-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-Barrington
Safe & Sane-Bydarra-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 30min-Rhode Island

Sex Positive (What Does it Mean?)-David Wraith-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 
30min-Kingston

Taming the APEs in Your Relationships: Improving communication 
with yourself and then your people-Bydarra-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-623

The Erotica Writers Toolbox-Cecilia Tan-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr 30min-
Barrington

The Handshake-Nora, Hedwig-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton

EVENT
BDSM Taster-Danie, Iya-Fri 7:45 PM-2hr-Plaza Ballroom

Chill Zone, sponsored by Queer + Kinky!-Queer and Kinky SIG-Fri 7:45 
PM-2hr-623

Kinky Speed Meeting, Round I-RopeRider-Fri 7:45 PM-1hr-Rotunda
Kinky Speed Meeting, Round II-RopeRider-Fri 8:45 PM-1hr-Rotunda

NELA’s Winter Flea Play Party, Early-Lord Percival, Iya-Sat 6:00 PM-3hr 
45min-Plaza Ballroom

NELA’s Winter Flea Play Party, Late-Lord Percival, Iya-Sat 10:15 PM-3hr 
45min-Plaza Ballroom

RKO Army Presents: Rocky Horror Picture Show-RKO Army-Fri 11:00 
PM-2hr-Rotunda

Suspension Vetting for Play Party-Lord Percival, Beyonder, Kinkerbell-
Sat 3:00 PM-1hr-Ocean

Gender
(Trans)Gender Panel-Connor Synuates-Sat 2:00 PM-1hr-Rhode Island

Considerations for Trans*/Cis Erotic Play-Wintersong-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 
30min-Barrington

Intersections: Gender, Sexuality, and Kink-LordeCupcakeCunt-Fri 6:00 
PM-1hr 30min-623

Kim Airs with Leo Rising: A transformation from femme to passing 
mandrag-Kim Airs-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-Bristol

Sex, Gods, and Virgins: Redefining Virginity for a Sex-Positive World-
Thista Minai-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston

General Skills
Annoyance Play-Roughinamorato-Fri 7:45 PM-1hr 30min-Bristol

Ask Me If I Care: Tough Love for the Kinky-Laura Antoniou-Sat 1:00 PM-
1hr 30min-Bristol

Bare as You Dare: Radical Body Acceptance-David Wraith-Sun 10:00 
AM-1hr 30min-Greenwich

Basic Violet Wands-Lady Shimla-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Bristol
BDSM Social Etiquette-Sir Vice-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston

Being a Happy Bootwhore: Bootblacking as Sensual Service-Sarah 
Sloane-Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 30min-Barrington

Beyond The Magic Wand: A Sex Toy Crash Course-Pandora-Fri 10:00 
PM-1hr 30min-Patriots

Body Image and Kink-Nora, Hedwig-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford
Bondage and Floggers and Bear Claws Oh My-soumise-Sun 10:00 AM-

1hr 30min-Rhode Island
Chastity Training: Learning to Love the Lock-Princess Kali-Sun 2:00 

PM-1hr 30min-Bristol
Crazy Glue Invisible Bondage and Infibulation-Dov-Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 

30min-Rotunda 
Dating Outside our Species: is Vanilla a Bad Word?-Danie-Sun 10:00 

AM-1hr 30min-Wickford
Erotic Humiliation: Happy, Healthy Humiliation-Princess Kali-Sat 10:45 
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Lounge
Bootblacking Stand - Friday-Jay Falcon-Fri 6:00 PM-3hr 30min-Plaza 

Foyer 
Bootblacking Stand - Saturday Day-Jay Falcon-Sat 10:00 AM-6hr-Plaza 

Foyer
Bootblacking Stand - Saturday Party-Jay Falcon-Sat 6:00 PM-4hr 30min-

Plaza Foyer
Bootblacking Stand - Sunday-Jay Falcon-Sun 10:00 AM-6hr-Plaza Foyer
Hypnosis Lounge - Friday-Andy HypnoStory, NELA - NE Hypno SIG-Fri 

7:00 PM-2hr-148
Hypnosis Lounge - Saturday-Andy HypnoStory, NELA - NE Hypno SIG-

Sat 10:00 AM-8hr-148
Hypnosis Lounge - Sunday-Andy HypnoStory, NELA - NE Hypno SIG-

Sun 10:00 AM-6hr-148
NELA Fetish Photo Lounge - Friday-dee-Fri 6:00 PM-3hr-607

NELA Fetish Photo Lounge - Saturday-dee-Sat 10:00 AM-8hr-607
NELA Fetish Photo Lounge - Sunday-dee-Sun 10:00 AM-6hr-607

Pony Paddock-Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy-Sun 10:00 AM-6hr-
Patriots

Rope Lounge-Nymphetamine, NaughtyEm-Sat 10:00 AM-8hr-632
Straitjacket Salon: Try on or show off your straitjacket-Questioner-Sun 

10:00 AM-6hr-632
The Bullwhip Lounge: Its like Sex at the Speed of Sound!-Domino-Sat 

10:00 AM-6hr-Patriots

Movement
Naked Yoga - Saturday-sepiessa-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Tiverton
Naked Yoga - Sunday-sepiessa-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 30min-Tiverton

Photography
Fucking With Your Camera-RopeRider-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston

Power and Authority Exchange
24-7-Decade: Longterm BDSM Relationships-Cecilia Tan-Fri 7:45 PM-

1hr 30min-Barrington
Consent and Entitlement: The Yin and Yang of BDSM-Bydarra-Sat 

10:45 AM-1hr 30min-Barrington
Creative Disobedience: The Art of Being a Wiseass-Laura Antoniou-Fri 

10:00 PM-1hr 30min-Bristol
Fem Dom Panel-Miss Cindy-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-Rhode Island

Hierarchical D/s-Diamond Blue-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 30min-623
How To Top Your Master-Raven Kaldera-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford
How to train a service submissive-Princess Kali-Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 30min-

Bristol
I’m OK, You’re OK: Conflict Resolution & Empowered Sharing for 

Power Exchange Relationship-Sarah Sloane-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 30min-
Barrington

Macho Submission Workshop-David Wraith-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-
Greenwich

Mapping Your D/s Archetype-Midori-Fri 7:45 PM-2hr-Wickford
Mapping Your D/s Archetype - 2nd instance-Midori-Sat 10:45 AM-2hr-

Wickford
Power Exchange Dynamics: Finding a Fit to Feed Your Need-Carl, lisa-

Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-Greenwich
Protocols: They Are EVERYWHERE, but what are they?-NauttiBoy-Sun 

11:45 AM-1hr 30min-623
Sexual Objectification Training-Sir Vice-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-

Greenwich
The Art of Feminine Dominance-Midori-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-Bristol

Role Play
Pony Play 101-Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-

Ocean
Pony Play 201-Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-

Ocean
The ABC’s of AgePlay: AgePlay 101: Theory & Practice-Spooky, Panda-

Sat 1:00 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston
The Art of the Primal Scene-Lord Ramirez-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-

Tiverton
Using Pop-Culture Archetypes for Erotic Roleplay-Wintersong-Sat 8:00 

PM-1hr 30min-Greenwich

Rope
Aesthetically Pleasing Rope Harnesses-LordeCupcakeCunt-Sat 2:45 

PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton
Chest Harnesses, Gotes, & Box Ties Oh My!-Wyldcat-Sun 11:45 AM-1hr 

30min-Tiverton
Connective Rope Bondage: Sensual and Seductive-NaughtyEm-Sun 

11:45 AM-1hr 30min-Ocean
Floor work: How to have fun and build connection on the ground or in 

bed with rope-Dov-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda
Freestyle Floorwork: Working With Friction and Connection-Nora, 

Hedwig-Sun 10:00 AM-1hr 30min-Rotunda
Let’s Talk Hogties-Murphy Blue-Sat 10:45 AM-2hr-Rotunda

Off Balance: A Partial Suspension Exploration-LordeCupcakeCunt-Sun 
10:00 AM-1hr 30min-Ocean

One Rope Hotness: Ichinawa-Nora, Hedwig-Sat 9:00 AM-1hr 30min-
Rotunda

Practice Makes Perfect: Rope Handling Drills and Challenges-Wyldcat-
Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton

Rope 101: The Knots and Bolts of Using Rope-Wyldcat-Fri 7:45 PM-1hr 
30min-Tiverton

Rope and D/s-Murphy Blue-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton
Rope Bottoming-Diamond Blue-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton

The Care and Feeding of Tops-Diamond Blue-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-
Barrington

You Give Great Leg-Nora, Hedwig-Sat 6:15 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda

Social
AgePlayers Meet and Greet-Spooky, Panda-Sat 3:00 PM-1hr-Rhode 

Island
Coffee Knows No Gender: A Trans* Spectrum Kinksters Meetup-Jay-

Sat 9:00 AM-1hr-Rhode Island 
Geek social: Make new geeky freaky friends-tat2dgerl-Sat 11:00 AM-1hr-

Rhode Island
Health Professional Meet and Greet-ChrisMarks-Sat 12:00 PM-1hr-

Rhode Island
Latex / Rubber Meet & Greet by Boston Latex Circle-Jason AnotherVU-

Fri 6:00 PM-1hr-Patriots 
MAsT Meet and Greet-Griffin-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr-Rotunda

New England 40 and Over Kinksters: NEFOK Meet and Greet-Miss 
Jena-Sat 10:00 AM-1hr-Rhode Island

New England Hypnosis Group Meet and Greet-Casey-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr-
Greenwich

People of Color Meet and Greet-David Wraith-Sun 12:45 PM-1hr-
Wickford

Pet Play Social: Where Pets Come to Play!-Tesla Harclay-Fri 6:00 PM-
1hr-Rhode Island

Queer + Kinky Social Tea-Queer and Kinky SIG, Kristina-Sun 11:45 AM-
1hr-Wickford

Teasecraft Meet and Greet-Deviant Simian-Sat 9:45 PM-1hr-Wickford
The Society Meet and Greet-Tasha Rose-Fri 6:00 PM-1hr-Ocean

Tickle New England Meet and Greet: Calling all Lee’s and Ler’s!-Angel-
Fri 10:00 PM-1hr-148

Spirituality
Building the BDSM Ritual-Murphy Blue-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-Tiverton

christian Religious Kink-P.E.T.E.-Sat 10:45 AM-2hr-Ocean
Grounding, Centering, and Shielding for Kinksters-Thista Minai-Sat 

9:45 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston
Impact Catharsis: The Metaphysics of Sensation-Thista Minai-Sat 2:45 

PM-1hr 30min-Greenwich
Ritualized Kink-Wintersong-Fri 10:00 PM-1hr 30min-Wickford

Spirituality Panel-Arkcane-Sat 1:00 PM-1hr-Rhode Island
Stumbling Into Spooky-Arkcane-Sat 8:00 PM-1hr 30min-Kingston

Suffering for Spirit: An Overview of Ordeal-Thista Minai-Sat 11:30 PM-
1hr 30min-Kingston

The Invisible Toybox: Energy Work and BDSM-Raven Kaldera-Sat 4:30 
PM-1hr 30min-Wickford

Submissive Mindset
Asking - and Why it’s so Scary-soumise-Sat 4:30 PM-1hr 30min-623

Submissive’s Roundtable-GRLee-Sat 10:45 AM-1hr 30min-623

Whip
The Erotic Signal Whip-Lord Ramirez-Sun 2:00 PM-1hr 30min-Rotunda
The Exquisite Whip: Amazing Hands-on Flogging Training-Midori-Sun 

11:45 AM-1hr 30min-Rotunda




